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SUMMARY 

A computer model was developed for a radial vane pump, possessing 

a new configuration with twin abutments and retractable vanes. The 

model computes the flow and pressure histories of the segment and 

port, based on compressibility, leakage and geometry effects. The 

equation describing the general flow processes is a non-linear 

first order differential equation, and under specific conditions 

can be simplified or approximated to a form amenable to a quick 

solution. The program incorporates a separate algorithm enabling 

the utilisation of this time saving feature. The combined effects 

of compressibility, and of segment and port compression mis-match 

results in high levels of fluid flow ripple. Resistive flow paths 

(relief grooves), enable correct segment compression by providing 

adequate leakage from the ports. The program was used to assess 

the levels of flow ripple and the effectiveness of relief grooves. 

Direct measurement of flow ripple is hindered by requirements of 

high dynamic response, and existing techniques are expensive and 

complicated. However, dynamic pressure measurements may be used to 

determine the flow ripple levels. The relationship between the 

dynamic levels of flow and pressure is dependant on standing wave 

and other system effects. A technique, utilising transmission line 

theory, has been developed which enables the deconvolution of 

individual flow ripples from standing wave and superposition 

effects. 

The pump model has been found to correlate well with actual 

‘measurements. Using the model, silencing grooves have been found 

“to be effective in reducing the amplitude of the flow ripple over 

a wide range of operating conditions. In the pump tested, a 5.4 dB 

reduction was achieved. Greater reductions are expected under more 

typical conditions. In tests, the technique of wave deconvolution 

‘was effective in recovering the required data with a typical error 

of 5 percent. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

The following list summarises the notations used throughout the main 

thesis. Where it was necessary to use the same variables to represent 

different parameters, the list provides the alternative definitions 

and the context in which the variables appear (in brackets). Local 

constants and variables do not appear in this list. They are defined 

locally in the text where they appear. 

A Cross-sectional area 

Ag Amplitude component of reflection constant 

As Amplitude component of reflection constant 

Ay Amplitude component of reflection constant 

Ay Amplitude component of reflection constant 

b Plate width 

Ca Coefficient of discharge 

d Mean pipe diameter 

D Orifice diameter 

Dy Inlet orifice diameter 

Do Outlet orifice diameter 

Dir Pressure gradient sign 

Dirg Pressure gradient sign at dominant port 

Dir; Pressure gradient sign at inlet 

Diry Pressure gradient sign at outlet 

2 Naperian constant 

h Plate separation (pump ) 

h Pipe wall thickness (transmission line) 

Hy Leading vane clearance 

Ho Trailing vane clearance 

H3 End-plate clearance 

- ey 2 

at datum 

at source 

at termination 

ace x



Pipeline length (transmission line) 

Vane, rotor width (pump) 

End-plate land length 

Natural logarithm 

mass 

Pressure 

Pressure at dominant port (pump) 

Pressure at datum position (transmission line) 

Pressure at start of line 

Inlet port pressure 

Pressure at x due to motor 

Outlet port pressure 

Pressure at x due to pump 

Pressure at termination 

Pressure at position x 

Pressure at position 1 

Pressure at position 2 

Pressure at outlet with characteristic line 

Flow 

Entrained flow 

Flow into volume 

Leakage flow 

Orifice flow 

Flow from volume 

Flow at source (transmission line) 

End-plate leakage (pump) 

Flow at source due to motor 

Flow at source due to pump 

Flow at termination 
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& 
Viscous flow 

Flow at position x 

Flow at outlet with characteristic line 

Line resistance 

Time 

Relative surface velocity 

Volume 

Vane width 

End-plate land width 

Position from start of line 

Impedance 

Characteristic impedance of pipeline 

Variable at point of flow reversal 

Source impedance 

Source impedance due to motor 

Source impedance due to pump 

Termination impedance 

Bulk modulus 

Effective bulk modulus 

Wave propagation constant 

Coefficient of absolute viscosity 

Angular velocity 

Fluid density 

Source reflection constant 

Source reflection constant due to motor 

Source reflection constant due to pump 

Termination reflection constant 

Termination reflection constant due to motor 

Termination reflection constant due to pump 
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Angle 

Angle 

Phase 

Angle 

Phase 

Phase 

Phase 

at poettion 1 

at position 2 

component of reflection constant at datum 

at point of flow reversal 

component of reflection constant at source 

component of reflection constant at termination 

component of reflection constant at x 
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1.1 Outline of Overall Research Programme 

The work described in this thesis forms but part of an extensive 

Ministry of Defence research and development programme, on high power 

marine hydraulic propulsion systems. The programme of work, which was 

commissioned in 1973, was conceived to study the feasibility of 

employing hydrostatic transmission systems in medium to large sized 

Naval vessels. These hydraulic transmission systems were required to 

replace the conventional propeller shaft and mechanical gearbox systems 

currently employed in these vessels. With these systems numerous 

advantages were anticipated for the intended Naval applications. 

With the absence of the constraint imposed by a heavy rigid drive 

shaft, hydraulic transmission can provide a system of high flexibility 

and improved ship manoeverability. In conventional systems, it is 

essential to locate the prime-mover and propeller in close proximity. 

The equipment layout is also heavily dictated by the shaft and gearbox 

configuration. With hydraulic transmission, it is physically possible 

to locate the prime-mover and drive at opposite ends of the vessel and 

coupled flexibly by high pressure hydraulic hoses. 

There are further advantages to be derived from a system which is 

flexibly coupled. The problem of structurally transmitted noise from 

the prime-mover, is practically removed and greater design flexibility 

of the system is afforded. The propeller and drive may be contained 

in a pod and designed as an integral unit. This could be mounted so as 

to enable the vessel greater manoeverability and stability. A propeller 

pod capable of 180 degree rotation enables reversed thrust without the 

need for a reversible pitch propeller screw. Entangled or damaged 

propellers can be dealt with simply by a quick decoupling and 

replacing the entire drive units, a distinct advantage recognised



during servicing and repair. 

Through a system of valves and cross-links, additional prime-movers can 

be switched into and removed from the network. Damaged sections can be 

removed and serviced without affecting the operation of the entire 

system. By this method a highly efficient system can be made to 

operate. 

The above are but some of the advantages that can be derived from a 

hydraulic transmission system. The direct shaft transmission has one 

significant advantage, its mechanical efficiency approaches 100 

percent. With commercially available hydraulic systems, of small power, 

the efficiency is, at best, of the order 80-85 percent under optimum 

running condition. The capacity for the generation of severe fluid and 

structurally borne noise is another problem to be considered. At one 

end of the transmission line, fluid at greater volume and lower 

pressure is compressed, and at the other end the fluid is expanded to 

a lower pressure. These operations, if not performed precisely, are 

potential noise sources. Provided the levels of losses in mechanical 

efficiency and noise are kept low, these disadvantages would be offset 

by the advantages cited earlier. 

The research programme involved four establishments, the Universities 

of Aston and Birmingham, Normalair Garrett Ltd. (Yeovil) and the 

Ministry of Defence (Foxhill), in a project co-ordination capacity. 

In physical terms, the project involved the design, development and 

testing of a 1 MW. motor and a 100 KW. pump. 

As the motor was intended to be incorporated into a propeller boss and 

provide direct drive to the screw, the external diameter and size 

was critical. Due to this constraint on size and that of requiring high



efficiency, a new motor configuration was required. This motor designed 

by Jones (1), can be described as being a derivation of two radial vane 

pumps whose rotors are turned inside out and fixed together through a 

central plate. 

The pump is of the radial vane configuration, with twin abutments and 

retractable vanes. This gives the pump the qualities of a large swept 

volume, for a given pump dimension, and also a radially balanced rotor 

shaft. The pump operation and physical geometry are described later in 

the thesis (chapter 3 and appendix A). The initial design work is 

attributed to Burgess (2) and Wuerzer (3). 

Normalair Garrett was essentially assigned the task of constructing, 

developing and testing of the motor and its associated test rig. To 

them was also entrusted the preliminary design of a 1 MW. radial vane 

pump. The University of Birmingham was principally assigned the task 

of further design, development and testing of the 100 KW. radial vane 

pump and its test rig. The University of Aston was responsible for all 

noise work at the various research establishments. Primarily the work 

consisted of modelling the radial vane pump to identify its noise 

potential, and in the designing of silencing grooves to minimise the 

noise levels. Included in this brief, was the responsibility of 

designing all the data acquisition and noise analysis systems relating 

to the overall project. Attempts to fulfil the second task, resulted in 

the study of waveforms under the influence of standing waves. 

1.2 Noise Generation in Pumps 

In a hydraulic system, the positive displacement pump has the potential 

of being the main noise source. Noise is an unwanted by-product of



the energy conversion process, Stecki (4) and BISHOPP (5).The pumping 

action is basically one of taking finite quantities of fluid at low 

pressure and injecting into a high pressure outlet. This repeated 

action produces a continuous flow of fluid with a superimposed flow 

fluctuation. As a consequence of the system impedance, there results a 

pressure fluctuation in the system. This pressure fluctuation in turn 

results in transmission of both structural and fluid borne noise. 

In a pump there is a further mechanism of noise generation. Under ideal 

conditions, the pockets of fluid are raised to the outlet pressure 

before they are permitted to communicate with the system pressure. This 

results in a smooth transition of fluid pressure from the low inlet to 

the high outlet. The process of compressing the fluid and taking it to 

the level of the outlet is known as ‘pre-compression’. Ideally, fluid 

is discharged smoothly into the system. In cases of mis-matched segment 

and port pressures very vigorous back-flow of fluid can occur at the 

instant segment and port communicate. This results in the generation 

of fluid borne noise. Cavitation of the fluid, and also erosion of the 

pump walls and elements can occur, in extreme cases. Similar effects 

are observable at the inlet, and are appropriate to the case of motors. 

The key to quiet pump operation is therefore to seek a smooth transfer 

of low pressure fluid to a high pressure outlet. 

1.3 Relief Grooves 

The importance of adequate pre-compression for quiet pump operation has 

been explained (section 1.2). By appropriately timing the instant at 

which the port begins to communicate with the segment volume, adequate 

pre-compression levels can be achieved for a very narrow range of 

operating conditions. Unfortunately, the pre-compression requirements



are dependant on a number of parameters. These are system pressure, 

fluid bulk modulus, viscosity, operating speed and temperature. The 

effects of temperature are a consequence of its effects on fluid 

modulus and viscosity. As it is unacceptable to design pumps with a 

narrow quiet operating range, a more tolerant means of ensuring 

adequate pre-compression is desired. 

Relief or silencing grooves is a means of coping with the problem and 

provides for quiet operation under wide operating conditions. Relief 

grooves are resistive pathways which provide controlled communication 

between the port and segment before direct port communication occurs. 

To a lesser extent, relief groove operations are also dependant on 

the fluid and operating parameters for optimum pre-compression. 

Although these grooves provide adequate silencing over a wide range of 

conditions, it is still desirable to optimise their parameters for the 

mean required operating conditions. The groove parameters and their 

effects are studied in chapter 7 and appendix A. 

1.4 Modelling for Noise 

The main objective of mathematical modelling is to minimise the 

trial and error stage of product development. It can be used to 

evaluate alternative designs and the performance of a degraded system, 

Iyengar (6). 

In recent years the cost of digital computers has fallen considerably 

and the concept of personal computers have become a reality. The fall 

in computing costs have been offset by a corresponding increase in 

the general cost of research, and product development. 

Product performance has also taken on new dimensions. A product is 

- 6 -



appraised not just on its immediate tasks but in its ability to satisfy 

numerous legislation as regards safety, user comfort, noise and other 

undesirable effects. The developed product must, in addition, be cost 

competitive and economic to run. In view of such severe demands on 

product performance, increasing use is made of mathematical modelling 

and other design aids. These are being accepted as necessary tools in 

design, Foster (7) and Hooke et al.(8). In recent years, both manager 

and designer have become aware of the cost savings to be derived from 

the use of computer analysis and design aids. 

Recently noise has been given ever increasing attention. Manufacturers 

have been placed under considerable pressure to develop quieter fluid 

power systems. The significance of noise is even greater due to the 

move towards higher operating pressures and speeds. 

In this thesis, a radial vane pump model has been developed which 

enables the prediction of both flow and pressure histories. This model 

was used to study the effects of various parameters on the potential 

for noise generation. Various groove profiles were simulated to obtain 

the optimum groove parameters for the required operating conditions. 

In the modelling of such hydraulic devices, one major problem is 

obtaining the solution of the system equations. The fundamental 

equations are generally non-linear first order differential equations 

with no analytical solution. A numerical solution method is therefore 

required. As the equations are generally ‘stiff’, implying an equation 

where parameters change at widely different rates, very long 

computation times are required. This program applies a sophisticated 

semi-analytical solution technique. The significance of parameters 

are checked by the computer program, and where appropriate, solves the 

linearised forms of the equations. This technique results in a



considerable saving of computation time. 

1.5 Fundamental Noise Measurements 

In hydraulic pumps, one of the most important parameter defining the 

potential for noise output is the flow fluctuation. This parameter 

is difficult to measure directly as the majority of flow measuring 

transducers are unable to meet the high dynamic response required. 

Where equipment or techniques are available, these tend to be very 

expensive, difficult to operate or both. The problem can be overcome 

by measuring the pressure fluctuations and correlating the measurement 

to flow using the transmission line theory. With this “solution” comes 

a different type of problem. O’Neal et al.(9). 

The fundamental relationships relating flow and pressure are complex 

and the parameters difficult to determine. The complexity of the 

relationships are due to standing wave effects in the presence of 

reverberant conditions. Where the standing wave effects are removed, 

the relationships are greatly simplified. 

In the measurement of pump fluid borne noise potential it has become 

acceptable to quote pressure ripple levels under anechoic conditions. 

It is, however, possible to calculate the flow ripple levels from a 

knowledge of the line characteristic impedance, source impedence and 

the pressure ripple levels. Anechoic ceymination conditions are 

obtained by connecting long hydraulic lines to the ports, so as to 

remove the effects of reflection at the line termination. As pressure 

ripple levels are a function of the line and termination conditions, 

it is also necessary to specify the line diameter and other termination 

conditions. It is, however, accepted that the quieter pump under



anechoic condition is also quieter under any other operating condition. 

Where it is not possible to analyse a pump or system under anechoic 

conditions, it is not sufficient to attempt a measurement of the fluid 

borne noise by simply measuring the pressure at a particular point 

in the line, and analysing the waveform. Under reverberant conditions, 

the waveform is a function of position. Since the anechoic condition 

pressure data is the parameter of interest and is needed to correlate 

to flow measurements, the fundamental pressure data must be unravelled 

from the effects of standing waves. Once this fundamental pressure 

fluctuation is determined, the flow fluctuation can be determined 

from a knowlege of the line and source impedances. In most instances, 

however, the pump potential is commonly presented in terms of the 

pressure ripple. 

In this thesis, standing waves in transmission systems are studied 

(chapter 4), for the purpose of unravelling reverberant noise data. 

This enables the identification of the noise potential of individual 

pumps and motors in a reverberant system. 

1.6 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is divided into nine chapters and four appendices. The 

present chapter serves to introduce the theme and subjects relating to 

the thesis. Various topics are briefly discussed qualitatively, while 

‘details are omitted, to be elaborated on in later chapters. In chapter 

' two, a survey is presented of relevant literature by other researchers. 

Their work is summarised and the relevance to this work is highlighted. 

In chapters three and four, the theory relating to the vane pump and 

transmission line models are developed respectively. In chapter three,



the general flow equations are first derived and further developed to 

the linearised form. This provides greater computational efficiency. 

In addition to developing the general transmission line model, the 

latter chapter also presents the equations and techniques appropriate 

to its implementation, for unravelling standing wave effects. The pump 

model computer program is detailed in chapter five. The main structure 

is presented and discussed, with the aid of flow charts. The chapters 

six and seven, presents the simulations performed by the developed 

vane pump computer model. The former chapter deals with simulations 

relating to the standard pump, and the latter those incorporating 

silencing grooves. Various effects are studied with the emphasis on 

flow fluctuations and the minimising of the noise potential. Chapter 

eight describes the data acquisition and analysis system developed, 

together with experimental results. Experimental results are presented 

for correlating with the pump model predictions, and the transmission 

line model is verified experimentally. The final chapter, summarises 

the overall work, and presents its conclusion. 

In the appendices, listings are provided of the computer programs 

developed together with other details, which though necessary, are felt 

likely to provide a distraction from the main flow of the thesis.
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2.1 The Noise Problem in Hydraulics 

In recent years, the problem of noise has been receiving increasing 

attention. Noise levels which were previously considered 'acceptable' 

are now considered as socially unacceptable or even hazardous. Under 

the current 'Health and Safety at Work Act', excessive noise at work 

can constitute an offence. It is currently also recognised that noise 

reducers the operator's performance and productivity levels. The 

reduction in general noise levels is therefore both necessary and 

desirable. 

Although it has long been recognised that the reduction of noise is 

desirable, manufacturers of hydraulic components and plants have often 

overlooked this aspect of design, in their quest for higher power to 

weight ratios. The unacceptable neglect of noise aspects in hydraulic 

design has been recognised, and efforts made to overcome this trend. 

This has taken the form of a concerted research and development effort 

by both industry and research establishments. In view of the current 

concern regarding noise levels, the noise specification is becoming of 

increasing importance to the selection of equipment. The manufacturer 

of quieter equipment would have an edge over his competitor, and in 

the present competitive climate, could provide the necessary difference 

between success and failure of a product. 

2.1.1 Noise Source and its Propagation 

In a hydraulic circuit, the pump and valves are potentially the major 

sources of noise. Although the noise levels from valves can be much 

higher than in pumps, more effort has been directed towards reducing 

the noise levels from pumps. The noise spectrum from valves are broad 
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band, Crook et al.(10). In contrast, the spectrum of pump noise is 

narrow band with components occuring at harmonics of the fundamental 

frequency. Broad band noise is potentially less of a problem as the 

energy is spread out over a wider spectrum. In general, it is less 

annoying in terms of human comfort and less likely to induce severe 

vibrations in adjacent structures. 

Noise emanating from hydraulic equipment can generally be recognised 

as consisting of three components; air-borne noise (ABN), fluid borne 

noise (FBN) or structurally borne noise (SBN). Air-borne noise is 

radiated directly from the casing, structural borne noise is 

transmitted via the mountings, and fluid borne noise is transmitted 

via the fluid along the inlet and outlet lines. As both fluid and 

structurally borne noise components have the potential of being 

converted to air-borne noise, efforts to silence a hydraulic system 

must be directed at all three components. The method of reducing noise 

which is most applicable to the general industrial user would be that 

of noise isolation. The long term and probably the most effective 

method must be that of reducing noise at its source. This method, 

however, is more appropriate to manufacturers. 

Much work has been undertaken in the study of noise isolation and its 

reduction at source. The transmission of structural borne noise through 

pump and valve mountings have been.studied by Heron et al.(11). This 

work demonstrated the advantages to be obtained, in terms of reducing 

air-borne noise levels, by the implementation of vibration isolation 

techniques. The two main pathways for structurally borne noise was 

shown to be the walls of fluid lines and mountings. Fluid borne noise 

has been studied analytically by Longmore (12). He derived equations 

which enabled the pressure and flow fluctuations, as well as wall



vibrations in hoses to be predicted. The analysis was reported to be 

consistent with experimental measurements. Crook et al.(13) has studied 

the transmission of air-borne noise in hydraulic lines due to fluid 

flow fluctuation. The effects of tube bore and material rigidity on 

the level of air-borne noise were investigated. It was shown that, in 

the absence of structural vibrations, lower air-borne noise emission 

levels can result from the use of rigid or nylon hose in preference 

to rubber hydraulic hose. The use of smaller bore rigid or hydraulic 

hoses also results in lower noise levels. In the case of non-straight 

pipe configurations, fluid borne flow fluctuation can induce high 

levels of structural vibration. This effect has been studied and 

reported by Hughes (14). He discusses the mechanisms involved and 

attributes it to the oscillatory forces generated in the line due 

to dynamic pressure differences. 

No less effort has gone into the study of noise generation at source, 

in both valves and pumps. The design of a quiet valve has been reported 

by Donaldson (15). In a valve, fluid is made to change its pressure and 

flow velocity. If the process is not performed gradually, cavitation 

can occur and noise will be generated. The valve reported by Donaldson 

controls this process by lengthening the flow path. This provides for a 

controlled dissipation of the pressure energy and thus produces a more 

ideal condition for the process. Much has also been done in the study 

of noise in pumps. One of the earlier works was by Helgestad et al.(16) 

who studied the axial piston pumps extensively both theoretically and 

experimentally. Martin et al.(17) studied the problem of optimum port 

plate timing for axial piston pumps. For a pump operating under a 

very narrow operating envelope, smooth operation can be obtained by 

appropriate timing of the port plate. This is, however, not a practical 

solution as most pumps operate under a wide range of operating



conditions. Correctly designed relief grooves were shown to be 

effective in providing smooth operations under a wider envelope. In 

addition to operating conditions, the fluid being pumped has an affect 

‘on the optimum condition. This has been studied by Kelsey et al.(18). 

Using a computer program, the output flow ripple from a piston pump 

has been simulated for a variety of fluids. Kelsey demonstrated that 

a pump designed for quiet operation using mineral oil would result in 

high noise levels when using fire resistant fluids. This is due to 

the significant differences in the fluid properties of the two mediums. 

2.2 Predicting Fluid Borne Noise in Pumps 

Interest in the modelling of hydraulic pumps dates to the mid-1920s 

with the publication in 1926, by Brown (19), relating to gear pump 

design. A simple equation was provided which enabled the delivery 

to be estimated. The work by Meldahl (20) can however be considered, 

Fielding et al.(21), as being the foundation to much of the future 

work. Meldahl derived, an equation describing ideal delivery flow and 

considered the problem of trapped fluid. He suggested that pathways 

in the pump case could be used to relieve the trapped volume in the 

meshing teeth. Besides Meldahl, there has been many other names which 

have become associated with gear pump analysis. Some of which are 

Mukherjee et al.(22), Merritt (23) and Hadekel (24). 

Later in 1953, Bloch (25) investigated the flow, forces and pressure 

fluctuations in axial piston fluid transmission. In this work many 

assumptions were made in order that the equations could be solved. Two 

other early researchers were Zaichenko et al.(26) and Yamaguchi(27). 

In the work by Zaichenko an approximate method was formulated, whereby 
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the dimensions of shaped restrictors could be estimated for the use 

of reducing the flow ripple. 

In the earlier analysis, true simulations were not possible due to the 

absence of automated computing facilities. Researchers from necessity 

tended to include numerous simplifications in their models. Accurate 

simulations have only been possible with the widespread availability 

of cheap computing power. Helgestad et al.(28) in 1974, originated a 

computer model based on the theory for pressure transients in axial 

piston pumps. This model enabled the cylinder pressures and port 

flows to be predicted analytically. The theory was devised for the 

case of a volume of fluid in the cylinder being displaced by the 

piston via a portplate. The pump was modelled as being connected to two 

oil volumes, one at the inlet and outlet respectively. The resulting 

mathematical model was a non-linear differential equation. This was 

solved using a variable step Runge-Kutta method. Due to the “stiffness” 

of the equation, the solution required an excessively long time, and 

faced the possibility of numerical instability, resulting in a wasted 

simulation run. This model was later developed by Kakoullis (29). He 

modified the theory and computer program to include the simulation 

of the swash plate moments and torque transients. Attempts to correlate 

the theoretical and experimental results were rewarded with limited 

success. 

The work by Halgestad and Kakoullis, on the axial piston pump, was 

subsequently developed by Hannan (30). He re-wrote the computer program 

while modifying both the fundamental model and the solution technique. 

The modified program was cited by Foster et al.(31), in which a good 

theoretical model of an axial piston pump was described. The program 

was shown to predict flow, force and pressure fluctuation, with good 
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correlation to practice. A forty fold savings in program execution cost 

was also reported. 

In this adaptation of the axial piston pump program, the inlet and 

outlet port conditions of the model was changed, together with the 

technique applied to the solution of the differential equation. The 

inlet model was simplified and a constant port pressure was assumed. 

The outlet was modelled as being an anechoic termination, using 

transmission line theory. This technique of considering pressure 

fluctuations in terms of impedance and transmission line theory was 

applied by Willekens (32). In this work, he showed that the effects of 

viscosity could be neglected in this context. Modelling an anechoic 

termination has the advantage that, a practically anechoic termination 

is fairly easily realised. 

In the early model the Runge-Kutta method, which was used to solve the 

non-linear differential equation, was found to be very time consuming. 

Hannan in an effort to eek che computation time utilised a 

semi-analytical method to solve the equation. The method in effect 

reduces the problem to one involving the solution of a transcendental 

equation. The is achieved by employing a step-wise solution where 

leakage is considered to be constant over the step length. This method . 

undoubtedly introduces an element of error. Providing that the step 

length is sufficiently small, this error is not significant. This 

assumption is particularly appropriate to an axial pump, as leakage is 

typically only a small component of the total flow for a major part 

of the pump history. Where leakage is significant, there is no port. 

flow. Under this condition the equation can be solved analytically. 

The semi-analytical method, therefore, consists of an inspection of 

the parameters and identifying the conditions, to which the appropriate



equations and solutions are applied. 

Recently, another attempt has been made to quantify the pump flow 

ripple from an axial piston pump, Kogima et al.(33). In this analysis, 

however, a simple semi-empirical method was used. The back-flow was 

modelled as a triangular function with the fluid compressibility 

effects occuring totally at the instant of port communication. A 

good correlation was reported between the experimental and theoretical 

observations. This demonstrates the domimant effects of fluid 

compressibility on the pump flow ripple. 

Three years after Helgestad reported of his axial pump computer 

program, Fielding et al.(34), reports another computer program capable 

of predicting the flow fluctuations from an external gear pump. This 

enabled the study of parameters which affect the fluid flow ripple, and 

thus the potential for fluid borne noise generation. In this program, 

the flow due to the meshing of the gear teeth were calculated for each 

gear increment. At each rotor position, the port flow and pressure in 

the tooth spaces were calculated, whilst considering the summed effects 

of variations in trapped volume, tooth tip leakage, entrained and port 

flows. In addition the effects of trapped volume during double tooth 

meshing and gear eccentricity were considered. Ideal inlet and outlet 

conditions were assumed, together with a constant inlet pressure and 

an anechoic outlet termination. The effects of cavitation, end-plate 

leakage and fluid compressibility were ignored. Provided the pump inlet 

pressure is sufficiently boosted, cavitation effects can be neglected. 

Significant end-plate leakage and compressibility effects can however 

alter the results significantly. The program was reported to provide 

good qualitative correlation to experimental data. Discrepancies were 

attributed to experimental error, the assumption of ideal inlet and



outlet conditions, and wave effects. 

The gear pump program has since been further developed and reported by 

Bidhendi et al.(35). In this paper, a refined model is presented and 

the program re-structured to make the execution more amenable for 

design and verification analysis. Although ideal port conditions and 

the anechoic outlet termination are maintained, the theoretical model 

has been further refined and modified to include the necessary effects 

of end-plate leakage, cavitation and fluid compressibility, within the 

adjacent tooth space. A constant end-plate clearance is assumed, which 

Fielding et al.(36) has shown this to be a valid assumption in an 

experimental investigation. Compressibility within the meshing volume 

was not considered. In addition the hydraulic moments and shaft forces 

are also computed. Although a limited correlation to practical data was 

made, the program has been demonstrated, especially with its graphical 

data presentation techniques, to be ideal for providing the starting 

point in design applications. 

2.2.1 Relevance to Current Work 

Radial vane pumps have traditionally been considered as potentially 

quiet machines. This has resulted in the relative neglect of noise 

studies relating to vane machines. Recently, a theoretical model for a 

balanced vane pump has been published by Kogima et al.(37). In this 

work an attempt was made to model the flow ripple whilst considering 

the effects of fluid compressibility, variations in trapped volume, 

vane tip leakage and port flows. The effects of entrained flow and 

end-plate leakage were not considered. A further simplification, was 

made in the derivation of the port flow equation. The line pressures



were assumed constant. This would result in an underestimation of the 

flow ripple. In the solution of the flow equations, the Runge-Kutta 

method was used. The disadvantages of this method of solution has been 

described in the previous sections. 

The vane pump described in this thesis employs a new and novel 

configuration. The model developed considers the additional effects of 

vane tip entrained flow and end-plate leakage. In addition, the model 

overcomes the need for assuming constant line pressures by reiterating 

thé port and line calculations. For the solution of the flow equations, 

a semi-analytical solution was used, giving a significant savings in 

computational time. 

The goal set for the development of this radial vane pump computer 

model was to determine its potential for quiet operation, and to 

study the effects of relief groove configuration on the flow ripple 

from this pump. 

The mathematical equation defining the pump processes are fundamentally 

the same in all the three types of pumps. The differences lies in the 

dominance of the various parameters and consequently in the method to 

which the equations can be solved. In the piston pump, long solution 

time was shown to be a problem in the formulation of an engineering 

application program. This problem led to the implementation of the 

‘semi-analytical solution technique, which significantly reduces the 

computation time. As mentioned earlier, this technique is only valid 

when leakage flow is only a small percentage of the combined flow 

parameters. In the vane pump, the leakage is not necessarily a minor 

component. The significance of the various parameters changes, and 

depends on both the relative leakage parameters and its history during 

the pump cycle.



In the vane pump program, it is not valid to approximate the solution 

to one where leakage is constantly a small factor during the entire 

pumping cycle. This program incorporates a sophisticated algorithm 

which identifies the condition prevailing, selects and monitors 

the subsequent solution. This algorithm, therefore, permits for an 

accurate solution, with the best possible speed advantage. 

2.3 Hydraulic Transmission Lines 

The application of transmission line theory. in hydraulics, is not new. 

Constantinesco (38), in 1922, was first to suggest its application in 

the context of fluid power. In general, however, the significance of 

the transmission line theory to hydraulics, is not widely appreciated, 

Bowns et al.(39). Due to the increasing interest in measuring fluid 

borne pump noise, recent years have seen the transmission line theory > 

used to model simple hydraulic circuits. The general equation (2.3.1) 

defining the pressure wave amplitude P, in a pipeline is complex and 

contains a number of difficult to derive parameters. 
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Where Q, is the flow at source (x = 0), Z, the line impedance and Z, 

the source impedance. Pp, and PA are the source and termination 

reflection coefficients respectively. L is the line length and Y the 

wave propagation constant. 

Under special conditions, the equation is simplified and is of the form 

commonly applied in the testing of hydraulic pumps, some of these were 

. by Bowns et al.(40), Edge (41) and Iyengar et al.(42). Applications of 
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the complicated general form of the equation are significantly few. 

In a pipeline, the pressure at any point, is a sum of the pressure 

waves travelling up and down the line. A wave initiated at source 

travels along the line until it is reflected at the termination. This 

wave then travels up back to the source, where a further reflection 

occurs. The process is repeated until all the energy is dissipated. 

The effect of the multiple reflection is to generate a standing wave 

with nodes and antinodes at half wavelength separations along the 

length of the line. 

Conesco (43) in their work on fluid accoustic filters, applied the 

transmission line theory, in an attempt to unravel the effects of 

standing waves. In the derivation of their model, a simplification was 

applied, whereby only a single incident and reflected wave was assumed. 

Multiple reflections were ignored. With this simple model, solution for 

the incident and reflected wave amplitudes, proceeds with the obtaining 

of the maximum and minimum (node and antinode) amplitude of the 

standing wave. Two methods were used. The first consisted of trailing a 

hydrophone along the line and noting its amplitude. The second used an 

analytical method whereby the required amplitudes were computed froma 

set of three fixed transducer readings. 

While still maintaining the theme of evaluating fluid borne noise 

attenuators, O’Neal et al.(44) improved on the solution techniques for 

obtaining the parameter estimates. He formulated an analysis which 

enabled a more accurate estimate, using a set of six fixed transducer 

readings at known position. In addition to increasing accuracy, the 

fixed transducer method enables higher pressure measurements, which 

were not possible using the moving hydrophone method. This work was 

detailed in another publication, O°Neal et al.(45). 
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In a later work by Henderson (46), also on the subject of fluid borne 

attenuators, the solution technique was further improved. He applied 

a numerical technique which minimised on the error between the observed 

and computed values based on the parameter estimates. This technique 

enabled the identification of faulty transducer and apply low weighting 

to these readings. In this work 20 fixed pressure transducers were used 

enabling accurate monitoring of the pressure levels in the line. 

In the publications cited, arguments were not forwarded to substantiate 

the assumptions, which were required in formulating the reduced 

standing wave equation used in the analysis. Such approximations 

would result in erroneous results, if strong multiple reflections were 

present in the line. In the work by Henderson, a substantial line 

length was used. This was indicated to be over 30 metres. Under this 

condition it is reasonable to assume only a single reflection occuring 

at the termination. With the Conesco and O'Neal work, however, there 

appear conditions whereby a system of multiple reflection would be 

more representative of the conditions prevailing. 

In the work by McCandlish et al.(47) and later by Tilley (48), the full 

general standing wave equation was solved in an effort to determine 

the fluid borne noise characteristics of simple hydraulic systems. The 

work described methods which enabled the unknown parameters to be 

determined, either by relatively simple experiments or calculations. 

The general standing wave equation for multiple reflections condition, 

contains five unknown parameters, the source and line impedances, the 

source and termination constants, and the wave propagation constant. 

The source impedance can, however, be obtained from a knowledge of the 

line impedance and source reflection coefficient. Although all the 

parameters are fundamentally complex (containing both amplitude and 
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phase components) and basically frequency dependant, the line impedance 

and the wave propagation can be easily calculated with sufficient 

accuracy, Bowns et al.(39). The remaining two unknown parameters must, 

however, be determined experimentally from a set of simultaneous 

equations to derive the flow fluctuations at any point in the line. 

In the work by McCandlish, the primary intention was to design a series 

of experiments to determine the unknown prameters. With these the fluid 

flow fluctuations could be derived. This was achieved in two stages. 

If the pressure at any two points in the same line are divided, the 

equation reduces to that containing only the termination and the wave 

propagation constants, equation (2.3.2). 
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Where P, and P2 are pressure levels at position X; and Xj respectively. 

As the wave propagation constant can be estimated with sufficient 

accuracy, the termination constant is determined. To improve the 

statistical accuracy, McCandlish applied the mean value from a set of 

experiments with different line lengths. With the solution of the 

termination constant, the source reflection constant can be obtained 

by solving the equation (2.3.1) with data from tests at two different 

line length, but under similar operating conditions. Again statistical 

accuracy was improved by applying the mean value from a number of 

solutions.



Numerous methods have been suggested to enable the assessment of pump 

pressure ripple. Fielding et al.(21) and Bowns et al.(62) provides a 

summary. All these methods exploit the special conditions which 

simplify the standing wave equation (2.3.1), by avoiding the standing 

wave condition. These techniques can be classed either “accoustically 

reflectionless” or “high impedance’ delivery lines. 

The “accoustically reflectionless~ or ‘anechoic’ delivery line can be 

achieved by one of three methods. The most practical being the use of a 

long pipe line. The use of a quarter wavelength line or matching 

termination impedances, are other ways of achieving reflectionless 

termination conditions. These methods are, however, less practical as 

pump outputs are seldom, if ever, of a single frequency and therefore 

requiring a different line configuration for each frequency component. 

The “anechoic” transmission line equation at (x = 0) reduces to: 
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The high impedance delivery line technique attempts to further simplify 

the transmission line equation of (2.3.3). By using small bore delivery 

lines (increasing the line impedance) reflections at the termination 

can be made negligible in comparison to the pressure fluctuations at 

the pump outlet. This condition leads to the pipe impedance being much 

greater than that of the source impedance. 

Simplification of equation (2.3.3) results in: 

25948) 

On the basis of simplicity, the high impedance method appears to be 

more favourable as it does not require knowledge of the line impedance, 
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Zo: The “anechoic line” technique also requires handling of long hose 

lengths, in the region of 30 metres. This can prove to be a hindrance 

in conditions of limited space. The impedance of low friction lines 

can, however, be estimated with sufficient accuracy, Bowns et al.(39). 

The high impedance delivery line technique has, however, an underlying 

disadvantage. Under conditions of high flowrates, low outlet pressures 

or high source impedance, it is difficult to ensure that Z, is much 

greater than Z,. The high delivery impedance requirements can require 

pump testing under non typical operating conditions, and thus non 

typical results. There are also differences to be found in both the 

amplitude and character of the frequency spectrum of the pump output. 

The pressure ripple measured at the pump outlet is greater for the case 

of the “high impedance” than for the “anechoic” line. In cases of a 

noisy enviroment, this can be an advantage. The accentuation of the 

low frequency harmonics is, however, a distinct disadvantage. 
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2.3.1 Relevance to Current Work 

The standing wave equation, derived from the transmission theory, for 

the condition of multiple reflection is used to determine the fluid 

borne noise potential of two hydraulic machines, connected by a steel 

transmission line. In this application a situation existed which made 

it not feasible to connect the hydraulic machines to long anechoic 

terminations for the testing of its noise potential. As this data 

was required, a method had to be devised which could provide this by 

some other means. An additional problem encountered was that the two 

machines had the same physical configuration and operated at the same 

speed. For machines operating at different speeds, the problem is 

greatly simplified. Components due to each machine can then be easily 

identified, when operating at frequencies whose harmonic components do 

not coincide. 

In this work, it was envisaged that by the use of a combination of the 

techniques applied in the work by Henderson and McCandlish above, a 

procedure could be formulated to derive the required data. In the 

procedure developed, a system of eight pressure transducers were 

positioned along the line. From these transducer readings, the standing 

wave effects were removed by solving the standing wave equations. The 

resultant waveform at this shag is a combination of the fluctuation 

due to the two connected machines. This can be uncoupled by performing 

three tests under similar operating conditions, but with different 

phasing between the two machines,.and solving a set of simultaneous 

equations. The effects of mixing two pump outputs on the pressure 

ripple has been earlier studied by the author, Taylor et al.(49).
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the theory and analysis techniques necessary 

for the implementation of the mathematical pump model on a computer. 

The theory relating to the termination is dealt with separately in 

chapter 4, which deals with the topic of transmission line. In the 

section that follows, the events relating to a pump cycle are briefly 

described whilst omitting the details. The detailed theory is dealt 

with in the subsequent sections. In these, the fundamental classical 

fluid mechanics equations are presented, and followed by a derivation 

of the “Flow-Pressure” equations relating to the pump. The final 

section describes the scheme of the pump model. 

3.2 Description of Pump Model 

The model is best described in terms of the segment history as the 

rotor turns through one revolution. A segment is defined as the fluid 

volume bounded between one vane edge and its adjacent, vane or abutment 

edge. The pumping cycle occurs over five segment pitches (for an 8 vane 

machine) and due to the symmetry of the pump it is sufficient to 

consider only one complete cycle, instead of a full 360 degree rotor 

rotation. This can be appreciated when referred to the pump schematic 

of figure (3.2.1): general the number of segment pitches per cycle 

is half the number of vanes plus one. This model is developed for a 

general machine having an even number of vanes, two abutments and 

symmetric about the abutment centreline.
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3.2.1 Basic Definitions 

Before we proceed with the detailed model description the following 

terms must be be defined. These are presented pictorially in figure 

(30242). 

Segment Position: This is referenced by the angular position of the 

trailing vane centreline with respect to the centreline of the inlet 

abutment at the pump centre. 

Segment Pitch: This is defined as the angle subtended at the centre of 

the pump by the centrelines of two adjacent vanes. 

Segment Volume: In the angular position 0 degrees to minus one segment 

pitch, the segment volume is defined as the volume bounded by the 

trailing edge of the leading vane and the forward edge of the 

associated abutment. This definition is valid until the segment volume 

reduces to zero, then the segment becomes undefined. In the region zero 

degrees, to the position when the trailing vane just sweeps below the 

outlet abutment, the segment volume is defined as the volume bounded by 

the trailing edge of the leading vane and the leading ecee of the 

trailing vane. From this position till when the leading edge of the 

trailing vane meets the outlet abutment, the segment volume is defined 

as the volume bounded by the outlet abutment and the leading edge of 

the trailing vane. The segment is not defined after this position. 

Pre-Sector: This is the angular region bounded by minus one vane 

pitch and zero degree. 

. First Sector: This is the angular region bounded by zero degree and 

one vane pitch. 

Second Sector: This is the angular region bounded by one and two vane 

pitches. 

Third Sector: This is the angular region bounded by the upper limit



of the second sector and PI-(one vane pitch). 

Fourth Sector: This is the angular position bounded by the upper 

limit of the third sector and PI. 

3.2.2 Description of Segment History 

The cycle starts with the pre-sector. The model is undefined until 

the trailing edge of the leading vane has completely swept past the 

inlet abutment. The vane is currently in the fully retracted position. 

As the rotor proceeds, the leading vane is advanced outwards until 

the operating vane clearance is reached. This motion is controlled 

by the cam actuation profile. Until the segment volume is exposed to 

the inlet port, the only flow into and out from the segment volume is 

via the leakage and entrainment paths, across the forward vane tip, 

end-plate and inlet abutment. There is another leakage path, the 

intervane leakage path. This is not included as it is considered 

unnecessary for the purpose for which this model is required. 

As the rotor turns there is an increase in the segment volume which 

results in a temporary fall in the segment pressure. The consequence 

of this is to increase the pressure difference across the segment 

boundary, and thus the leakage flow into the segment volume. This 

added leakage soon brings the segment pressure to a new dynamic 

equilibrium. Once the vane has swept across the inlet port, the 

segment begins to communicate with the inlet port introducing another 

flow path. During this part of the cycle, fluid is directly being 

drawn into the segment. Due to the resistance to flow at the inlet port 

orifice, the segment pressure is lower than the inlet port pressure. If 

at any instant the flow area is too small for the level of flow,



cavitation will occur and introduce air bubbles into the system. By the 

time the rotor has completed this sector, the vane would have been 

fully extended to its working clearance. 

In the first few degrees of the first sector history, the leading 

boundary is the leading vane and the trailing boundary is at the inlet 

abutment. The mechanism of flow is, as in the pre-sector, due to 

pressure and entrainment effects. Fluid is being drawn into the 

segment volume. Similarly as before, if the flow area is too small 

cavitation will occur. After the trailing vane has cleared the inlet 

abutment, there is a change in condition at the trailing boundary. The 

new trailing boundary is the trailing vane of the segment. In the early 

stages of the segment history, the trailing vane is fully retracted. 

The vane is gradually extended until it achieves working clearance. 

This occurs just before the inlet flow area reduces to zero. Following 

this, the process of fluid compression can begin. Before the fluid 

pressure can rise, however, any air bubbles in the fluid caused by 

earlier cavitation, must be collapsed. 

In the second sector, as in the later stages of the previous sector 

history, fluid compression is taking place. At this stage, the segment 

does not communicate with the ports. The only flow occuring are via 

the leakage paths. As the rotor progresses, there is a net flow into 

the segment due to the effects of compressibility, and the pressure 

slowly rises. If there is no silencing groove, this segment behavior 

continues for a few degrees into the third sector. 

In the early part of the third sector history, the segment pressure 

continues to rise gradually. At the moment the segment begins to 

communicate with the outlet port, there is a sudden surge of fluid into 

the segment, causing a corresponding increase in segment pressure. 

= 30. =



Further rotor movement forces fluid from this contracting segment 

volume through the outlet port. Besides port flow, there is also the 

leakage accross the vane and the end-plate boundaries. At this stage 

the leading vane begins to retract into the rotor, and permits the 

vane to pass below the outlet abutment. Until the time the leading vane 

tip meets the outlet abutment, the leading boundary is the leading vane 

of the segment. After this point the leading boundary is the outlet 

abutment. The trailing boundary is at the segment trailing vane. 

At the start of the fourth sector, the trailing vane is fully extended. 

The vane tip is, however, retracting as it rotates forward. The fluid 

flow is initially dominated by port flow effect. As the vane tip 

retracts, the leakage to the trailing segment increases and the outlet 

flow decreases. At the end of the sector history, the segment flow is 

entirely leakage. The leading boundary is the outlet abutment and the 

trailing boundary is the trailing vane. The segment history is 

undefined when the trailing segment begins to pass under the outlet 

abutment. 

3.2.3 Line Flow Ripple 

The instantaneous port flow is a summation of the flows into the 

segments in communication with the port. At the inlet port, fluid is 

drawn in by segments in the pre and first sectors. The outlet flow is 

derived from segments in the third and paacen sectors. If silencing 

grooves are incorporated, there would also be a flow component from 

the segment in the second sector. The flow rate from each segment is 

dependant on the pressure difference accross the port orifice, the 

available flow area and the fluid density.



3.2.4 Line Pressure Ripple 

The pressure variations measured in the line can be described using the 

transmission line theory. The equations relating pressure variation and 

flow is complex. It is, however, significantly simplified when applied 

to a lossless “Anechoic Line’, whose characteristic impedance is much 

greater than that of the source. Under this condition the pressure 

variation at the pump outlet becomes only a product of the flow and 

the characteristic line impedance. The characteristic line impedance 

is a function of the fluid bulk modulus, fluid density and the line 

cross-sectional area. 

3.2.5 Effects of Silencing Grooves 

Consider the case of the eight segment pump. If the forward and 

trailing vanes have the same clearances, then by the time the segment 

has swept through the second quadrant, the segment pressure would only 

have attained a pressure of less than half that of the mean port 

pressures. At the instant the segment communicates with the outlet port 

there is a large flow surge into the Scone! This is to compensate for 

the volume lost due to the compressibility of the fluid. This abrupt 

change of state is a source of fluid flow ripple, and thus fluid borne 

noise. If the pressure in the segment can be gradually raised to that 

of the outlet port, the initial acces can be suppressed resulting in 

a flow ripple of lower magnitude and potentially result in a much 

quieter pump. The segment pressure can be profiled by Sarhetics a 

controlled leakage path between the segment and port. By changing the 

form and dimensions of the grooves, an “optimum” groove can be defined.



3.3 Fundamental Flow Equations 

This section presents the fundamental dynamic equations used in the 

derivation of the “flow-pressure” equations. These equations and the 

conditions of validity are commonly known. A formal presentation is 

thus considered to be unnecessary. References to these equations can 

be found in most books dealing with the fundamentals of fluid 

mechanics. A suitable reference is Massey (50). 

3.3.1 Laminar Flow Between Parallel Plates 

The laminar flow of a viscous fluid, Q, between two parallel plates,in 

the absence of end effects, is given by: 

bh3(P, - Po) 
Qy = 

12uL 
. (3303s 

Where b and L are the width and length of the plates respectively, h is 

the plate separation, mw the coefficient of absolute viscosity, and 

Pj, Py are the up, and down stream hydrostatic pressures. 

3.3.2 Laminar Flow Between Moving Paraliel Plates 

Entrained flow also known as “Couette Flow’ is caused by the relative 

movement of a boundary under viscous effects. In the absence of edge 

effects, the entrained flow Qe is given by: 

bhU 

€353.2) 

Where b is the plate width, h is the plate clearance and U the relative 
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plate velocity. 

3.3.3 Laminar Flow Through an Orifice 

The flow through an orifice is derived from Bernoulli’s equation for 

an inviscid fluid. The orifice flow Q, is given by: 

Dir.CgrD* /{2|P, - P| 
  Qo = 

: : (ee) 

and Dir. = SgntP; = Po) 

Sgn is defined as: 

Sontx): © 257 5x '><0 

lI oO
 

Sgn(x) So 2 ecg 

Son(x) *-l 3; x < 0 

Where Cqg is the coefficient of discharge, D the orifice diameter, p the 

fluid density and P,, Pz the up and down stream hydrostatic pressure 

respectively. 

3.4 Flow and Pressure Equations 

In this section the general flow and pressure equation for a viscous 

compressible fluid is developed. The first of two sub-sections develops 

the equation for a general control volume. The second applies the 

equation to the modelling of the pump segment pressure. 
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3.4.1 General Compressible Flow and Pressure Equation 

' Consider a quantity of fluid having absolute density p and volume V. 

The mass m is given by: 

a (yaaet} 

Differentiating the equation (3.4.1) with respect to time t gives: 

dm av dp 
eee P= + VV — 

dt dt dt 
(3.4.2) 

The isentropic bulk modulus 8 is defined: 

dP 

B= p— 
d . (3.4.3) 

The mass flow rate into a control volume is related to the flow across 

its boundary by: 

am 

oe PIS in WO out? 
GE 

(3.4.43 

Where Qin and Qout are the flow in and out of the control volume. 

Equating equations (3.4.2) to (3.4.4) and re-arranging gives: 

av V dp 

ee ee 

dt pdt 

(3.4<5.) 

Where Q=Qin - Qt 

Substituting equation (3.4.3) and (3.4.5) and re-arranging gives: 

dP B dv 

—_—_ = - ) -— 

at V dt 

(3.4.6)



The angular velocity w is given by: 

aé 
Os 

. (3.4.7) 
Where @ is the angular position. 

By using the above relationship, we obtain the flow-pressure equation 

with respect to angular position: 

dP B av 

—_—_ = — Q -o— 

dé wV dé 
(2. 0ees 

3.4.2 General Segment Flow and Pressure Equation 

In the application of equation (3.4.8) to the modelling of the segment 

pressure of the pump, the variable Q , has two components. 

Q A Ve 

Where Q; is the total leakage and Q, the total port flow from the 

segment volume. 

The component Q] consists of three sub-components: 

Gr Net Oy * Oe 

Where Q, and Q, are the entrained and viscous leakage accross the vane 

tips, and Q, is the end-plate leakage. 

The equation (3.4.8) then takes the form: 

(3.4.9)



From equation (3.3.1),(3.3.2) and (3.3.3) we obtain the equation 

relating to Qu, Qy, Q, and Q. 

  

UL 

Re = rls - Fy) 
2 

L /(#,)3 (H)3 L3 [(H3)3 
Q, = —|—(P, - P) + (Poin Big 2 2ee pee es =P) 

1l2u W W l2u W3 

Car > 

Q, = - — |-[Dirg. (Dg)? VIP - Pol + Diry. (Dz)? WP - Py! 
4 Np 

Where Dir, = Sgn(P - Py) 

Dir; = Sgn(P - Pj) 

The subscripts 1,2 relates to the leading and trailing boundaries 

and subscript 3 relates to the end-plate boundary. U, L are the vane 

tip linear velocity and vane length. L3 is the end-plate land length. 

W is the vane tip width and W3 is the end-plate land width. H,, H2, H3 

are the surface clearances. P is the vane main segment pressure and 

Pj}, Pz are the pressures at the adjacent segments. P3 is the case 

pressure. Pj, Ps are the outlet and inlet pressures respectively. 

With the substitution of Q,, Qy, Q, and Q, the equation (3.4.9) can 

be written as: 

  

dP a 

ee a ee NBs oe ) ee Bees oe) 4-0 1. = 5 6 Py] 7\Po gl P3 
dé me 

- Diro.Kg 4/|P = Bo] - Dini. Ki yi? - P,| 
(34.10) 

Where: 

3 3 

Wi a ao 

wV 59.5 12uW



L(H)3 L3(H3)3 
Ry re Ka = 

1l2uW 1L2uW3 

UL av 

Ke. Ky wee Vi - Hy ) 0 Kg = Ki K>5 

Z, dé 

K7 = K1 K3 Kg = 2K1 Ky 

Cqar 2 

Ko = Kj —— /- (D,)? 9 1 ° 
4 p 

Cat 2 

Kio 3 apo (D;)4 

4 P 

3.5 Analytical Solution 

The equation (3.4.9) isa non-linear first order differential equation 

and in its current form cannot be solved analytically. A numerical 

technique must be employed to solve for the segment pressure. Another 

problem arises as a consequence of the stiffess of the equation. The 

term “stiffness” implies an equation where parameters change at widely 

different rates. When a numerical solution is applied to a stiff 

equation, very small iterative steps must be taken or instability will 

occur. Small step computation incur the penalty of extremely long 

computation time. A method due to Gear (51) is available which gives a 

significant improvement in the time required for the solution of stiff 

differential equations. This method incorporates an automatic starting 

procedure and a sophisticated iterative solution of the predictor 

equation. Even with this technique, the required computation time could 
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prove excessive for the average engineering application. One way round 

this problem is to linearise the flow-pressure equation. 

If the flow through the dominant port is much larger than that due to 

the secondary port and leakage, these latter components can be held 

constant over a small step change in 9. Provided sufficiently small 

steps are taken, there will not be any significant loss in accuracy. 

The step-wise form of the equation (3.4.10) is given as: 

aP 

— = Ki] ~ Dirg-Ki2 ylP - Pal 
i (3.5.1) 

Where d denotes the dominant port, Kj; is the cumulative constant 

representing the leakage, K,}2 is the secondary flow at the start of 

the step and; 

Rin BR 7 ||P - Pal SP et 

Keo © 15.5. |P - Pols. [Po Pe] 

In the work by Hannan (30), a similar technique, was implemented for an 

axial piston pump. This was found to have a considerable saving in time 

when compared with a similar model using the standard “Runge-Kutta~ 

method of solving differential equations. A time saving factor of 50 

was quoted in a comparison made by Foster (52). 

With the vane pump model, there can be identified three different 

conditions of operation, in respect of the importance of the various 

variables. The first is one of having dominant port flow, and 

negligible secondary port and leakage flow. The second condition is one 

with zero port area. The third is one of significant port and leakage 

flow. For the first condition, the step-wise method described earlier 

can be used to solve for the segment pressures. The particular 

flow-pressure equation with zero flow area can be solved directly



analytically. The third condition however cannot be accurately modelled 

using the approximate flow-pressure equation. The equation must be 

solved using a numerical solution for a first order non-linear 

differential equation. 

In the computer implementation of the pump model, an algorithm is 

developed which tests for the significance of the various variables. 

This algorithm, which is described in detail in chapter 5, then 

identifies the condition which best describes the conditions operating 

and the corresponding solution technique required. It is worth 

mentioning that for the eight vane machine, the segment can communicate 

simultaneously with both ports only if long silencing grooves are 

incorporated for both the inlet and outlet ports. 

3.6 Solution of Flow-Pressure Equation 

This section deals with the solution of the various forms of the flow- 

pressure equations. The first sub-section, deals with the case of zero 

port area. This reduces the equation to a form which is amenable to a 

direct analytical solution. The latter sub-sections deal with the 

solution of the linearised flow-pressure equations. In solving this 

equation two conditions must be considered. The first is for the case 

of no flow reversal within the step, and the second for that with flow 

reversal.



3.6.1 Flow-Pressure Equation With zero Port Flow 

When the port area is zero, the equation (3.4.10) is reduced to: 

aP 

cen ae Ks + Kg iP 3 - P) + K+ (P> - P) + Kg (P3 - P) 

dé 

“ARG + Ky > Kg)P + Ks + K6P1 + K7P2 + KgP3 

This is a linear first order differential equation of the form: 

dP 

— = -BP +A 

se (3.6.1) 

Where A= Ks + K6P} + ero. + Kars 

B = Kg + K7 + Kg 

Re-arranging equation (3.6.1) gives: 

aP 

= de 

Aue BP 
(36632) 

Using the substitution: 

G = Aes BP 
(3.6.3) 

Differentiating both sides gives: 

“a = 6. aP 
: (3.6,4) 

Substituting equation (3.6.3) and (3.6.4) into (3.6.2): gives: 

dz 
—=- de 
BZ 

Integrating both sides between the limits Z,, 6, and 2, 69 gives: 
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Re-arranging and using the relation: 

elnX = x 

gives: 

Gore Caer 92 ey) 

From equation (3.6.3): 

(A =: 29) 

Py = ——— 
B 

(3.6.57 

(3.615) 

(2.057) 

(3.6.8) 

3.6.2 Linearised Flow-Pressure equation Without Flow Reversal 

The linearised step-wise form of the flow-pressure equation (3.5.1) 

was given as: 

aP 

dé 

Let 

(Dir.U)* = Dir(P - Pg) 

Differentiating equation (3.6.10) on both sides gives: 

Dir.2U.du = dP 

—_— = Kil - Dir.K})92 yl? = Pq| 

(ase,9) 

(3.6.10) 

(3,656,123) 

Substituting equation (3.6.10) and (3.6.11) into (3.6.9) gives: 

SAA



Dit.ev.ue 

dé 

Rit? Dir.Kj 2U 

Re-arranging and factorising gives: 

2 2Kj1 

- + au 

VES RT 5 Dir.K, (Kj - Dir.Kj32U) 

Dir.d@   

Integrating between the limits U,, 0, and U9, 89 gives: 

  

2(U2 - Uj) 2K] Kil = Dir.K}9U2 

- _ lha(eoro———————————_ | = Dir( 69 ~Oy) 

Dir.K}92 (Dir.K,>)? ‘2G eas Dir.Kj9U} 

Let 

Z, = —-- Dir.K}2U}1 

iz. < Si ee (3.6.59) 

Substituting equation (3.6.12) gives: 

  

Dik ieees: %/ 232 Dir.2Kj} Z9 

- In! -~ = > = o> = 0 

2) 5 *12 41 (376,13) 

From equation (3.6.10): 

Po = Pg t+ Dir.(U2)? 

Substitute equation (3.6.12) gives: 

Rit. 4540 

a = Pg + Dir 

see (336.10) 

At the beginning of the step, 2, of the equation (3.6.13) is known. 

Za can be solved using a numerical solution method (eg.Newton-Raphson). 

Knowing Z> the segment pressure Pj, at the end of the step is found by 
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substitution into equation (3.6.14) 

3.6.3 Linearised Flow-Pressure equation With Flow Reversal 

In equation (3.5.1) Dir represents the direction of flow through the 

dominant port at the start of the step. If Dir and K)} are not of the 

same sign, there is a possibility of flow reversal, within the step. At 

the point of reversal, the segment pressure, P is equal to the port 

pressure Pg. 

The conditions at the point of flow reversal are: 

wk Sgn(Dir.Kj}) 

oo (a6 .15) 

Substitute equation (3.6.15) into (3.6.14) gives: 

Ze = Ki} 

Where subscript r refers to the point of reversal. 

Substituting the value of Z, into the equation (3.6.13) gives the 

angular value, 6; at the point of reversal: 

Dae. 2 Dir.2K}} Kj 

Or = 64 + —— (Ky - 23) - ——— inf — 
2 2 

haa} wea. g (3562485 

The condition for flow reversal within a step is given by: 

Or < 6 to ae (3.6.275 

Where Ag is the angular step interval. 

EE Opce.6y +00, flow reversal occurs after the end of the step. The 
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segment pressure Py at the end of the step can be found using the 

equation (3.6.13) and (3.6.14) for the condition of no flow reversal 

within the step. If 9, = 6, + Aé@, the flow reversal occurs at the end 

of the step and the segment pressure, Pz is the port pressure, Pg at 

the start of the step. 

For the condition of flow reversal, it is necessary to solve the 

equation (3.6.13) for the limits 6, to gy and @; to 62. The equation 

(3.6.13) for the first condition, gave equation (3.6.16). The equation 

for the second set of limits gives: 

Dir. 2 Dir.2Kj} Z9 

- ——— (25 - K},}) + ——— In| —]- (6 - 4) = 0 
2 Zs (Kj2) (Kj 2) Kil 

(3.6.18) 

Substituting equation (3.6.16) into (3.6.18) eliminates 6, and gives: 

Dir.2 (Kay) * 
— 21 + Z9 = 2Ki1 + Kj; ,1n Sea — (95 - 63) = 0 

(K,2)? 2129 
(seo. t07 

By replacing Dir with -Dir in equation (3.6.14) we obtain the 

corresponding equation for Pz for the condition of flow reversal. 

The equation is: 

ao * Kil 2 

Po = Pq - Dir 

Dae. 
a eke (3.6.20) 

The solution of the equations for the condition with flow reversal is 

the same as that for without flow reversal. Equation (3.6.19) is solved 

for Zy using a numerical technique. With Zj the segment pressure, P9 at 

the end of the step is given by equation (3.6.20). 

ae ee
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3.7 System Modelling Scheme 

The outputs of a pump are dependant on the inlet and outlet line 

conditions and line conditions are dependant on the pump flow 

conditions. This therefore necessitates the reiteration of both the 

basic pump and line model till convergence is achieved between the 

two models. In this simulation program, the anechoic line is modelled 

as the termination condition. This is done both froma point of ease of 

modelling and from the accepted practice of testing pump noise using 

anechoic line terminations. The resulting system model is referred in 

subsequent references as the “pump model’. 

The scheme of the pump model is shown in figure (3.7.1) and starts with 

an estimate of the line conditions. Using this estimate condition, the 

pump conditions of segment pressure and port flows are determined For 

the full pump cycle. With a knowledge of the port flows, the line 

conditions are corrected and another pass is made at simulating the 

pump conditons, under this new line condition. This is repeated till 

convergence is achieved between consecutive port conditions.
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4.1 Introduction 

In the investigation of fluid borne noise in hydraulic systems, it is 

necessary. to determine the dynamic flow fluctuations of the system. In 

a typical eight vane machine operating at 3000 rpm., the significant 

frequency components typically extends up to the tenth harmonic. This 

requires a flow monitoring system with a dynamic response in excess 

of 4000 Hz. Flow transducers in general have poor dynamic response. 

Sophisticated flow measuring techniques - for example, hot film 

anemometers or laser anemometers - can provide the required dynamic 

response but they are difficult and expensive to implement. In contrast 

measurement of dynamic pressure fluctuations is relatively simple and 

cheap. There is available comercially a wide range of suitable 

transducers with very high specifications. By the use of transmission 

line theory, a mathematical relationship can be derived which relates 

pressure to flow fluctuation. The application of transmission line 

theory in hydraulics is not new. In 1922, Constantinesco (38) suggested 

such applications in the field of fluid power. Latterday applications 

include Foster et al.(53), Oldenburger et al.(54) and Iyengar(55). In 

his paper on “Pressure Ripple Propagation’, Bowns et al.(39) outlines 

the application, and compares the various forms of the basic equations. 

In this chapter the transmission line theory will be applied to three 

different systems, a lossless anechoic line, a simple transmission 

system and a pump-motor transmission network. The anechoic line 

condition is used in the modelling of the pump model termination. 

The two other conditions are required for the experimental work on the 

measurement of fluid borne noise in the hydraulic transmission systems. 

A brief introduction to the Fourier transform is. included in this 

chapter as an appreciation of the basic concepts is essential to the 
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understanding of the analytical and experimental analysis that follow. 

Numerous books are available on the subject. “Applied Time Series” by 

Otnes et al.(56) is a suitable reference on the practical aspects. 

4.2 The Fourier Transform 

In brief the Fourier transform is the conversion of time domain data to 

the frequency domain. The conversion from the frequency to the time 

domain is the inverse Fourier transform. There are, however, a number 

of different forms of the Fourier transform depending on the type of 

signal analysed. This is summarised in figure (4.2.1). 

The most general of all is the Integral transform. This transform can 

be applied to any realistic signal. Periodic and non-periodic signals 

can be suitably transformed. This transform necessitates a knowledge 

of the series to be defined between infinite limits and thus reduces 

its application to short duration transient signals. The domain for 

both frequency and time are continuous for this version of the 

transform. 

When dealing with periodic signals, the signal can be defined by one 

period of the time signal. The Fourier transform for periodic signals 

take the form of the Fourier series. In this form the time domain is 

continuous and periodic, and the frequency domain discrete and 

infinite. 

For discrete and non-periodic time data the sampled function transform 

is used. The time domain of this transform is discrete and infinite, 

and the frequency domain continuous and periodic. Due to the 

symmetry and periodicity in the frequency spectrum, a component of the 
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frequency in the continuous time signal will appear at frequencies of 

multiple intervals of the sampling frequency. 

As a means of avoiding the possible ambiguities of the frequency 

content of the signal, the time domain signal is band limited before 

transforming by passing through a low pass filter. This filter is 

usually referred to as an antialiasing filter with a cut off point 

set at a value slightly less than half that of the sampling frequency. 

The final and possibly the most useful form, for use in digital signal 

analysis is the discrete Fourier transform. This transform is applied 

to discrete and periodic signals in both the frequency and time domain. 

N points in the time domain are transformed to N points in the 

frequency domain. Due to the symmetry of the frequency domain, only 

half of these frequency points are independant. The number of valid 

frequency points is however further reduced due to the effects of the 

antialiasing filters. 

The figure (4.2.2) demonstrates the forward discrete Fourier tranform 

of an actual pressure pulse from a piston pump. Figure (4.2.2a) shows 

the time signal after passing through the low pass antialiasing filter 

and figure (4.2.2b), the amplitude and phase spectrum of the 

transformed signal. 

4.3 Wave Propagation Theory 

The one dimensional plane wave propagation theory can be used to study 

the transmission of flow and pressure in fluid lines. The validity of 

the analysis depends on the conditions of linearity and compactness 

being satisfied. By these conditions, is implied that the disturbances 
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are sufficiently small for their squares to be negligible, and that 

the source region is small when compared to the size of the wavelength. 

The wave equation is derived from continuity and force equillibrium 

equations. 

From continuity : 

(4.3.1) 

Where Q is the volume flow rate, A is the cross-sectional area, 6 the 

bulk modulus and P pressure. x and t relates to position and time 

respectively. 

From equilibrium of forces: 

oP p 32 
aes = OR 4 = 

oe - (4.3.2) 

From equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), the wave equations are obtained: 

370 

ax? 

and 

o2P 
ens ty ED 

3x2 
(4.3.3) 

Where the propagation constant vy is given by: 

(4.3.4) 

  

Where R is the line resistance and w the wave frequency in angular 

units. 
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The general solution to the wave equation is 

P, = Fe" + He’™ 

(45.255) 

it 

Q, = ~—| Fe -™ - He™ 

Zo (4.3.6) 

Where F and H are constants, and Z, is the general characteristic 

line impedance, defined by : 

  

p A \-1 
Vigoss R + -j@ -j% 

- B (4.3.7) 
Also 

(4.3.8) 

Where Z is the general impedance. 

4.4 Transmission Line Model 

The figure (4.4.1) shows a simple hydraulic circuit consisting of a 

pump connected to a length of pipe and terminating at a pressure relief 

valve. Consider a pressue wave emanating from the pump and travelling 

towards the line termination at the speed of sound. As any waveform can 

be transformed to a series of sine waves by the Fourier series it is 

sufficient to visualise a simple sine wave in place of the complex pump 

wavelet. As the wave travels along the pipe it is attenuated, the 

degree of which depends on the line friction. At the termination 

the wave is reflected back towards the pump. The wave will continue to 

be reflected up and down the line until its energy is completely 
- 58 -



dissipated. The result of this complex interaction of incident and 

reflected waves is to produce a standing wave. If a pressure transducer 

is moved along the length of the pipe, it will detect a pressure wave 

of varying amplitude. At points corresponding to nodes, a minimum 

signal will be detected, while at points midway between two consecutive 

nodes, a maximum signal will be detected. These are the antinode points. 

For a perfect line with zero attenuation and complete reflection at the 

ends, the signal would be zero at the nodes and tending to infinity at 

the antinodes. 

The impedance circuit of figure (4.4.2) is the equivalent of the simple 

hydraulic circuit of figure (4.4.1). The wave propagation. theory 

enables the derivation of a mathematical equation defining the flow 

and pressure fluctuation, as a function of the pump and termination 

characteristic, and the line dependant parameters. The pump and 

termination characteristics are the source and termination impedance, 

and the reflection coefficients. The line parameters are the wave 

propagation constant and the line impedance. 

At the beginning of the line x = 0. Substitution of this condition 

reduces equation (4.3.5) to: 

re er +e 

(424515) 

Where Pp is the pressure at the start of the line (or the pump outlet). 

At the end of the line, the termination impedance, Z; is given by: 

Py 
ce oe 

we ben 3) 

Where Py and Q; are pressure and flow fluctuations at the termination.



Substitution of the condition x = L into equation (4.3.5) gives: 

P, = Pe7L + Heth 

(4.4.3) 

i 
oe Fe7 ‘YL vt Het YL 

Qt 

Zo (4.4.4) 

Further substitution of P,; and Q; into equation (4.4.2) gives: 

Fe~YL + HeYh 

  

Ze = © 
t Oo 

-YL +7L Fe = He 
(4-425) 

If the termination constant, Pp, is defined as: 

Ze - 25 

Pe Oe 

ae te te ° (4.4.6) 

and the equation (4.4.1), (4.4.5), (4.4.6) are solved, the constants 

F and H can be determined. 

ppe27h 
— 

PLo+ e27L 
t ba 4.7) 

PRrPt 
qH=-eo 

A + er 
(4.4.8) 

Substitution of equations (4.4.7) and (4.4.8) into (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) 

gives: 

e7 YX — Ppe- ¥(2L - x) 

  

  

P, = P 
< E -27L - 

eS ly (4.4.9) 

Basha tee 2h 

0 a 

~27L 
20 i aoe (4.4.10) 
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but 

Ss (4.4.71 

The source reflection coeffient p, can similarly be defined as: 

(4.4.12) 

Using the substitutions equations (4.4.11) and (4.4.12) transforms the 

equations (4.4.9) and (4.4.10) into: 

Cotas e7 YX a poew eh = x) 

    

    

Py, = 
: =-27L 

oso a ee (a4 

On. an (x Pe Ria? ish - x) 

Qy = 

2. + fe Il ~- €,he72%h 

(424574) 

The above equations defines the pressure and flow fluctuation at any 

point in the transmission line in terms of the source flow , pump and 

termination characteristics and the line parameters. The relationships 

are appropriate to variables at individual frequency components. With 

the exception of length, all the other variables are frequency 

dependant. 

4.5 Lossless Anechoic Line 

In a typical hydraulic line, the internal wall of the pipe is usually 

smooth. This results in low pipe friction. For a system with negligible 

pipe friction, substitution of R = 0 into equation (4.3.7) gives: 

a ee



(4.5.1) 

Where Z, is the characteristic line impedance for a lossless line. This 

is independant of frequency. 

The wave propagation constant for a pipe of negligible friction is 

obtained by substituting R = 0 into equation (4.3.4): 

p 
Y= jw - 

B 
(405.2) 

For an anechoic condition, the termination reflection coefficient is 

effectively zero. Substitution of p, = 0 into equations (4.4.13) and 

(4.4.14) gives: 

Q5%04%5 

eX 

16 78s es) 

Qs25 
cs a e7~ YX 

7, eZ 
S - (4.5.4) 

Where P, and Q, are the pressure and flow fluctuations at position x 

in a lossless and anechoic line. 

At the pump outlet, x = 0. Substitution of this condition into equation 

(4.5.3) and.(4.5.4) gives: 

QsZo75 

($5.5) 
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Where Q,, Py are the flow and pressure fluctuations at the pump outlet. 

The characteristic line impedance Z,, is generally found in practice 

to be small in magnitude when compared with the source impedance Zee 

This reduces the equation (4.5.5) and (4.5.6) to: 

he ena ho (4.5.7) 

Bees (4.5.8) 

Where Q°%, and Ys are the flow and pressure fluctuations at the pump 

outlet. 

For a flexible pipe, the bulk modulus. of the fluid is effectively 

reduced, and is given by: 

al: a d 

ma = - + — . 

Boe ee (4.5.9) 

Where 6 is the effective bulk modulus, d the mean pipe diameter, E 

the elastic modulus of the pipe material and h the pipe wall thickness. 

4.6 Pump-Motor Transmission Model 

In a pump-motor transmission line, there are two sources of flow 

ripples. A model for the transmission line can be derived using the 

principle of superposition. The pressure measured at any point in the 

line can be considered as being the sum of pressure fluctuations due 
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to the individual flow ripple generators. The figure (4.6.1) shows a 

simple hydraulic pump-mofor system and its equivalent sub-systems. 

The total pressure fluctuation P,, at point x in the line is given by: 

* px mx (4.6.1) 

Where Pox is the pressure ripple component due to the pump and 

Pox is the component due to the motor. 

Substitution of the local variables in the equations (4.4.13) and 

(4.4.14) gives Pox and P.,, in terms of ats source; and Jame 

  

  

characteristics. 

ey —VU2Zb = x Gitotse /* Poe ( ) 
Pp = 
px 

Daves 

Zep tero +” fey Pune (4.663) 

*mx ~ -27L Len. © Zo i PsmPtp® (4.6.3) 

Where Qsp and Qsom are source flows, Zsp and Zo, are source impedances, 

and and .m are the line termination constants. The subscripts p, 
Sp 

m denote pump and motor quantities respectively. 

Provided that the pump and motor components are sufficiently separated, 

in the frequency domain, the equations (4.6.2) and (4.6.3) enables the 

deconvolution of the pump and motor components from the standing wave 

effects. If the pump and motor are operating under conditions where the 

frequency components overlap, the required components cannot be 

obtained directly. It can, however, still be determined from 

measurements made from at least three different and independant phase 

conditions. This is described in the following section.



4.7 Solving the Standing Wave Equation 

This section describes a technique for separating the effects of 

individual pump and motor, operating under conditions where there is 

overlap of the frequency components and under reverberant conditions. 

The technique involves a solution in two parts. The first sub-section 

deals with the removal of the standing wave effects to obtain the 

equivalent data to that from an anechoic condition. The second enables 

the deconvolution of the individual effects of the pump and motor. 

4.7.1 Removing Standing Wave Effects 

The general standing wave equation given by equation (4.4.13) can be 

written as: 

ef TX ae P.eW 2b - x) 

  

ees 2YL t <2 he s/te (4.7.13 

Where 

Q525%5 

Po = 
oe (4.722) 

Py is the pressure fluctuation measured at the pump outlet when 

connected to an anechoic line of characteristic impedance Z,. 

The equation (4.7.1) can be solved from a set of four complex 

simultaneous equations. The technique is, however, not to he 

recommended as an accurate solution is dependant on exact values being 

available. Errors in measurement would result in significant errors in 

the solution. A solution based on the estimation of Daraneeoce 00 the 

method of Least-squares is more appropriate, due to its tolerence 
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against measurement errors. A suitable method employed in this solution 

is the “Least-Squares Linear-Taylor Differential-correction~ technique. 

Although a detailed references is provided by McCalla (57), the 

technique is reproduced in summary. 

Assume the function: 

ec Se Cn ees Goa 
(ae da oe) 

Where x, y are relating variables and Cg,C),...-.,G, are non-linear 

independant parameters. 

Assume also a set of data xj, yy, (i = 0, n), with y possesing an 

element of measurement error. 

If the true values of the parameters were known, the residual error rj, 

can be determined at each value of xj. 

The true residuals are given by: 

Ty = £(x,Cg,Cy,-+-+- 04 Cp) af Yi (Gk = O;, n) (4 7 4) 

For a set of estimates of the unknown parameters, C*,, the “computed 

residuals, R; are given by: 

Ri = EXRsS HVC. 10 see mw) sy va Ke: = Or n) t47 8) 

The problem is to obtain improved estimates values of C,, for the 

data xj, yy, the initial estimate CC® and the computed residuals R;. 

Provided that the initial estimates are sufficiently close, this can 

be accomplished by a differential correction technique based on Least- 

squares. 

By expanding the function about (C’9,C%j....,C) using the linear 

Taylor-Series expansion, the following is obtained: 

_giBeeR Rin, 

ad hia, 

fm YMUN fs ©



£(x,Co,Cy,----,Cm) a EURO ply yee ere my) + ae. (Co - CA} 

of of 

sie (Chie 04 ee eee (Cn oe Ca 
OC} oC. 

(4.7.6) 

By using the relationships: 

dC 

of; of 

a. SOR = Xe Ce EC 

Cr = o 

(4.7.93 

From the equations (4.7.3) to (4.7.7), and by minimising the square 

of the residual error rj, the following relationship is derived. 

Of; Of; Of of yj fy 

CoS — — +t ee t+ GQ =e —R, (k=0, m) 
i OCy dCo i OC, aan i oC, 

(457.8) 

The solution of equation (4.7.8), provides ( Co, Cy,.---, Cy), and is 

the amount of change required of (C“g,C%1,---,C qq) to obtain the “true : 

parameter solution, (Cg,Cj,.-.-,C,). If the required change for any 

parameter is larger than the accepted error term, the procedure is 

repeated using the new estimate. 

The solution of equation (4.7.1), contains 5 complex variables. For 

a lossless line, the wave propagation constant is effectively dependant 

only on the frequency and speed of sound, in the fluid. The number of 

unknowns are thus reduced to 4. For a first estimate the speed of sound 

can be calculated from the effective bulk modulus. 
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Although it is theoretically possible to obtain a solution to this 

equation, experience has shown that the technique is very prone to 

instability, when applied to an equation with a large number of 

unknowns. Better solution stability is obtained by re-arranging the 

equations to reduce the number of unknowns. 

By expressing the pressure fluctuation P, with respect to that at a 

chosen reference, Pq (x = xg), the equation (4.7.1) is reduced 

to one containing only two complex unknowns: 

‘ets PpeW (2h m 30) 

  

P -~YXq ns -¥(2L - Xq) 

d = te (4.7.3) 

The complex parameters can be expressed in terms of its amplitude 

and phase components, where: 

p, = Agei%s Pr = Apel %& 

P >= A,eI 9x Pg BG Agel a 

Using the above substitution, equation (4.7.9) can be expressed in 

terms of its amplitude relationships: 

  

Au 1 + (Az)? + 2A,Cos[2(w/c)(L - x) - 64] 
  

Ag 1 + (Ap)? + 2h, Cost 2(@/e)} (lL. -. xa) - 644 (4.7.10) 

The above equation can be written as: 

A, U 
E(Az, 94) nacht OCERT ET aca o 

Ag V 
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Where: 

U 

V 

1 + (AL)? + 2A,Cos[2(w/c)(L - x) - 6%] 

1 + (Az)* + 2A,Cos[2(w/c)(L - xq) - 04] 

The partial derivatives are: 

of 

OAy 

Where: 

OU 

OAy 

OV 

OA, 

of 

36, 

Where: 

OU 

004 

ov 

06+ 

  

  

1 V ou of 
ie V—_ - 0—_ 

2(v)2¥u oA, OAL (4.7.12) 

2h, + 2Cosl2 (w/c) (L = x) - 6] 

2A, + 2Cos[2(m/c)(L -' xg) - 6] 

1 V ou of 
~- V—_— - O—_— 

2(v)ANO\ 36 One (4.9123 

2A,Sin[2(w/c)(L - x) - 64] 

2A;Sin[2 (w/c) (L + ap Oy) 

Substitution of the equations (4.7.11) and (4.7.12) into (4.7.8), 

and employing the Least-square technique enables the solution of the 

line termination parameters A,, and 6,. The solution then proceeds 
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to solve for the remaining unknowns. 

The full standing wave equation (4.7.1) can similarly be written in 

terms of its amplitude and phase components: 

  

  

  

  

Be 1 + (Az)? + 2A,Cos[2(w/c)(L - x) - 6] 

As 1 + (ApAs)* + 2A,A,Cos[-2(@/c)L + 6 + Og] (47.13) 

Ox Sin(-wx/c) + A,Sin[(-/c)(2L - x) + 6] 

_ = tan7l 

86 Cos(-wx/c) + A,Cos[(-#/c)(2L - x) + 64] 

A,A,Sin[(-2L) (w/c) + 64 + 65] 
+ tan! 

A,AjCos[(-2L)(@/c) + 6% + 65] -"1 (4.7.14) 

Where A,, A, are the amplitude and 9,1 94 the phase components of P,, 

Py respectively. The above equation can similarly be written as: 

U 

£(As, 0g) = Ay = Ag 
Vv 

Where: 

U = 1+ (Ay)? + 2A,Cos[2(w/e)(L. - x) - 6] 

V = 1 + (A,A,)4 + 2A,A,Cos[-2(w/c)L + 0, + 05] 

The partial derivatives are: 

of U 
——- _ 

Bc : (427-15) 

bw



of ou =|[V av 
a = “Ay —_—_— =-—— 

oA 2v2Vu oa Ss - (4.7.16) 

OV 

— = 2A5(A,)2 - 2A,Cos[-2(w/c)L + 6% + 65] 
dA, 

of GC: Iv -3v 
—— = “Ao ee om ena 

d6s5 2v2Vu 6, (48 475 

ov 

——_ 2As5A;,Sin[-2(#/c)L te 6+ oe Os | 

065 

Similar to the solution for the first two unknowns, substitution of 

the equations (4.7.15) to (4.7.17) into (4.7.8) and employing the 

Least-square technique, enables the solution of the remaining unknowns. 

At this stage, the full amplitude spectrum has been recovered from the 

effects of the standing wave. Substitution of the unknown parameters 

into equation (4.7.14), gives the phase relationships. The next stage 

is that of unravelling the effects of wave superposition. This is 

handled in the next sub-section. 

4.7.2 Uncoupling Wave Superposition Effects 

Assume two periodic signals Y,; and Yj, defined as follows: 

Y, = A,Sin(wt) 

=> = AzSin(wt + oc) 

Superpositioning of the two sine waves results in Y, where: 

se



K i Y; + Yo 

= ASin(wt + 45) 

Assume the superposition of the two waveforms of amplitudes A, and Aj, 

at three different phase lag conditions. Let the resultant amplitude A, 

be A*}, A’2, A’3 at the corresponding phase, 6 of a, a+ 92, at 93. 

These conditions provide the equations: 

OF Ce ae 2 2 (A‘1) (A, )* + (Ag2)* + 2A,A2Cosa 748) 

te 2 2 (A. 2) tay Ses) 2A1A2Cos(a + 99) (4.7.19) 

L502 2 2 (A“3) (Ay )“ + (Ag)¢. + 2A, A5Cos( a +. 93) (ha ca08 

By using vector geometry, equations (4.7.18) to (4.7.20) gives: 

  

  

Cos2 - M(Cos@3 - Cos@2) - 1 
a= tan! 

Singg - M(Sing3 - Sing2) (4,720) 

K 
he 

A 1 (4.7222) 

4 25D 2 - A + 12KC + ~ AD * 5 
(A,) [ os( at 93) (A°3) Jan a AB) : (4.7.23) 

Where: 

(A“5)2 = (A‘,)2 
K = 

2[cos(a oo). = cosa| 
(457.24) 

(A“9)4 is (A“})2 

oS 

yD fet Ne A om (AN (A“3) (A‘9) (4.7.25) 

es



Equation (4.7.23) is a quadratic equation in (A, )2, the solution of 

which provides two independant values. Further attempts to solve for 

Az would result in two dependant values. The two independant values 

are thus the individual amplitudes of the superimposed waveforms. 

In the previous section, a Least-square technique was employed for the 

solution of the standing wave parameters. This was claimed to be more 

tolerant of measurement errors. The Least-square method, however, had 

the disadvantage that it would require data from a greater number of 

different phase conditions. Due to the complexity of the rig for which 

this technique was being developed, the additional work required would 

make this technique impractical. Furthermore, the equation describing 

wave superposition is much simpler than that for the standing wave 

equation containing only three unknowns.
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5 oa Introduction 

In chapters 3 & 4, and appendices A & B, the mathematical model 

for the vane pump was established, together with the techniques for 

solving the mathematical equations. The fundamental equation describing 

the various pump processes was shown (chapter 3) to be a non-linear 

first order differential equation. The solution of such an equation 

requires the use of time consuming numerical techniques (eg. Runge- 

Kutta method). It was also shown that under certain conditions, the 

equation could be approximated to a linear form, while in others a 

reduced form of the equation could be obtained to which a direct 

analytical solution was available. The solution of such equations are 

relatively quick, leading to significant savings in computational time. 

In order to exploit the time saving advantage, a separate algorithm is 

required in order to identify the conditions to which the specific 

equations are applicable, and to select the appropriate solution. 

There are two conditions when the application of the time saving 

solutions are appropriate. The first condition is identified when the 

port flow effects are dominant over that of leakage, and the second 

condition for when there is no port flow. Identification of the first 

condition enables the application of the linearised flow-pressure 

equation, and the second condition identifies that to which a direct 

analytical solution exists. In this program, the function of testing 

for the appropriate conditions and the selecting of the appropriate 

solution types are implemented by the algorithm Selsol. In addition, 

the algorithm monitors the validity of the approximation, and the 

progress of the solution. The details of the various functions of the 

algorithm are detailed later in the chapter. 

In addition to implementing the mentioned solution technique, the 

a
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_ program incorporates a modular structure which enables the program 

to be easily modified. The data relating to the physical configuration 

are defined by a set of arrays. The arrays are generated by appropriate 

modules which can be easily modified, to take into account changes in 

pump configuration, whilst maintaining the general solution scheme. 

This feature is most beneficial in a design application as significant 

changes are required during the cause of development. 

This chapter describes the implementation of the model in the form 

of a structured computer program. The “top down” approach is applied, 

both in the documentation’ and structure of the programs. By this it 

is implied that the problem will be studied from a global to a 

particular point of view. In the second section, the computer system 

around which the programs are structured is described. This is followed 

by a description of the interconnection of the suite of programs 

comprising the complete computer implementation. The third to the 

seventh section provides the details of the individual programs and 

their algorithms, with the view of emphasising the program structure 

and not individual routines. These are documented locally in the 

program listings. To complete the documentation, program listings are 

provided in appendix C, and a typical simulation run and the associated 

‘outputs are presented in appendix D. 

5.2. Computer System Configuration 

The computer system is the Hewlett-Packard 9845B desk top computer 

option 204. This incorporates 120k byte of system ROM and 187k byte 

of available read/write momory for program and data, and an enhanced 

language processor, which permits execution speeds of three times that
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of the standard model. The complete system schematic is shown in figure 

(5.2.1). Integral to the basic system is a graphics display with a 

560 x 455 dot resolution, two cartridge mass-storage units of 0.2m byte 

each, a thermal printer and a QWERTY keyboard. The external peripherals 

supported were an HP9872A flat-bed plotter, a BENSON drum plotter and a 

HP9885M flexible disk drive of 0.5m byte storage capacity. The language 

available on these computers was an enhanced version of interpretive 

HP BASIC. 

a2 Suite of Programs 

In this section, the general global structure of the suite of modelling 

oes for the vane pump is presented. The aim of which is to provide 

an appreciation of the program interconnections in relation to their 

processes, and the input and output requirements. In order not to 

distract the reader from the primary goal of this section, the details 

are covered separately in the sections that follow. The general 

structure of the program interaction is presented pictorially in 

figure (5.3.11. 

Three programs constitute the main suite of modelling programs for the 

vane pump. In addition to these, there is a group of minor programs 

which deals with further processing of the fundamental simulation data. 

These are classed under the general heading of auxiliary programs. The 

programs are divided into three groups, data preparation, simulation 

and simulation output, these are provided by the programs VFLGEN, 

VMODEL and VPLOT respectively. Data transfer between programs are via 

datafiles stored on the mass-storage units and data generated by one 

program is accessed by another further down the execution tree.



At the head of the flow diagram is the program VFLGEN, this is a highly 

interactive program which generates and edits the parameter datafile 

to a format required by the program VMODEL, further down the execution 

tree. The data is handled by this program in four separate groups, 

namely pump geometry, operating envelope, inlet groove data and outlet 

groove data. This enables an efficient data input and editing facility. 

At exit, the program generates or rewrites a datafile depending on 

whether the named datafile existed at the start of the program 

execution. 

Further along the execution tree is the main modelling program VMODEL, 

this programs operates in two modes, 'Auto' and 'Manual'. The auto mode 

permits multiple batch simulations and automatic plotting of the 

simulated data (via VPLOT), without operator interaction. The manual 

mode permits only single simulation runs and no automatic plotting 

facility. Execution stops at the end of the simulation, and if 

graphical output is required, VPLOT must be manually loaded and run. 

All the data required for simulation is input via the parameter 

datafile. This is generally generated by VFLGEN, but can be generated 

by other means, provided the datafile meets the format requirements. 

The only required operator interaction is in setting up the auto or 

manual sequence modes. At the end of the execution, the program outputs 

the process datafile which contains the results of the simulation. 

The final program in the basic series of programs is VPLOT. This 

program outputs the process data graphically onto one of three plotting 

devices, a visual display unit (VDU), drum plotter or a flat-bed 

plotter. As with the previous program VMODEL, this program operates in 

both auto and manual modes. Auto mode can be entered either manually, 

by the operator, or automatically as a continuation of the auto



sequence initiated by the program VMODEL. If auto mode is initiated 

by VMODEL, the plotting device is set to the drum plotter, operator 

preference is permitted only in the manual mode, and when auto mode is 

initiated manually. 

5.4 Datafile Structure 

On the HP9845B system enhanced BASIC there are available two file types 

and four data types. The available file types are sequential and 

random. The data types are full precision, short precision, integer 

precision and string. 

A sequential file type is one where data is stored or acquired from the 

mMass-storage device, one data item at a time. In contrast, the random 

file has the advantage that data items need not be read sequentially 

from the start of the file. Data can be written to, or read from file 

in a random sequence of a pre-defined group of data items, called a 

record. The choice between one file type or another is dependant on 

application. If quick access to particular data items is required 

at random, the random file type is required, but this file structure 

is inefficient in the use of storage medium. As data is stored in 

records and its size fixed for a particular file, its size must be such 

as to enable storage of the largest group of data constituting a 

record. If the other records contain less data, empty spaces are left. 

Other storage inefficiencies relate to ill correlation between logical 

and physical record sizes. 

The data type relates to the type and required precision of the data 

to be stored. For numerical data, it can be stored in full, short or 

integer precision. Full precision provides a twelve significant digit 
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accuracy and an exponent range of -99 through 99. Short precision 

permits only an accuracy to six Significant digits and an exponent 

range of -63 through 63. With integer precision only integer values 

in the range -32768 to 32767 are permitted. Besides numeric variables 

there are string variable. This is for storage of ASCII characters. 

Storage requirements are different for the various types of data. For 

full precision 8 bytes of storage are required due to the higher degree 

of accuracy required. Short and integer precision requires, 4 bytes of 

storage per variable. A string character requires 1 byte per character. 

Where large arrays are involved, it is especially important that a 

lower precision data type should be defined if the higher precision 

is not required. This saves both mass-storage space and read/write 

memory. 

5.4.1 Parameter Datafile 

. The general details ee che datafile are presented in figure (5.4.1). 

The data in this datafile are contained in a single array, Data(*), 

of dimension 4 x 20. The symbol “** denotes an array variable. The 

file type is sequential and the data type is full precision. Data is 

divided into four groups defining, pump geometry, operating envelope, 

inlet groove and outlet groove. Each data group is assigned one row of 

the data array. 

The list below defines the allocation of the elements of the Data array 

‘and the variable represented. 

Pump Geometry Parameters: 

Data(i,1)-< Sdiam - Stator diameter (mm). 
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Data(1,2) 

Data(1,3) 

Data(1,4) 

Data(1,5) 

Data(1,6) 

Data(1,7) 

Data(1,8) 

Data(1,9) 

Data(1,10) 

Data(1,11) 

Data(1,12) 

Data(1,13) 

Data(1,14) 

Data(1,15) 

Data(1,16) 

Data(1,17) 

oe
 

Rdiam 

L 

Awdth 

Aclar 

Vwdth 

Vclar 

Pdiam 

Pangl 

Abrad 

Aarad 

Aorad 

Aangl 

Eodiam 

Eidiam 

Eclar 

Nseg 

Rotor diameter (mm). 

Rotor length (mm). 

Abutment width (mm). 

Abutment clearance (mm). 

Vane Width (mm). 

Nominal vane tip clearance (mm). 

Inlet/outlet port diameter (mm). 

Port angular position from datum (deg). 

Cam abutment radius (mm). 

Cam actuation radius (mm). 

Cam operation radius (mm). 

Cam actuation angle (deg). 

End-plate outer diam. (mm). 

End-plate inner diam. (mm). 

End-plate clearance (mm). 

Number of vane segments per cycle. 

* Elements 15 through 20 of row 1 are undefined. 

Operating envelope Parameters: 

Data(2,1) 

Data(2,2) 

Data(2,3) 

Data(2,4) 

Data(2,5): 

Data(2,6) 

Data(5,7) 

Data(2,8) 

Data(2,9) 

Data(2,10) 

Data(2,11) 

Speed 

Ipsure 

Opsure 

Cpsure 

Rho 

Eta 

Beta 

Ildiam 

Oldiam 

Dceff 

Pcav 

Rotor speed (rpm). 

Mean input pressure (bar). 

Mean outlet pressure (bar). 

Case pressure (bar). 

Fluid density (Kg/m>) . 

Fluid viscosity (Ns/m2 ) 

Fluid Bulk modulus (Ns /m2 ) 

Inlet line diameter (mm). 

Outlet line diameter (mm). 

Coefficient of discharge. 

Cavitation pressure (bar). 
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* Elements 11 through 20 of row 2 are undefined. 

Inlet Port Parameters: 

Data(3,1) 

Data(3,2) 

Data(3,3) 

Data(3,4) 

Data(3,5) 

Data(3,6) 

Data(3,7) 

Data(3,8) 

Data(3,9) 

Data(3,10) 

Gdpth(1,1)- 

Gcdim(1) 

Gastr(1,1)- 

Gdpth(1,2)- 

Gewth2 (1) 

Gastr(1,2)- 

Gdpth(1,3)- 

Geang3 (1) 

Gastr(1,3)- 

Gtype(1) 

Hemispherical groove depth (mm). 

Hemispherical groove cutter diam. (mm). 

Hemispherical groove start angle (deg). 

Square groove depth (mm). 

Square groove width (mm). 

Square groove start angle (deg). 

Triangular groove depth (mm). 

Triangular groove cutter angle (deg). 

Triangular groove start angle (deg). 

Groove type; O:no, l:hemispherical 

2:square; 3:Triangular 

* Elements 11 through 20 of row 3 are undefined. 

Outlet Port Parameters: 

Data(4,1) 

Data(4,2) 

Data(4,3) 

Data(4,4) 

Data(4,5) 

Data(4,6) 

Data(4,7) 

Data(4,8) 

Data(4,9) 

Data(4,10) 

Gdpth(2,1)- 

Gcdim(2) 

Gastr(2,1)- 

Gewth2-( 2) 

Gastr(2,2)- 

Gdpth(2,3)- 

Gcang3 (2) 

Gastr(2,3)- 

Gtype (2) 

Hemispherical groove depth (mm). 

Hemispherical groove cutter diam. (mm). 

Hemispherical groove start angle (deg). 

Square groove depth (mm). 

Square groove width (mm). 

Square groove start angle (deg). 

Triangular groove depth (mm). 

Triangular groove cutter angle (deg). 

Triangular groove start angle (deg). 

Groove type; O:no, 1l:hemispherical 

2:square; 3:Triangular 

* Elements 11 through 20 of row 4 are undefined. 
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5.4.2 Process Datafile 

The general details of the process datafile are presented in figure 

(5.4.2). The datafile contains seven single dimension arrays of 360 

elements each. Each array contains data relating to the fundamental 

pump processes of segment pressure, net segment leakage, net segment 

flow, and the inlet and outlet port flow and pressure history. The 

first element from each array corresponds to the rotor position at the 

rotor angular datum. Due to the symmetry of the pump, the arrays for 

a rotor rotation of only the first 180 degrees, need be defined. The 

process for the second half of the rotor cycle is a repetition of the 

first. The datafile is of the sequential type and the variables are 

stored in short precision format, in an effort to minimise storage 

requirements. 

The list below defines the allocation of the elements of the Data array 

and the variable represented. 

Process datafile parameters: 

P(*) - Segment pressure array (N/mm?) . 

L1(*) - Net total leakage into segment (mm3/s) . 

Q(*) - Net flow from segment (mm3/s). 

Ip(*) - Input port pressure (N/mm?) . 

Op(*) - Output port pressure (N/mm?) 

If(*) - Inlet port flow from port (mm3/s ) 

O£f(*) - Outlet port flow from port (mm3/s). 
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5.5 Program VFLGEN 

Description: 

This program enables the generation and editing of the datafiles 

accessed by the main simulation program VMODEL. Program facility is 

selected by an interaction of the display facility and specially defined 

key functions. As an aid to data handling, data is handled in pages 

consisting of data groups describing pump geometry, operating envelope, 

inlet groove and outlet groove parameters. By means of the specially 

defined keys, pages are selected for ateplay, parameters identified for 

input or editing, and outputs selected. In addition, the program 

performs a limited check for an overlap in groove lengths before 

outputting the datafile to mass-storage. 

Program Structure: 

The flow charts describing the program are shown in figures (5.5.1) and 

(5.5.2). The first program process is to define the mass-storage unit 

and to establish the data assignment list. The assignment list defines 

the association between the elements of the data array and the 

physical parameter. After this initialisation process, the program 

prompts for an input datafile name and a check is made of the status of 

the filename. If the filename has been assigned to a program, another 

filename is prompted, otherwise execution continues. If the filename is 

that of an existing datafile, the data is first read before proceeding 

with the actual data editing and inne processes provided by subprogram 

Main, which is described by figure (5.5.2). 

For the case of a new file, execution automatically branches to routine 

New. This routine prompts for data input and updates the display 

accordingly. No editing facility is available at this stage. On 

completion of this initial input process the program displays the first 
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data page and awaits further execution. Selection of any one of the 

specially defined keys causes an immediate branching to the appropriate 

routine. On completion, the program awaits the next function to be 

selected. 

The program permits nine function selection. Four functions are needed 

to identify any individual parameter. Two functions are required to 

advance and back step the data pages, and another two to position the 

cursor within the page. On identifying the parameter, selection of the 

“Edit” function permits the replacement of the parameter value. The 

function “Store” enables the storing of the edited or new datafile to 

mass-storage and the outputting of the data list to printer. If 

an error is encountered during the data check, the routine prints an 

error message and aborts further execution of this routine. Function 

“List” outputs the same data listing and function “Key”, describes the 

key functions. On selection of “Exit”, key functions are disabled 

and program execution terminated. 

5.6 Program VMODEL 

Description: 

This is the main program which simulates the flow and pressure states 

of the vane pump, and operates in two modes “auto” and ‘manual’. 

In the first mode the program performs batch processing consisting 

of a series of simulation runs and an optional automatic loading of 

the Plot program for immediate graphic output, without further operator 

intervention. In the manual mode the program enables only a single 

simulation run and termination of the program occurs following the 

generation of the process datafile. All input and output of data are 
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via datafiles. The required input data is contained in the parameter 

datafile and the output data is held in the process datafile. There 

is a limited operator entry at the start of program initialisation, 

but these entries are only for the setting of the mode of operation. 

Program Structure: 

Control Module - Sheet 1 

The figure (5.6.1) shows the main control module which enables the 

different modes of operation, with the actual simultion processes being 

handled by the routine Main. The first process is that of program and 

system initialisation. This involves selecting system operating modes, 

defining default devices and variables. Following this, there is a 

prompt for the required operating mode and branching occurs acordingly. 

If manual mode has been selected, there is a further prompt for the 

input data filename. On input of a valid data filename the routine Main 

is called and executed. Program execution terminates at this point. 

In auto mode a prompt requests the input and output data filename 

prefixes, and the upper and lower limits of the file numbers. The file 

names have a six character format, consisting of four alphanumeric 

characters followed by two numeric characters. The second to the fourth 

character of the parameter datafiles are assigned “DAT” and that for 

process file “GDT’. The first character is the filename prefix and is 

optional. Following the required inputs the program generates the first 

filename and check the mass-storage directory for availability. If the 

file exists, the data is read and routine Main is executed. On return, 

after the completion of routine Main, a check is made of the limit of 

the current file number. Another pass is performed, if the upper limit 

has not been attained, and progress if the limit has been reached. If 

plotting function has been selected, the program VPLOT is loaded and
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executed, otherwise program execution is terminated. 

Simulation Module - Sheet (2-6) 

The flow chart of the simulation module are presented by figures 

(5.6.2) to (5.6.6). This routine is the master routine controlling 

all the processes of the simulation process, with the bulk of the 

computation being assigned to minor modules. The routine starts with 

the reading of the parameter datafile and the execution of five 

subroutines. The first four routines Vheight, Vctl, Vdlt and Area 

generates the fundamental geometrical arrays whose values are required 

repeatedly during the execution of the program. This has the advantage 

of savings in performing repeated computation and a simpler program 

structures, but a larger run time memory. The fifth routine Init sets 

up the initial port and segment pressure arrays. Inlet and outlet 

pressure arrays are set at their mean pressure levels, and the segment 

pressure array is set at levels corresponding to a condition relating 

to incompressible fluid, zero port losses and steady port pressures. 

The next process is to determine the start value for computation. As 

a first approximation, the program pe ctwek a condition where leakage 

is a secondary effect and attempts the solution under linear condition. 

The program computes the first five points corresponding to an advance 

in rotor angular position and assigns the start value to the mean level 

calculated. Following this, a check is made to test for an improbable 

condition where the start value is greater than the inlet pressure. 

If the start value is improbable, an alternative start value is 

calculated. The start value is taken to be the mean inlet pressure less 

orifice losses. 

Once the start value has been established, the calculation of the 

segment pressure history can be performed. This is done in blocks 
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corresponding to sectors. Within each block, routine Selsol is called 

and the segment pressure is determined at each rotor step. As a 

precaution against rounding off error, the adjacent points of sectors 

are approximated. The flow chart is shown in figure (5.6.3). 

After the full segment history has been calculated, the routine Smooth 

is called to process the array P(*). This routine is effectively a low 

pass filter which removes discontinuities arising from different 

solution techniques used in computing the array. The effect of which is 

to improve the convergency of the arrays. The execution of Gdatl that 

follows, calculates the segment flow and leakage arrays together with 

the port flows. The inlet and outlet flow arrays are similarly smoothed 

by the subsequent execution of routine Smooth. The next routine to be 

executed is Psure which calculates the line flow arrays simulating 

the flow into an anechoic line and termination. The next two executions 

of Smooth processes the input and output flow arrays. The last process 

shown on this sheet, figure (5.6.4), is a branching involving the 

convergence test. 

For the first pass, the execution by-passes the convergence test and 

directly stores a segment of the outlet flow array. This data is 

required in the calculation of the convergence factor, in subsequent 

runs when a convergency test is performed. Convergency is defined in 

terms of the variability in the outlet flow array between consecutive 

passes. The first test is that of satisfying the minimum pass criteria. 

If the minimum number of runs has not been performed the test is 

terminated by a branching and an outlet flow array segment is stored. 

If the first two conditions are satisfied and the convergence factor 

is within acceptable limits execution successfully proceeds to the 

next stage of the simulation. This also occurs should a divergence in 
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the outlet flow array be detected. For the case where both tests are 

negative, the outlet array segment is stored and another pass is 

performed, provided the maximum number of permitted passes has not been 

exceeded. These flow paths can be seen in figure (5.6.5). 

Once convergence has been accepted, the program proceeds with the 

correction of the segment array for the duration when the vane passes 

below the abutment. Depending on the checklist variable, a detailed 

listing is output of the fundamental arrays. The next stage concerns 

the generation of the output process datafile. The output data filename 

is first tested for availability. If the filename is unassigned, the 

program proceeds by reducing the size of the output arrays and writing 

these out to mass-storage. Following this, logical assignments are 

closed and the routine returns to the calling control module. If the 

filename was initially assigned to another datafile, it is purged 

before a new datafile is generated. For the case where the filename 

was assigned to a program file, execution is aborted. 

Select Solution Module - Sheet (7) 

This routine identifies the solution type and Senet e the solution 

at each iterative point. The general equation defining the process 

is non-linear and its solutions can be very time comsuming. Under 

particular conditions, the. equation can be simplified to a linear 

condition, for which solutions are more readily available. The linear 

solution can be applied when there is no port flow and when leakage 

is a secondary effect. In this algorithm a third technique, the 

approximate solution, is also used. This solution technique is used on 

failure of the non-linear solution, and at the end of the final stages 

of the cycle, when there is little change of segment history and is 

classed as a non-linear condition. Attempts to solve directly during
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this period is time consuming and unnecessary. The approximate solution 

merely assigns the current solution to that of the previous step. 

The algorithm starts by attempting to classify the solution type and 

branching accordingly, to the appropriate routine and can be seen in 

figure (5.6.7). Taking the case of an identified linear condition, the 

routine first initialises the error status variable and enables the on 

error interrupt. The on error interrupt functions by assigning the 

error status variable to 'l' on encountering a mainframe error, and 

in this routine, is brought about due to an overflow in the variable 

specification. Following the initialisation, routine Splin is called 

and a linear case solution is attempted. On return, the on error 

facility is disabled and the error status variable is inspected. If no 

error has occured, the solution is accepted and execution returns to 

the calling routine. If an error is detected during the linear solution 

the nonetinens solution is attempted, and failure while executing the 

non-linear solution results in a branching to the approximate solution. 

The case for an initially identified non-linear condition is similar 

to the linear case, except that the routine Spnlin is called instead of 

Splin. Failure of this solution results directly in an approximate 

solution. 

Non-Linear Solution Module - Sheet (8) 

This routine solves the flow-pressure equation for the non-linear 

condition. The routine is primarily an algorithm performing the Runge- 

Kutta-Merson method to order four for the solution of differential 

equations. With this method, there is a danger of partial instability 

which arises due to an insufficiently small step size being used. 

Computing throughout at the minimum step size would prove extremely 

time consuming. A direct variable step size iteration algorithm 
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cannot be implemented without making the program structure extremely 

complicated and increasing the computational load. In this algorithm 

a pseudo-variable step method is employed. Each physical step is 

sub-divided into sub-steps epardass on the error term, and at each 

sub-step the variables are linearly interpolated and the solution 

determined using the Runge-Kutta-Merson method. This is repeated till 

the full physical step is reached. 

The routine starts with a definition of the iterative constants which 

indicates the minimum step size, initial step size and acceptable 

error magnitude. The routine Set that follows determines the gradient 

of the parameters for which interpolation is required, during the 

sub-step. The routine next enters a 'For-Next' loop to calculate the 

solution at each sub-step. Within the loop, the routine Intval 

calculates the variables at the sub-step and the coefficients of the 

Runge-Kutta-Merson method and the error term. If the error term is 

within acceptable limits, execution continues till the end of the 

physical step. For the case of unacceptable error, the step size is 

halved, provided the minimum step size has not been reached, and 

restarts at the new step size. If the minimum step size has been 

reached, the execution continues at the greater level of error. At the 

end of each step, a check of the error status variable is performed 

and the routine aborts if the variable has been set. 

At the end of the execution, a check is made of the solution for 

cavitation level, and is adjusted accordingly. 

Linear Solution Module - Sheet (9-10) 

For the linear solution condition there are two possible cases. The 

first is that for zero port flow and the second that for when leakage 

flow is a secondary effect. The routine Splin checks for these two 

+ TOG >
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conditions and executes the appropriate solution algorithm. 

The flow chart of the main driver routine Splin is shown in figure 

(5.6.9). This routine identifies the port flow condition by checking on 

the available flow area. For areas greater than zero, routine Acond is 

selected, and for all other conditions routine Bcond is selected. 

Following the execution of Acond or Bcond the solution is checked for 

the cavitation condition and returns to the calling routine. 

The rectirie Bcond is a relatively simple routine. Execution of Solve2 

provides the exact analytical solution under the set of conditions. 

This is followed with a check on the error status and the calculation 

of leakage at step end. The leakage is required as a basis for testing 

for the solution condition which, unlike in the other solutions, is not 

calculated in the intermediate stages of this solution. 

The routine Acond begins with an execution of Leak to determine the 

leakage at the last step. This is used to determine the constants 

Kj, and Kj at the beginning of the step. Execution proceeds with the 

Selucteee the equation and returns for an error status check. The 

detailed algorithms and solution techniques are contained in appendix 

C. These are presented in the appendices so as not to distract the 

reader from an appreciation of the fundamental objectives. The routine 

continues with another execution of Leak which is used to determine the 

accuracy of the initial estimate of K}] and Kj 2. If the estimate is 

acceptable, the routine terminates and returns to the calling routine, 

otherwise another attempt is made at the new estimates of Kj] and Kj. 

The flow chart is seen in figure (5.6.10). 
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Sod Program VPLOT 

Description: 

The outline of the program VPLOT is described by flow charts shown by 

figures (5.7.1) and (5.7.2). This program outputs graphically the 

process simulation data output by the simulation program VMODEL. This 

takes the form of five graphs showing the segment pressure history, 

net segment leakage, net segment flow, port flow ripples and port 

pressure ripples. A choice of two operating modes and three plotting 

mediums is available. In auto mode the program can be initiated by 

program VMODEL or manually by the operator. Auto mode permits batch 

data processing of the graphical output and with manual mode datafiles 

are processed individually. The plotting options available are; visual 

display, drum plotter and a flat bed plotter. In visual display mode 

a hard copy is available via the internal printer. 

Program Structure: 

The first process involves the defining of the mass-storage unit and 

the default plotting device. If the auto status variable, has already 

been set by the previous program, execution branches to the auto 

sequence routine and output is to the default plotting device. For the. 

other cases, the program prompts for the required plotting device and — 

operating mode. Following this, branching takes execution to the auto 

or manual routines. 

In manual mode the program logic is relatively simple. The operator 

is prompted for the data filename and following a check on the 

validity of this entry, the routine Plot is called, which performs the 

reading of the datafile and graphing processes. Failure of the check 

causes a request for another filename. On completion of the Plot 

routine the program terminates. 
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In auto mode, the operator is prompted for the filename prefix and 

the lower and upper limits of the data filenames. The data filename 

has a format consisting of Poue alphanumeric characters followed by 

two numeric characters (eg. VGDT24). The program scans the mass-storage 

unit for datafiles with names specified within the upper and lower 

limits. If a file exists, the routine Plot is executed, otherwise the 

next filename.is inspected. On reaching the upper limit the program 

execution is terminated. 

Routine Plot is the main graphics routine. The routine starts with a 

reading of the datafile followed by a scaling operation which converts 

the data to appropriate engineering units. The subsequent stages 

involves the actual plotting processes which is performed by three 

different routines. These routines set the appropriate limits, performs 

automatic scaling of axes and controls the paper feed processes, while 

taking into account the plotting device and mode selected. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the effects of some basic operating parameters are 

investigated for the standard pump, using the pump model computer 

program. This study concentrates on the effects of line pressure, shaft 

speed, vane tip clearance, end-plate clearance and fluid constants. In 

these simulations, parameters are investigated in the range normally 

encountered in practice. In a radial vane pump, end-plate clearances 

are typically very small and can, therefore, be neglected. Except for 

the simulations relating to the study of end-plate clearance effects, 

all other simulations were made at zero end-plate clearances. The 

segment pressure history and the flow ripples are good indicators of 

the total potential for noise generation of the pump. The segment 

pressure history indicates the character of the case excitation, and 

flow ripple variations that of the fluid borne noise. 

Fluid constants are primarily a function of fluid pressure and 

temperature. Variations in either of these parameters affects the 

fluid viscosity, density and bulk modulus. In addition, the presence 

of entrained air may significantly reduce the bulk modulus. The effects 

of fluid density are not investigated. Under conditions of constant 

operating temperature and pressures, within 3000 bars, fluid density 

does not change significantly. 

The fluid constants used in these simulations are for Tellus 37 at the 

operating temperature of 45 degrees Centigrade. In these simulations, 

the fluid constants are varied independantly so as to enable a study 

of the individual effects. It will, however, be demonstrated that 

within the limits of the operating conditions, the fluid constants 

produce only a secondary effect, when compared with those due to 

operating conditions and pump geometry. 
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6.2 Line Pressure Effects 

In this section the effects of mean line pressures are studied in 

relation to segment pressure history and the port flow ripple. For this 

study four simulations were made, at mean outlet line pressures of 

103, 138, 172 and 207 bars. In a study of the effects of mean line 

pressures, it is sufficient to vary only one line pressure. The process 

is primarily dependant on the differences between the mean inlet and 

outlet levels, at normal operating conditions. The fluid constants 

for density, viscosity and bulk modulus were 861 Kg/m2, 0.025 Ns/m@ 

and 1766 MN /m2 respectively. These conditions relate to an operating 

temperature of 45 degrees and a pressure of 138 bars. The mean inlet 

line pressure was 6.3 bars, and all other parameters were held 

constant. 

6.2.1 Pressure Effects on Segment History 

The figure (6.2.1) shows the effects of mean outlet line pressure on 

the segment pressure history. The plots are drawn on a percentage scale 

where the mean inlet pressure is zero and the mean outlet pressure is 

one hundred percent. 

In the rotor angular position of 0 to 45 degrees, the event relates 

to that of the first sector (ref. section 3.2). For the greater part of 

this sector history, the segment communicates directly with the inlet 

port. At the rotor position of approximately 37 degrees, the trailing 

vane has almost completely swept pass the port. Due to the net leakage 

into the segment, the segment pressure begins to rise. This continues 

completely into the second sector and the initial stages of the third 

sector. At the position of 97 degrees, the segment pressure is seen to 
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rise very sharply. The pressure differential between the port and 

segment volume causes a back-flow of fluid, from the outlet port to the 

segment volume, which is taken up by the compressibility of the fluid. 

Once the segment volume has attained the full port pressure, the 

segment pressure remains fairly constant for the rest of the third 

sector and the majority of the fourth sector. At the angular position 

173 degrees the segment cycle effectively ends. The segment is swept 

pass the outlet abutment and emerges into the inlet of another cycle. 

On this scale the plots generally coincide, with the exception of the 

history at the 157 degree rotor position. Across the port there is a 

pressure difference due to orifice effects. This is a function of flow 

rate. At high outlet pressures, this pressure is a small percentage 

of the total pressure range and in comparison not significant. The 

effect of increasing the mean line pressure is, therefore, to increase 

linearly the scale of the pressure history. 

6.2.2 Pressure Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (6.2.2) shows the port flow ripple as a percentage of the 

mean flow at the four different levels of line pressures. Due to 

the symmetry of the vane segments, the flow patterns repeat at angular 

intervals corresponding to a vane pitch. For an eight vane machine the 

vane pitch is 45 degrees. 

At the inlet port the flow variations are dominated by the modelled 

leakage variations, and at the outlet by the compressibility effects. 

Inlet variations were small in comparison with the mean flow levels. 

With the outlet at 103 bars, the inlet peak to peak ripple was 2.95 

percent. This rose marginally in equal steps to 2.97 percent at the 
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pressure of 207 bars. 

At the outlet, however, flow variations were more significant. At 103 

bars, the peak to peak flow ripple was 13.4 percent, rising to 21.9 

percent in equal intervals. The dominant flow variations correspond to 

the period of rapid segment pressure increase. The effects of an 

increase in line pressure is to increase the level of fluid required 

to raise the segment pressure to that of the outlet, at the moment of 

initial port communication, thus resulting in an increase in peak to 

peak flow ripple. An approximate doubling of pressure levels results in 

an increase of 0.7 percent for the inlet flow ripple and 63.4 percent 

for the outlet. 

6.3 Speed Effects 

This section looks at the effects of shaft speed on segment pressure 

and flow ripple. For this study four simulations were performed at 

speeds of 2100, 2400, 2700 and 3000 rpm. The fluid constants for 

density, viscosity and bulk modulus were 861 Kg/m2, 0.025 Ns/m? and 

1766 MN/m2 respectively. These conditions relate to an operating 

temperature of 45 degrees Centigrade and a pressure of 138 bars. The 

mean inlet line pressure was 6.3 bars, and all other parameters were 

held constant. 

6.3.1 Speed Effects on Segment History 

The figure (6.3.1) shows the effects of shaft speed on the segment 

pressure history. The plots generally coincide except for the region 

corresponding to the rotor position of 37 to 97 degrees. In this region 
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the segment volume does not communicate directly with either of the 

ports. The segment is pressurised by the net leakage into the segment, 

via the leakage paths across the vane tips and end-plate. At lower 

speeds the segment pressure levels are generally higher, at any given 

rotor position, than at higher speeds. The net rate of leakage into the 

segment, in this rotor position, is independant of speed. At lower 

speeds the event occurs over a longer time period. This results in a 

greater leakage flow into the segment and pressurisation at an earlier 

rotor position. 

6.3.2 Speed Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (6.3.2) shows the inlet and outlet port flow ripple as a 

percentage of mean flow, at the different shaft speeds. At a speed of 

2100 rpm, the inlet and outlet peak to peak flow ripple was 2.94 and 

16.8 percent respectively. With an increase in speed there is a slight 

increase in the magnitude of the peak to peak ripple to 2.97 percent 

for the inlet and 17.6 percent for the outlet. This corresponds to an 

increase of 1.0 and 4.8 percent, in the inlet and outlet flow ripple 

levels respectively, for a 43 percent increase in shaft speed. The 

marginal increase in outlet flow ripple can be related directly to 

compressibility effects. At the moment of initial port communication, 

the segment pressures are lower at higher speeds. This requires a 

greater volume of fluid for segment pressurisation to bring the segment 

to full port pressure. 
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6.4 Vane Tip Clearance Effects 

In this section the effects of the vane tip clearance on the segment 

pressure history and flow ripple are investigated. For this study 

four simulations were made at increasing vane tip clearances of 0.03, 

0.04, 0.05 and 0.06 millimetres. The fluid constants for density 

viscosity and bulk modulus were 861 Kg/m? , 0.025 Ns/m? and 1766 MN/m2 

respectively. These conditions relate to an operating temperature of 

45 degrees Centigrade and a pressure of 138 bars. The mean inlet line 

pressure was 6.3 bars, and all other parameters were held constant. 

6.4.1 Vane Tip Effects on Segment History 

The figure (6.4.1) shows the effects of vane tip clearance on the 

segment pressure history. Differences in the pressure history can be 

observed for the rotor position 37 to 97 degrees. As previously 

described, the behavior in this region is dominated by the net leakage 

flow available for segment pressurisation. At higher vane clearances, 

segment pressurisation occurs earlier due to a larger net leakage flow. 

At the larger vane clearances, a plateau is observed in the rotor 

position of around 67 degrees. In this position, the inlet and outlet 

ports are separated by two vanes. For a condition of equal vane 

clearance and zero end-plate leakage, the maximum segment pressure 

attained when full fluid compression has occured would be half that 

of the combined mean port pressures. Under these conditions, the net 

flow into the segment is zero. With small vane tip clearances, this 

plateau is not observed due to insufficient flow being available for 

full fluid compression to occur. 
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6.4.2 Vane Tip Effects on Flow Ripple 

In figure (6.4.2), the effects of vane tip clearance on the flow ripple 

are presented. At a vane clearance of 0.03 millimetres, the inlet 

flow ripple was 3.2 percent. This falls to 2.5 percent at the clearance 

of 0.06 millimetres. A similar effect is observed at the outlet. Flow 

ripple values were 20.4 and 13.0 percent for the vane clearance of 

0.03 and 0.06 millimetres respectively. 

At the outlet, the dominant factor affecting the peak to peak ripple 

is the level of pre-compression before the segment is exposed to the 

outlet port. With larger vane clearances, the segment achieves a higher 

level of pre-compression before direct communication is achieved. This 

reduces the back-flow required to take the segment up to the full line 

pressure, and thus reduces the outlet flow ripple. The mechanism 

dominating the inlet flow ripple is leakage. At leccer vane clearances, 

the flow fluctuation is greater, but there is a decrease in-the peak 

to peak values. 

6.5. Fluid Viscosity Effects 

In this study the effects of fluid viscosity on the segment pressure 

and flow ripple are investigated. Two simulations were made at levels 

of 0.024 and 0.03 Ns/m?, corresponding to a fluid temperature of 

45 degrees Centigrade and pressures of 69 and 207 bars respectively. 

The other fluid constants of bulk modulus and density were 1766 MN /m2 

and 861 Kg/m? respectively were kept constant. The shaft speed, mean 

inlet pressure and mean outlet pressure were 2400 rpm, 6.3 bars and 

138 bars respectively. 
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6.5.1 Viscosity Effects on Segment History 

The figure (6.5.1) shows the effect of fluid viscosity on the segment 

history. The effect of fluid viscosity changes is similar to that 

observed due to changes in vane tip clearances. A slight delay in the 

segment pressurisation is observed at higher viscosity level. A higher 

viscosity condition corresponds to that of a smaller vane clearance. 

The greatest effect is seen at the rotor position 37 to 97 degrees. 

Description of the mechanism affecting segment pressurisation in this 

region for vane tip effects described in the previous section is 

appropriate to the effects observed here. 

6.5.2 Viscosity Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (6.5.2) shows the effects of fluid viscosity on flow ripple. 

As with segment pressure, the effects on flow ripple are similar to 

that due to vane clearance. The increase in fluid viscosity results 

in a marginal increase in the level of inlet and outlet flow ripple. 

Again, a description of the mechanism of the effects observed due 

to vane clearance are appropriate to that of viscosity. As with the 

effects on segment pressures, viscosity effects in this range are 

secondary in comparison to those due to changes in operating conditions 

and vane clearances. 
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6.6. Fluid Bulk Modulus Effects 

The effects of fluid bulk modulus are shown by three simulations at 

1688 and 1805 and 868 MN/m?. The first two relate to a. E—luid 

temperature of 45 degrees Centigrade and pressures of 69 bars and 

207 bars respectively. The presence of entrained air can significantly 

reduce the effective bulk modulus. The third simulation studies the 

effects of a 50 percent reduction in effective bulk modulus. The other 

fluid constants of viscosity and density were 0.025 Ns/m@ and 861 Kg/m 

respectively, were kept constant. The shaft speed, mean inlet pressure 

and mean outlet pressure were 2400 rpm, 6.3 bars and 138 bars 

respectively. 

6.6.1 Modulus Effects on Segment History 

The effects of changes in bulk modulus on segment pressure is shown 

in figure (6.6.1). Bulk modulus effects are most evident in the 

rotor position of 37 to 97 degrees. At lower bulk modulus values, a 

greater amount of leakage is required to pressurise cs segment due 

to the greater compressibility of the fluid. The consequence of this 

is to delay the pressurisation of the segment. Within the simulated 

ideal conditions, the effects are hardly noticeable. At the 50 percent 

level, however, the segment pressurisation is significantly retarded. 

6.6.2 Modulus Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (6.6.2) shows the effects of bulk modulus on flow ripple. 

From the previous simulations, the main factor affecting the inlet flow 

ripple levels was leakage. Due to this, little change is visible in 
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the inlet flow ripple. The effect of an increase in bulk modulus is 

to reduce the amount of back-flow required to pre-compress the fluid 

in the segment, at the point of initial communication with the outlet 

port. An increase in bulk modulus therefore results in a reduction in 

the flow ripple levels. Within the ideal range these effects are 

secondary in comparison with those due to the changes in operating 

conditions and vane clearances. At the reduced bulk modulus value, 

however, the flow ripple levels shows an increase of over 76 percent. 

6.7 End-Plate Clearance Effects 

In this section the effects of end-plate clearances on the segment 

pressure history and flow ripple are investigated. For this study 

four simulations were made at increasing end-plate clearances of 

0.02, 0.03, 0.04 and 0.05 millimetres. The fluid constants for density, 

viscosity and bulk modulus were 861 Kg/m?, 0.025 Ns/m? and 1766 MN/m? 

respectively. These conditions relate to an operating temperature of 

45 degrees Centigrade and a pressure of 138 bars. The mean inlet line 

pressure was 6.3 bars, and all other parameters were held constant. 

6.7.1 End-Plate Effects on Segment History 

The figure (6.7.1) shows the effects of end-plate clearances on the 

segment pressure history. Differences in the pressure history can be 

observed for the rotor position 37 to 97 degrees. The presence of 

end-plate leakage reduces the net leakage into the segment available 

for segment pressurisation. With high end-plate clearances, it is 

"possible for the net leakage to approach zero. This is especially so 
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when the vane tip clearance is small. The effect of end-plate clearance 

is therefore to delay the pressurisation of the segment volume and thus 

increase the level of pressure mis-match at the point of initial port 

communication. 

6.7.2 End-Plate Effects on Flow Ripple 

In figure (6.7.2), the effects of end-plate clearances on the flow 

ripple are presented. At a vane clearence of 0.03 millimetres, the 

inlet flow ripple was 2.95 percent. This rises marginally to 2.98 

percent at a 0.06 millimetre clearance. A similar effect is observed at 

the outlet. Flow ripple values were 17.4 and 23.8 percent for the 

clearance of 0.03 and 0.06 millimetre respectively. The general effect 

of an increase in end-plate clearance is to increase the inlet and 

outlet flow ripple. In comparison, the effects on the inlet ripple is 

negligible. 

As explained in the previous studies, the increase in the level of 

mis-match between segment and port pressures leads to an increase in 

outlet flow ripple. 

6.8 General Conclusions 

The purpose of the first three and the sixth simulations involving 

speed, pressure, vane clearances and end-plate clearance was to study 

qualitatively the effects of those parameters on the pump output. The 

two additional simulations, looking at the effects of fluid viscosity 

and bulk modulus were to demonstrate the secondary effects of these 

parameters, within the conditions of interest. 
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The behavior under the effects of speed and pressure are widely known 

for hydraulic pumps in general. The correlation with the computer model 

serves as an initial confirmation of the validity of the model. 

In normal applications, it is an accepted practice to increase line 

pressures in preference to increasing the shaft speed, when a greater 

power output is required. This has been shown to be more beneficial in 

terms of a lower noise potential, Wusthof et al.(58). This effect has 

been quantified in the earlier simulations. Power output from a 

hydraulic pump is a product of line pressure and flow. It has been 

shown that for a doubling of line pressures, there was an increase in 

outlet flow ripple of 63.4 percent. The doubling of shaft speed, 

corresponding to a doubling of flow rate and, at least, a doubling of 

flow ripple magnitudes. There is therefore an advantage in increasing 

pressure over speed as a means of increasing power output, in the 

interest of a lower noise potential. 
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CHAPTER 7 : RELIEF GROOVES 
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on. Introduction 

Relief grooves are resistive flow paths which communicate between the 

segment volume and the inlet or outlet port area. It has been shown by 

Taylor (59) and Kelsey et al.(60) that by the application of correctly 

designed relief grooves, significant reduction in output flow ripple 

can accrue. Relief grooves permit the segment pressure history to be 

profiled, enabling the removal of any sudden increases in segment 

pressures due to pre-compression mis-match between segment and port 

pressures. The effect of this is to reduce the fluid flow ripple which 

is a major source of fluid borne noise (FBN). 

In this chapter, three different groove profiles are investigated in 

relation to their effect on the segment pressure history and the flow 

ripple. The effects of speed, line pressures and end-plate leakage 

on optimum groove performance are investigated. 

Tee Groove Profiles 

In practice there are three commonly used groove types. These are all 

sloping, and hemispherical, triangular or square in cross-section. 

These are assumed to possess a linear relationship for groove depth 

to groove length. This is readily achieved in manufacture. Details of 

the groove parameter definitions and their geometrical relationships 

are provided in appendix (A.2). 

The figure (7.2.1) shows the cross-sectional area available for flow 

and figure (7.2.2) the change in cross-sectional area, for the three 

groove profiles plotted as a function of groove position. The graphs 

were generated for a condition of unit groove width at the position 
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of maximum flow area. These reveal a fundamental difference in the 

groove profile characteristics which must be considered when specifying 

a profile type. 

The primary differences in the three profiles lies in the way the 

flow area changes with groove position. In the case of the square 

sectioned groove, the rate of increase in flow area with position is 

constant. This is not so for the triangular and hemispherical sectioned 

grooves. The initial increase in flow area for the hemispherical groove 

is greater than that for the triangular groove. This can be seen in 

figure (7.2.2). 

Further differences occur in the way increases in flow area relate to 

their fundamental parameters. An increase in depth of a square section 

groove results in a proportionate increase in flow area. The increase 

in flow area with groove cutter angle for a given depth, in the case 

of the triangular section, and the increase in groove cutter diameter, 

in the case of the hemispherical groove, does not produce corresponding 

increases in flow area. In practice when.cutter angles are in the 

region of 30 to 60 degrees, the behavior for the triangular section is 

approximately linear in this respect. 

Tes Groove Profile Effects 

In this section the effects of groove profile is studied in relation 

to segment pressure history and the port flow ripple. The data for 

this study consists of data from four simulations. The first is for 

the original pump without any relief groove, and the others are for 

the same pump but incorporating an outlet groove for each of the three 

groove type studied. The four simulations were made at the same 
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operating conditions and all other unspecified parameters were kept 

constant. The outlet grooves had the same maximum flow area of 7.5 

square millimetres, an angular groove length of 20 degrees and the 

same maximum groove width. 

7.3.1 Profile Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.3.1) shows the effects of groove profile on the segment 

history. The full line plot for the no groove condition, serves as a 

datum for comparing the effects of the various grooved conditions. The 

effect of the relief groove is to bring about the areiaidivatscn of 

the segment volume gradually before the segment is opened directly 

to port. This can be seen in the less steep increase in the segment 

pressure history, at the angular position of around the 90 degree 

position. The segment pressure can also be seen to attain full outlet 

line pressure at an earlier stage. By profiling the segment pressure in 

this way the back-flow of fluid which is usually needed to pressurise 

the segment, as it starts to communicate with the outlet port, is 

substantially reduced. This is achieved by spreading the flow over a 

longer period. 

The difference in groove profile behavior can be seen in the way the 

segment pressurisation has occured. The pressure rise occurs later in 

the cycle with the triangular groove. This is due to the very slow 

initial rate of increase in flow area. The square and hemispherical 

grooves appear to provide the segment with full line pressures at the 

same time. The initial increase in segment pressure is marginally more 

gradual for the hemispherical groove. This effect correlates well with 

the rate of increase in flow area relationships of the grooves. 
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In general the hemispherical groove appears to be the more advantageous 

groove profile, it provides a more gradual increase in segment pressure 

at the start of the cycle and a quicker attainment of line pressures. 

This is especially beneficial when it is not possible to implement 

long groove lengths. Long groove lengths would unnecessarily increase 

the unwanted leakage and lead to a loss in mechanical efficiency. The 

final choice must, however, relate to the particular pump (motor) 

geometry. 

7.3.2 Profile Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (7.3.2) shows the port flow ripple as a percentage of the 

mean flow for the three different groove profiles simulated. A no 

groove simulation is provided as a datum for comparison. 

There appears to be no significant differences in the magnitudes of the 

peak to peak ripple, for the three grooved conditions. At the inlet, 

the flow ripple variations were insignificant, varying from 2.98 to 

2.97 percent, against the no groove level of 2.94 percent. The 

corresponding outlet flow ripple levels were 3.58, 3.45 and 3.03 

percent, against the no groove value of 16.71 percent. This represents 

a typical increase of 1.25 percent, in the inlet peak to peak flow 

ripple levels, against a 79.9 percent reduction in the outlet flow 

levels. Expressed in terms of the total RMS ripple, a similar trend is 

observed. The levels were typically 0.20 and 0.21 percent for the 

inlet and outlet respectively, against the no groove values of 0.19 and 

0.89 percent. The hemispherical groove shows a marginally lower RMS 

value at the outlet. 
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7.4 Groove Length Effects 

This section looks at the effects of groove length on segment pressure 

and flow ripple. For this study four simulations are presented. The 

first provides the datum no groove condition, and the other three 

incorporate outlet grooves of different angular lengths of 10, 20 and 

30 degrees. All three grooves incorporated the hemispherical section 

. with a cutter diameter of 6 millimetres and depth 1.5 millimetres. 

All other parameters were held constant. 

7.4.1 Length Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.4.1) demonstrates the effects of groove length on the 

segment pressure history. In all the three cases, there was sufficient 

groove flow to enable the segment to achieve full port pressure before 

direct port communication occured. Changes in the groove length can be 

seen to alter the stage and rate at which port pressure was reached. 

Longer groove lengths permit a marginally more gradual segment pressure 

profile. Long grooves can, however, be seen to increase the general 

leakage levels and thus decrease the mechanical efficiency of the pump. 

The optimum groove length is the shortest length possibe which could 

provide the required pre-compression of the segment to occur. 

7.4.2 Length Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (7.4.2) shows the corresponding effects on flow ripple as 

a percentage of mean flow, for the conditions simulated. The effects 

at the inlet are minimal with levels of 2.96, 2.97 and 2.97 percent 

for the 10, 20 and 30 degree groove lengths respectively. The 
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corresponding outlet values were 4.11, 3.59 and 3.64 percent. The RMS 

values provide additional data. The ripple levels increase at the inlet 

but decreases at the outlet with increasing groove length. The RMS 

levels were 0.20 and 0.34 percent for the 10 degree groove, and 0.25 

and 0.17 percent at 30 degrees, for the inlet and outlet respectively. 

Provided the groove removes the effects of the abrupt pressurisation of 

the segment, due to pre-compression mis-match, there is no significant 

advantage in increasing groove length. The disadvantage of using 

excessively long grooves are most apparent when there is significant 

end-plate leakage. 

7.5 Inlet Groove Effects 

In this section the effects of inlet groove on the segment pressure and 

flow ripple are investigated. The data from four simulations are 

presented. Three incorporate inlet grooves and one without. The groove 

type was hemispherical and of dimensions; cutter diameter 4 millimetres 

and depth 1 millimetre. The groove angular length was simulated at 5, 

10 and 15 degrees. All other parameters were held constant. 

7.5.1 Inlet Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.5.1) shows the effects of the inlet groove on segment 

pressure. When compared with the no groove condition, it can be seen 

that the groove introduces a delay into the pressurisation of the 

segment which increases with increasing inlet groove length. The 

controlled leakage provided by the groove results in a more gently 

changing pressure profile at the inlet sections. The outlet stage of 
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the cycle, beyond 100 degrees, remain unaffected by the inlet groove. 

7.5.2 Inlet Effects on Flow Ripple 

In figure (7.5.2) the effects of the inlet groove on the flow ripple 

are presented. The inlet groove does not appear to be of significant 

benefit in reducing the peak to peak flow ripple. The inlet levels 

were 2.94, 2.94 and 2.93 percent for the groove length of 5, 10 and 15 

degrees respectively. At the outlet there is a marginal increase in the 

flow ripple. These levels were 16.9, 17.0 and 17.3 percent. The datum 

no groove values were 2.94 and 16.7 percent, for the inlet and outlet 

flows respectively. Observations of the RMS levels indicates a trend of 

similar magnitude. The increase in outlet ripple levels is due to the 

delaying effects on segment pressures of the inlet groove. Under the 

conditions simulated there is no significant benefit to be obtained 

from an inlet groove. An inlet groove can, however, be of advantage in 

reducing the risk of cavitation at high speeds. 

7.6 Speed Effects 

In this study of the effects of speed on the segment pressure and flow 

ripple, data from three simulations are presented. Simulations were 

made at three shaft’speeds of 2100, 2550, and 3000 rpm for a grooved 

condition. Only an outlet groove was simulated. The groove type was 

hemispherical and of length 20 degrees. The other groove dimensions 

were, depth 1.5 millimetres and groove cutter diameter 6 millimetres. 

All other parameters were held constant. 
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7.6.1 Speed Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.6.1) shows the effect of speed on the segment pressure 

history. The segment pressure can be seen to achieve the same levels at 

a much later angular position. In the angular position of approximately 

37 to 83 degrees, the segment pressurisation occurs primarily due to 

leakage via the regular paths or the groove flows. At lower speeds, the 

net flow which is operative over a finite rotational distance, occurs 

over a longer period of time. The consequence of this effect is that 

a greater amount of fluid can enter into the segment to pressurise it, 

than when operating at higher speeds. At low speeds, therefore, smaller 

groove dimensions are required. 

7.6.2 Speed Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (7.6.2) shows the effects of speed on the flow ripple. 

At the lower speed of 2100 rpm, the inlet flow peak to peak ripple 

was 2.98 percent and the outlet level was 3.37 percent. At 3000 rpm 

the levels were 2.98 and 3.98. The corrsponding RMS uni of the 

flow ripple was 0.19 for both the inlet and outlet at 2100 rpm, and 

0.19 and 0.25 at 3000 rpm. Although speed has a significant effect on 

groove performance, there is a wide range of effective operation. 

TE Line Pressure Effects 

Three simulations were performed to study the effects of the mean line 

pressure. The data relates to three different mean outlet pressures of 

103, 155 and 207 bars. The simulations were made with a hemispherical 

type outlet groove. The dimensions of the groove were angular length 20 
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degrees, cutter diameter 6 millimetres and depth 1.5 millimetres. All 

other parameters were kept constant. 

7.7.1 Pressure Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.7.1) shows the effects of outlet line pressure on the 

segment pressure. The various plots are drawn on a percentage scale 

where mean inlet ie ees and the mean outlet is one hundred percent. 

On this scaling basis, the plots generally coincide except for the 

regions corresponding to the rotor position of 75 to 90 degrees, and 

the position of 157 degrees. The first region corresponds to the period 

when the outlet groove is operative. The effects of an increase in line 

pressure is to increase both the general leakage levels and the level 

of fluid required to enable segment pre-compression. These effects 

are seen as a slower pressurisation of the segment. The discrepancies 

observed in the second region are due to orifice and scaling effects. 

These effects have been described in section (6.2.1). 

7.7.2 Pressure Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (7.7.2) shows the effects of mean line pressure on the 

flow Beers. The inlet peak to peak flow ripple was 2.98 at the line 

pressure of 103 bars. This fell to 2.96 percent at 207 bars. At the 

serset: ripple levels were 3.19 and 4.52 percent. The corresponding 

RMS values were 0.19 for both the inlet and outlet at 103 bars, and 

0.20 and 0.25 at 207 bars, for the inlet and outlet respectively. These 

effects can be explained in terms of an increase in leakage flow levels 

due to the increase in line pressures. 
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Too End-Plate Clearance Effects 

Three simulations were performed to study the effects of the end-plate 

clearance. The data relates to four different clearances of 0.02, 0.03, 

0.04 and 0.05 millimetres. The simulations incorporated a hemispherical 

type groove at both the inlet and outlet. The dimensions of the groove 

at the inlet were angular length 10 degrees, depth 1 millimetre and 

cutter diameter 4 millimetres. The outlet groove was of angular length 

20 degrees, cutter diameter 6 millimetres and depth 1.5 millimetres. 

The vane tip clearance was 0.04 millimetres. All other parameters were 

kept constant. 

7.8.1 End-Plate Effects on Segment History 

The figure (7.8.1) shows the effects of end-plate clearances on 

segment pressure. It can be seen that the effect of increasing the 

end-plate clearance is to delay the segment pressurisation. This is 

most evident at the angular region of 37 to 97 degrees. Increasing 

the clearance causes a corresponding leakage out of the segment, thus 

resulting in a decrease in the fluid available for pressurisation of 

the segment. The outlet groove can, however, be seen to provide a 

gradual transition of the segment to full port pressures. 

7.8.2 End-Plate Effects on Flow Ripple 

The figure (7.8.2) shows the effects of end-plate clearance on the 

flow ripple. Without silencing grooves (ref. section 6.7), the peak to 
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peak values were between 2.95 and 2.98 for the inlet, and 17.5 and 23.8 

percent for the outlet, for the condition of increasing clearances 

from 0.02 to 0.05 millimetres. With silencing grooves, these values 

were reduced to 2.95 and 2.99 percent for the inlet, and 3.6 to 5.5 

percent for the outlet. Within the range of end-plate clearances, the 

reduction of outlet flow ripple was greater than 76.8 percent. This 

further demonstrates the wide operating range of silencing grooves. 

ton Optimum Groove Criteria 

In the preceeding sections, the various factors affecting the segment 

pressure profile and the subsequent inlet and outlet flow ripple have 

been demonstrated. There appears to be no simple criteria on which to 

base the design of silencing grooves. For any given pump (motor), the 

factors affecting the flow ripple are too numerous to enable the 

derivation of a saucieniae optimum solution. The key to the problem is 

the availability of a suitable simulation program. With this tool many 

different groove types can be modelled and their effects ascertained. 

At the risk of over simplifying the problem, the silencing of a pump 

is a compromise between minimising groove leakage and removing the 

effects of pre-compression mis-match. 

A methodical approach is of particular importance in the route towards 

a quick solution. In the previous sections, it has been shown that the 

groove performance was affected by both line pressures and speed. The 

first stage is therefore to decide on the operating conditions at which 

to optimise the groove performance. The most logical condition for 

this, in most applications, is the normal operating condition. This 

would give optimum silencing under normal conditions and a slight loss 
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in groove performance outside these conditions. 

The first simulation to be performed has to be that at the chosen 

optimum condition for the original pump (motor). This would provide 

a datum on which to base silencing improvements, and an insight into 

the existence of potentially noisy conditions. In the figures (7.9.1) 

and (7.9.2), a simulation under such a condition exists. The optimum 

condition was chosen to be 2400 rpm at 138 bar. For the original 

no groove condition there is oberved a very abrupt increase in segment 

pressure at about the 97 degree angular position. This corresponds to 

when the segment at low pressure first communicates directly with the 

outlet port. At this point there is a sudden backflow of high pressure 

fluid, and is a main source of fluid and structural borne noise. This 

point corresponds to the angular position of 7 degrees and subsequent 

positions at 45 degree increments, in the flow ripple plots. Another 

position where the segment pressure rises sharply is at 37 degree, 

when the segment is just beginning to be pressurised. The changes are, 

however, not as abrupt as for the outlet stages. 

In this solution of silencing the pump, sloping hemispherical section 

grooves are incorporated in both the inlet and outlet ports. The outlet 

has a 20 degree long groove of 6 millimetres cutter diameter, and a 

maximum depth of 1.5 millimetres. The groove at the inlet port is 10 

degrees long with a cutter diameter of 3 millimetres and depth 1.0 

millimetres. 

Hemispherically sectioned grooves are chosen for their combined initial 

slow area chances and faster full flow characteristics. The slow change 

provided by the triangular section requires a longer groove length. The 

square section does not have the benefit of slow initial area change. 

In this particular pump configuration where the segment is only closed 
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to both inlet and outlet for slightly over 45 degrees, it is important 

to minimise total groove lengths. Excessively long grooves would 

unecessarily increase the general leakage levels. 

At the outlet, a long groove was introduced to remove the effects of 

the abrupt segment pressurisation, at initial port communication. 

A smooth segment pressure history reduces case excitation. The total 

effect of the outlet groove is a reduction in both the structural and 

fluid borne noise levels. 

A short inlet groove is used primarily for the purpose of smoothing 

out the initial pressure rise, at the 37 degree position. This is 

provided as a refinement of the silencing process. The inlet groove has 

the unwanted effect of increasing leakage and flow ripple. At the 

designed speed condition this groove is not absolutely essential. Inlet 

grooves would be more ee at higher speeds when large port flows 

or low inlet pressures would increase the risk of cavitation. 
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8.1 Introduction 

In the earlier chapters two analytical models were developed, one for a 

vane pump and the other for a transmission line. This chapter deals 

with the work relating to the experimental verification of these 

models. In the first section is described the data acquisition and 

analysis system developed for this work. In addition, a brief schematic 

of the system is presented with particular emphasis on instrumentation. 

This section is followed by details of the method of data acquisition 

and analysis, used to obtain the data for correlating the mathematical 

model to experimental data. The work relating to the pump and 

transmission line models are handled separately. In sections two, three 

and four, the data relating to the vane pump is presented. This is 

followed in sections five and six with the data relating to the 

transmission line work. 

8.1.1 Acquisition and Analysis Systems 

The figure (8.1.1) shows the general schematic of the data acquisition 

and analysis system. The system is based around a desk-top computer, 

the HP9825B computer with 64k of random access memory. Suenos the 

computer is a number of peripherals consisting of a plotter, thermal 

printer, and both cartridge and flexible mass-storage devices. Within 

eas system, the computer serves primarily as a controller for the 

Spectrum analyser, Transient recorder and Digital voltmeter, and 

enables the storage of data onto the flexible disk drive. Analysis 

at this stage is limited. This is performed by the HP9845B system 

(described in chapter 5). Data is transferred from one system to the 

other via the data compatible flexible disks. 

we eke



The related experimental work is essentially based on the measurement 

of the dynamic pressure fluctuations. For the purpose of detecting the 

pressure fluctuations, piezo-electric and strain gauge pressure 

transducers were used. The former operates utilising the piezo-electric 

effect. A charge is produced which is proportional to the applied force 

on the transducer diaphram. These transducers possess an extremely high 

frequency response. The strain gauge pressure transducer exploits the 

strain gauge effect. A stress on the transducer diaphram is transferred 

to the strain gauge and results in a change in its resistance. This 

type of transducer has a lower dynamic range. Unlike the piezo-electric 

transducer, however, the strain gauge transducer provides both mean and 

dynamic pressure data. 

Prior to measurement, the signal is required to be conditioned by an 

appropriate amplifier. A charge amplifier is required to convert the 

output charge from a piezo-electric pressure transducer to voltage, 

and a strain gauge amplifier is required for the strain gauge pressure 

transducer. Following conditioning, a voltage proportional to total 

pressure is obtained from the strain-gauge transducer, and a voltage 

proportional to dynamic pressure is obtained from the piezo-electric 

transducer. 

In addition, a proximity switch located on the pump shaft, provides a 

synchronization signal. This is used to correlate the measurements and 

provide the signal required for time average analysis. 

Following signal conditioning, the data can be directly analysed or 

stored on a multi-channel recorder. Recording enables a. detailed 

analysis of available data as the same block of data can be analysed 

repeatedly by a variety of methods. This significantly reduces the 

experimental work relating to multiple channel analysis. 
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8.1.2 Pump System Schematic 

The figure (8.1.2) shows the essential elements of the pump system. 

The two pump outlets are joined at the manifold which feeds into a 30 

millimetre bore transducer housing containing a piezo-electric pressure 

transducer. The housing is inturn connected to a 20 metre long anechoic 

line of 31.8mm. nominal bore which terminates into a load valve. At 

the pump end a proximity switch, suitably mounted on the drive shaft, 

provides a synchronization pulse. In addition a strain gauge pressure 

transducer, mounted in the pump, measures the pressure of the vane 

segment. This transducer is located in the vane passage and actually 

provides the pressure at the base of the vane. Due to the presence of 

a low resistance pathway, running up the vane and terminating into the 

segment volume, the segment pressure history is provided by this 

transducer. The pump is driven by a speed controlled electric motor 

which maintains a constant operating speed. A cooling circuit maintains 

a steady operating temperature, and a boost pump and accumulator 

provides a constant inlet supply pressure. 

8.1.3 Transmission Line System Schematic 

The figure (8.1.3) shows the schematic of the systems used to verify 

the transmission model. The essential elements in both the systems is 

a seven piston axial pump connected to an anechoic, and a reverberant 

termination. The function of the pump is basically that of a flow 

ripple source. A piston pump was used as the flow ripple exhibits 

strong harmonic contents. The pump is instrumented with a proximity 

switch which provides a synchronization signal, and is driven by a 
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speed controlled hydraulic motor. 

In the first system, the pump is directly connected to a piezo-electric 

pressure transducer and a 30 metre long anechoic line which terminates 

at a load valve. The transducer housing has a 30 millimetre bore, and 

the anechoic line has a 1.25 inch nominal bore. The pressure transducer 

measures the anechoic pump output. 

In the second system, a reverberant chamber possessing an internal bore 

of 88.9 millimetres and of length 1.95 metres, is connected in place of 

the transducer housing. Located evenly spaced along this chamber is a 

set of eight pressure transducers which measures the pressure 

variations along the length of the chamber. 

8.2 Pump Model Correlation 

For the purpose of theoretical and experimental correlation, two sets 

of data are presented. The first relates to the pump operating without 

silencing grooves, and the other operating with the grooves. For each 

set, data is presented at the three different operating speed of 700, 

1050 and 1400 rpm. The mean inlet and outlet pressures were held 

constant during these tests at 6.9 bars and 68.9 bars respectively. 

The fluid temperature was maintained in the range of between 20 to 25 

degrees Centigrade. At each of these conditions, dynamic recordings of 

the pump outlet flow and segment pressure history were made. In 

addition, measurements were made of the mean outlet flow rate. 

In an effort to minimise the system effects, measurements of the pump 

outlet flow ripple were made whilst connected to an anechoic line. With 

this pump configuration, it is not possible to completely remove these 
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unwanted effects. The pump is required to operate with balanced port 

pressures and thus necessitates the ports to be connected externally. 

Introduction of the manifold into the flow stream results in a 

mis-match of the upstream and downstream admittance at the manifold. 

This results in wave reflection and a standing wave being created 

upstream of the manifold. 

When measuring the segment pressure, the system effects can be ignored. 

These effects operate at frequencies much higher than those of the 

event under study. 

8.2.1 Harmonic Analysis of Pump Data 

When correlating the experimental data to the theoretical simulations, 

it is inevitable that system effects are included in the comparison. 

It is, however, necessary to minimise these system effects to enable 

the best possible comparisons to be made. Although both the flow and 

segment correlation will be made in the time domain, preparation of the 

flow data starts with a spectral analysis. From this spectral data, the 

significant components are extracted and the corresponding time series 

re-synthesized. Observations of the data in the frequency domain also 

aids in the appreciation of the contributions from system effects. 

The figures (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) provides the full eecetnn and shows 

the harmonic signatures of the pump at the three speed conditions. This 

represents the time averaged spectral data of the outlet flow. With a 

rotating machine, the spectral components can only occur at harmonic 

intervals of the fundamental frequencies. With a geometrically perfect 

machine, the fundamental frequency would be that of the vane. In 

applying this assumption, the sub-harmonic components of the vane 
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frequency can be neglected. The significance of the relative nature 

of the standard and silenced spectrums are discussed later in the 

chapter. 

8.2.2 Time Average Analysis of Pump Data 

Although the segment pressure measurements, were not affected by the 

system effects, the strain gauge pressure transducer signal had a 

significant noise component. This problem was effectively removed by 

applying “Time Series Averaging’. This is achieved by taking blocks of 

consecutive and synchronized time data, and calculating the average 

time series. Synchronization was provided by the pulse from the 

proximity switch. When a sufficiently large number of averages are 

taken, the random noise components are removed leaving a clean pressure 

history which was used in the subsequent presentation. 

8.3 Correlation of Pump Performance Data 

The data is presented for correlation by aupertnwelad dee theoretical 

and experimental results. With the segment history study, the data is 

presented as a percentage of the port pressure range. The difference in 

mean port pressures represents 100 percent. The pressure measurement 

obtained by the transducer is effectively the segment pressure, as 

defined in the pump model. There is, however, a discrepancy which 

occurs at the later stages of the cycle. The Sriekiniead data shows 

a fall in the pressure at approximately 15 degrees eariaee to that 

simulated. The transducer accesses the segment pressure via a low 

resistance channel running up the vane. The entrance to this channel 

"Lee. 7
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NO GROOVE DATA 
  

  

  

  

  

SPEED MEAN FLOW (I/s) PEAK TO PEAK FLOW (%) 

(RPM) EXPERIMENTAL| SIMULATED | EXPERIMENTAL] SIMULATED 

700 1.21 1.11 44.4 46.9 

1050 1.88 1.79 29.9 32.5 

1400 2.56 2.47 24.1 25.8               

TABLE 8.5.1 QUANTITATIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN SIMULATED 

AND MEASURED FLOW RIPPLE — STANDARD 
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is, however, only completely exposed to the segment when the vane is 

fully extended. At the end of the cycle, the vane is retracted and 

results in the premature isolation of the transducer from the segment. 

The flow ripple comparison is similarly presented by superimposing the 

theoretical and experimental data. The theoretical data is shown as a 

percentage of the mean flow. The experimental data is drawn suitable 

scaled following re-synthesis from the harmonic data. The scaling 

results in a forced correlation of the peak to peak values of the 

theoretical and experimental data. For a quantitative correlation, 

two comparisons are made, one of the absolute time domain peak to peak 

flow fluctuations, and the other of the mean flow levels. The flow 

levels are determined using the equation (4.5.8) for an anechoic 

termination of characteristic line impedance, and negligible Z,/Z, 

ratio. The constants used are bore diameter 30 mm., fluid density 

861 Kg/m> and effective bulk modulus 883 MN/m*. The subsequent peak 

to peak levels determined were compared quantitatively with the levels 

predicted theoretically. 

8.3.1 Performance of Standard Pump 

The figures (8.3.1) to (8.3.3) and table (8.3.1) shows the correlation 

data for the standard pump. In practice the harmonic content of pumps 

are generally defined up to the tenth harmonic. Within this range, the 

significant components are found to be fully represented. In order to 

minimise the higher frequency system effects, the flow ripple has been 

subsequently re-synthesized from the first ten harmonic. 

The figures demonstrate a high degree of qualitative correlation at the 

three speed conditions. In addition to the previously explained 
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discrepancy at the end of the cycle, there are additional differences 

at the 30 to 60 degree rotor position. At the 35 degree position, the 

simulation shows the segment pressure falling. This event is observed 

later in the experimental observations. This discrepancy is easily 

explained due to the difference between the actual and modelled port 

eure. The ports of the tested pump contains a geometrically complex 

scalloped section. This effectively provides a much greater flow area, 

up till the instant the vane sweeps past the port, thus delaying the 

fall in the segment pressure. The rise in the measured segment pressure, 

at the 60 degree rotor position can be attributed to geometrical 

imperfections in the actual pump. In this region, the only flow into 

the segment is due to leakage. As there are also no geometrical changes 

occuring, the only cause of pressure rise must be due to a net change 

in leakage levels. This can occur due to both changes in vane tip and 

end-plate clearances. These variations are observed in geometrical 

measurements made of the pump. 

The flow ripple is seen to correlate equally well with the theoretical 

predictions. The qualitative comparison provided by the re-synthesized 

harmonic data shows a good overlap in the theoretical and experimental 

data. A strong harmonic component, independant of speed, is visible 

in all the three speed conditions. This component is in the frequency 

range of 920 to 1000 Hz. With the aid of the full spectral data, this 

effect can be confidently attributed to a system resonance at this 

‘ frequency. The table (8.3.1) provides the basis of the quantitative 

correlation. A comparison is presented between the experimental and 

simulated peak to peak levels. Within the range studied, a discrepancy 

of only between 6.3 to 8.7 percent is observed between the simulated 

and the experimental values. 
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GROOVED DATA 
  

  

  

  

            

SPEED MEAN FLOW (I/s) PEAK TO PEAK FLOW (%) 

(RPM) EXPERIMENTAL| SIMULATED | EXPERIMENTAL| SIMULATED 

700 1.16 1.06 21.1 17.5 

1050 1.85 1.75 16.4 11.2 

1400 2.53 2.44 14.1 8.61 

  

TABLE 8.3.2 QUANTITATIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN SIMULATED 

AND MEASURED FLOW RIPPLE — SILENCED 

db Se 

 



8.3.2 Performance of Silenced Pump 

The correlation data for the silenced pump is presented by the figures 

(8.3.4) to (8.3.6) and table (8.3.2). A similar correlation technique 

is applied for the silenced pump as for the earlier standard pump data. 

The segment pressure history, and the flow ripple are drawn with the 

experimental data suitable scaled and superimposed on the theoretical 

data. The experimentally derived flow ripple is, as previously, 

re-synthesised from the first ten harmonics of the time averaged 

spectrums. 

A good correlation can be seen for the segment pressure history at the 

three speed conditions. The two discrepancies (explained in the earlier 

section), is again apparent. This is at the 40 to 60 degree and the 

150 degree rotor position. The effects of the silencing grooves are 

seen to correlate well, both at the inlet and the outlet. The ef recie 

of the outlet groove are more apparent, with the resulting earlier and 

more gradual pressurisation of the segment. At the inlet, the effect of 

the groove is to delay the fall of the segment pressure in the 40 to 60 

degree rotor position. The groove enables a limited pathway between the 

port and segment, even after the trailing vane has swept past the inlet 

port. The result of which is to delay the fall in segment pressure for 

the duration of the effectiveness of the inlet groove. This is seen in 

both the theoretical and experimental data. 

The flow ripple simulations are qualitatively well correlated. The 

trends in the variability of the simulated flow are reflected in the 

experimental data. There is observed, however, a significant difference 

between the experimentally and theoretically predicted ripple levels. 
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In the region studied, the flow ripples were experimentally determined 

to be 21.1, 16.4 and 14.1 percent. In comparison, the simulated levels 

were 17.5, 11.2, and 8.61 percent respectively. This reflects a mean 

underestimation in the percentage flow ripple of 5.49 percent of the 

mean flow. The trend of reduction in percentage flow ripple with speed 

can be seen to be consistent in both the experimental and theoretical 

data. 

8.4 Conclusion on Pump Model 

The data provided indicates a good correlation between the theoretical 

and experimental values. In the case of the standard pump, correlation 

was achieved within 6.3 to 8.7 percent of the experimental levels. The 

amplitude levels for the silenced pump was less well correlated, with 

discrepancies of 17.1, 31.7, and 38.9 percent of the experimental 

levels, for the speed condition of 700, 1050 and 1400 rpm. 

With most pumps, operating under realistic conditions, leakage forms 

only a small percentage of the total flow of the pump. The pump was 

tested under non-typical condition of extremely high end-plate and 

small vane tip clearances, resulting in an exaggerated leakage 

fluctuation and changes in segment pressure variations. Under these 

conditions the leakage levels were typically 12.3, 9.61 and 7.56 

percent of the swept volume at 700, 1050 and 1400 rpm respectively. 

The pump model adopts a theoretical estimation of leakage levels based 

on optimum design values. Local variations in geometry can lead to 

Significant increases in the fluctuation levels. 

While operating under the standard pump configuration, the dominant 

mechanism of flow fluctuation is that due to fluid compressibility 
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and the back-flow of fluid into the segment volume at the moment of 

initial port communication. Under these conditions, any discrepancy 

between the simulated and actual leakage variations results in only a 

minimal effect on the simulated flow levels. With the case of the 

silenced pump, very little (if any) of the flow fluctuation due to the 

back-flow and compressibility effects remains. The flow fluctuations 

are based almost completely on leakage effects. Under these conditions 

accurate estimation of the leakage flow fluctuations is essential to 

enable precise simulation of flow fluctuation. A small discrepancy 

between the actual and estimated levels would result in a large 

percentage error between simulated and measured values. 

In an earlier section, two figures (8.2.1) and (8.2.2) were presented, 

as being the spectrum of the outlet flow for the standard and silenced 

pump. Following from the theoretical observations made in chapters 7 

and 8, the increase in amplitude of the lower harmonics are not to be 

expected in practice. The simulations of figure (8.4.1) shows the 

effects of changes in end-plate clearances on the spectral output of 

the outlet flow. Three simulations were made at end-plate clearances of 

0.0525, 0.06 and 0.0675 millimetres. The mean value of 0.06 millimetres 

was that used in the correlation studies. The increase in end-plate 

clearance, in the range presented, resulted in a comparable increase 

in the amplitude of the fundamental component to that observed in the 

experimental spectra. The variations cited in the simulations are 

within the range suoecuen: due to measurement errors and re-assembly 

variations. 

The effectiveness of the model is re-affirmed by figure (8.4.2) which 

provides and compares the spectral content of the pump outlet flow 

ripple, derived from both theoretical simulations and experimental 
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measurements. Figures (8.4.2a) and (8.4.2b) provides the experimental 

data and figures (8.4.2c) and (8.4.2d) the simulated data for the 

standard and silenced pump respectively. As indicated in the earlier 

section (8.3.1), there is a significant broad band system effect at 

the frequency of 1000 and 2000 Hz. Accounting for this effect, which 

manifest itself as an accentuation of the spectra at these frequencies, 

the diagrams shows a good correlation of the frequency spectra of 

both the standard and silenced pump. The effectiveness of the silencing 

grooves in reducing the higher frequency harmonics is clearly shown. 

The pump model has been shown to be an effective tool for design and 

verification. The model has been used effectively to design silencing 

grooves which has significantly reduced the flow fluctuations. Over the 

speed range, the flow ripple has been reduced to a typical value of 

53.7 percent of the original levels, representing a 5.4 dB reduction 

in the fluid borne noise output at the expense of a marginal decrease 

in effiency. The silencing grooves resulted in a mean decrease in 

effiency of 2.29 percent, over the speed condition studied. The loss in 

effiency results primarily from an increase in end-plate leakage. In 

practice end-plate clearances are typically much smaller and thus a 

lower loss in efficiency can be expected. 

8.5 Acquiring Transmission Line Data 

The aim of the experiment was to investigate the method of unravelling 

the standing wave effects (described in chapter 4). The first step was 

to determine the pump signature under supposedly anechoic conditions at 

a chosen datum of operating speed 800 rpm., inlet pressure 6.9 bars, 

outlet pressure 69.0 bars and fluid temperature 20 degrees Centigrade. 
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The full and the harmonic spectrum at the outlet of the pump under this 

condition, is shown in figure (8.5.1). The spectrum represents a 256 

point averaged spectrum of the pump output. In this study the frequency 

bandwidth of interest is restricted to within the first and the tenth 

harmonic, thus giving a frequency range of 93.3 to 933 Hertz. 

On establishing the pump signature, the test was repeated with the 

chamber connected inline. While running at the datum condition, 

simultaneous recordings were made of the pressure transducer readings. 

Similar to the anechoic data analysis, the spectral content at the 

eight transducer points were determined. The figure (8.5.2) shows the 

full spectrum distribution measured along the chamber. This type of 

presentation is known as a Waterfall Diagram”. The spectrums are drawn 

on an offset Y-axis, determined by the transducer position, and the 

amplitudes are represented by the distance from the mean offset. 

This diagram highlights the problem encountered in measuring the pump 

performance under the influence of standing wave effects. The spectrums 

were measured simultaneously, under the same operating conditions. The 

amplitudes are, however, seen to vary considerably depending on the 

position of the transducer. 

Prior to unravelling the anechoic data from the standing wave effects, 

the amplitudes of the harmonic component along the chamber was first 

determined for each of the ten harmonic components of interest. 

8.5.1 Standing Wave Data 

Given the amplitudes of the various components along the line, the 

standing wave equation was solved using the “Least-squares” method 
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HARMONIC AMPLITUDES (V) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

HARMONIC | FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
NUMBER (Hz) BASIC SCALED ANECHOIC ERROR 

1 93.3 0.077 0.066 0.066 - 

2 186.7 0.102 0.087 0.083 4.8 

3 280.0 0.082 0.069 0.078 11.5 

4 373.3 0.076 0.065 0.062 4.8 

5 466.7 0.088 0.075 0.072 4.2 

6 560.0 0.072 0.062 0.067 78. 

7 653.3 0.101 0.086 0.080 7.5 

8 746.7 0.080 0.068 0.070 2.9 

9 840.0 0.068 0.058 0.098 40.8 

10 933.3 0.080 0.068 0.133 48.8             

TABLE 8.5.1 QUANTITATIVE CORRELATION BETWEEN ANECHOIC 

AND DERIVED PRESSURE AMPLITUDES 

ene * 

 



developed in chapter 4. As described earlier (chapter 4), the solution 

proceeds with the determination of the wave propagation constant and 

the termination constant. With a knowledge of these unknowns, the 

solution proceeds to determine the values of the source reflection 

constant and the effective anechoic amplitude of the particular 

harmonic component. The procedure is repeated for each of the other 

components. 

The figure (8.5.3) summarises the solution obtained for each of the 

harmonic components and the obtained fit. The symbol “*” marks the 

magnitude of the measured harmonic component at the particular position 

along the chamber, and the full line describes the solved standing wave 

function. 

In attempting to solve a multi-degree of freedom problem, there exists 

a number of mathematical solutions. Some of these, however, lead to 

non-physical solutions and must be rejected. In the search for a real 

solution, the values of the reflection constants are constrained to 

a modulus of less than or equal to 1. A value greater than 1 infers a 

reflected wave of greater amplitude than the incident wave, thus 

resulting in a non-physical solution. The solution was obtained using 

a computer program developed to implement the solution technique. 

The table (8.5.1) shows the correlation between the directly obtained 

and the derived anechoic levels. The table expresses the amplitudes in 

volts and can be directly related to pressure levels. The tabled 

anechoic levels expresses that measured for a 30 millimetre bore, and 

the chamber had a 88.9 millimetre bore. Before comparing the amplitude 

levels, the derived anechoic levels have to be related to the same 

bore size. Using the equations (4.5.1) and (4.5.7), we obtain a scaling 

factor of 8.51. Combined with a calibration factor of 0.1 reduces 
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this to 0.851. The scaling factor of 10 was introduced into the data 

to avoid the calculation errors relating to the processing of small 

values. The table shows a variation in error of between 0 to 48.8 

percent. When the two highest frequency harmonics are excluded, the 

error is reduced to a maximum of 11.5 percent, and a mean of 5.4 

percent. 

8.6 Conclusion on Transmission Line Model 

The good correlation between the anechoic data and the data derived 

from the reverberant chamber suggests the validity of the analysis. 

The method has also been shown to be relatively simple to operate and 

provides good correlation over a wide range of frequencies, given only 

a relatively small number of transducers. The poor correlation at the 

nine and tenth harmonic reflects the fundamental problem relating to 

the optimising of the transducer position, for a given number of 

transducers. 

The standing wave function is cyclic and repeats itself at a wavelength 

along the line. To define the function effectively, the transducer must 

provide mutually exclusive data points. At the lower frequencies up 

to that whose wavelength is greater than the line length, an evenly 

spaced transducer layout provides the necessary conditions for a good 

fit. As the frequency increases, and the wavelength decreases, the 

mutually exclusive condition cannot be guaranteed. A worst case is 

possible where the only exclusive transducer readings exists within 

the first cycle, and subsequent data are but a cycle along and in 

phase. The situation existing with the nine and tenth harmonic are 

tending towards this condition. 
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For a given frequency range, a solution is to provide a greater number 

of transducers. This, however, increases both analysis problems and 

cost. An alternative method would be to distribute a given number of 

transducers more effectively. This can be achieved by positioning the 

transducers such that two-thirds of the transducers are located at 

one half of the line and the remaining third at the other half. Within 

these groups, the transducers should be distributed evenly. This 

distribution would improve the mutually exclusive condition of the data 

at the higher frequencies and not compromise unduly the conditions at 

the lower frequency end. 

8.7 Procedure for the Deconvolution of Pressure Ripples 

Due to a change in the project schedule, the technique awaits the 

implementation on the “back to back” test rig. This section, however, 

outlines the rig schematic and details the procedures to be adopted in 

applying the techniques developed for the deconvolution of the pump, 

motor pressure ripples from the unwanted system effects. 

The rig comprises of two hydraulic propulsion motors coupled together. 

The motors are identical except that one is operated as a pump. The 

The main fluid supply is from the pump into the high pressure line, 

through the motor and returns back to the pump via an oil cooler. The 

leakage that occurs is made up by external make-up pumps, and the 

pump-motor combination is driven by another motor. In addition to 

the standard mean pressure gauges, a set of eight piezo-electric 

dynamic pressure transducers and a proximity switch are installed to 

provide the necessary dynamic pressure measurements and synchronization 

signal. The dynamic pressure transducers are distributed evenly, where 
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possible, around the steel high pressure line. The proximity switch is 

located on the pump-motor coupling shaft. Prior to data acquisition, 

the signal from the pressure transducers and proximity switch require 

the appropriate signal conditioning. The signal from the piezo-electric 

transducers are converted from a charge to a voltage proportional to 

the dynamic pressure variations, and the proximity switch signal is 

processed by a Schmitt trigger to produce a clean square pulse. 

The technique for the deconvolution of the individual pump, motor 

involves two stages. The first stage involves the unravelling of the 

superimposed pump and motor pressure ripples from the standing wave 

effects, and the second stage that of separating the individual pump 

and motor ripples. Although the standing wave effects can be obtained 

from the eight pressure measurements at one run, the decoupling of the 

individual pressure ripple effects require data at different phase 

settings. This is required to provide the necessary data for the 

solution of the equation (4.7.21) to (4.7.25) which contains three 

unknowns. If the initial phase setting of the pump and motor are known, 

only two runs are required to determine the two unknowns of individual 

pressure ripple amplitudes. As it is difficult to determine accurately 

the initial phase setting, the alternative scheme of adopting the 

the initial setting as a datum, and obtaining two further runs at known 

phase variations is preferred. This, however, requires the additional 

there: un. 

At each run, data is simultaneously acquired and stored on a tape 

recorder possessing the required dynamic range. The data is then 

available for processing at a later date. Data processing begins with 

the Fourier analysis of the pressure ripples measured at the eight 

transducer positions for the three runs, at different phase settings. 
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From this spectral data, the harmonic components are extracted for 

unravelling. The individual harmonic component are observed to vary 

in amplitude along the transmission line. This is due to the standing 

wave effects. The standing wave effects are removed using the numerical 

analysis techniques detailed in section (4.7.1) and demonstrated in 

section (8.5). When the standing wave effects are removed, three 

amplitudes at each harmonic components are left. Using the equations, 

derived in section (4.7.2), the individual pump and motor pressure 

ripple components are derived. The procedure is repeated for each of 

the harmonic components of interest. 
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CHAPTER 9 : CONCLUSION 

9.1 Conclusion 

9.1.1 Conclusion on Pump Model 

9.1.2 Conclusion on Transmission Model 

9.2 Recommendation for Further Work 
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9.1 Conclusion 

This thesis describes the work undertaken, by the author, in part 

fulfilment of the responsibilities of the University of Aston towards 

the research and development programme described earlier (chapter 1). 

The work identified at the start of the project was that of developing 

a radial vane pump model. A model was required which could enable the 

assessment of the original fluid borne noise potential, and to study 

the effects of various parameters and relief grooves, for the purpose 

of reducing the identified noise level. In addition, a transmission 

model and technique was required which could be applied to unravel the 

effects of the standing wave in a transmission line. 

In the preceeding chapter (chapter 8), results were presented to enable 

a correlation between actual measurements and the theoretical model 

developed. For both these models, good correlation was achieved between 

theoretical and experimental results. 

9.1.1 Conclusion on Pump Model 

The resources required to develop a new hydraulic pump is costly in 

terms of both money and time. With the aid of computer simulation, the 

development cost and time can be significantly reduced. Taking the 

particular case of this radial vane pump, there were many development 

problems to be tackled before.the actual noise potential could be 

ascertained. At the initial stages of development, the fluid borne 

noise measurements were not necessarily indicative of the true noise 

levels of a fully developed pump. Through simulations, the computer 

model would provide an insight into the factors affecting the noise 

level and indicate the levels to be expected. 
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At the early stages of development, the vane tips were not extended out 

to the required clearance. This resulted in a condition which was 

beneficial in terms of the fluid borne noise levels, and measurements 

taken at this stage underestimated the true noise potential. During 

another period of the development, the vane tip clearance was over 

corrected leading to untypically small clearances. In addition, the 

effect of a larger than designed end-plate leakage resulted in an 

accentuated noise level. 

In an attempt to improve the computation time required for each 

simulation, a semi-analytical technique (chapter 3) was implemented for 

the solution of the “flow-pressure” equation. This technique has been 

shown to be significantly faster and less’ prone to numerical 

instability in comparison to the standard “Runge-Kutta” or “Gear” 

method, for the solution of the non-linear first order differential | 

equation (3.5.8). The method assumes that leakage is a secondary 

component within an iterative step. As mentioned earlier (chapter 3), 

no significant loss in solution accuracy will result if sufficiently 

small iterative steps are taken. The good qualitative and quantitative 

correlation presented in chapter 8, indicates that the “approximation” 

does not affect the accuracy of the solution, to any discernible 

extent. 

The application of the program for the purpose of designing silencing 

grooves has also been demonstrate. A significant reduction in fluid 

flow ripple was obtained at the expense of a minimal reduction in 

efficiency. The most significant reduction in the percentage flow 

ripple was observed at the lower speed. At 700 rpm, the percentage flow 

ripple was reduced from 44.1 to 21.1 percent of its mean flow. This was 

achieved with a 4.1 percent reduction in efficiency, thus representing 
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a 6.4 GB reduction in the ripple values. The typical reduction over the 

speed range of 700 to 1400 rpm was 5.4 dB with a corresponding loss in 

efficiency of 2.29 percent. With typical end-plate clearances, the 

losses in efficiency can be expected to be reduced. 

The results of the simulation studies indicate that there is a very 

broad range of operation for which the silencing grooves are effective. 

This has been verified by the experimental measurements made of the 

pump operating under a wide range of line pressures and speed. 

Although the problem of structural borne noise has not been studied, 

measurements were made of the structural vibration on the casing of the 

pump. The reduction in structural noise has been significant. As a 

consequence of the implementation of the silencing grooves the typical 

case vibration was reduced by 20 dB. 

9.1.2 Conclusion on Transmission Model 

The data presented in chapter 8, demonstrates the “Least-squares” 

method, developed in chapter 4, for unravelling the effects of standing 

waves. The good correlation obtained between the datum anechoic. data 

_and the unravelled amplitude confirms the validity of the technique. 

Excluding data at the two highest frequencies, correlation was achieved 

with an error of less than 11.5 percent and a typical error of 5.4 

percent. 

The 40.8 and 48.8 percent discrepancy at the ninth and tenth harmonic 

respectively, is attributed to the poor positioning of the transducers 

in relation to the standing wave pattern. An alternative transducer 

distribution has been suggested which would improve the mutually 
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exclusive condition of the data at the higher frequencies, without 

compromising the conditions at the low frequency end. The recommended 

layout is such that two thirds of the available transducers are evenly 

distributed at one half of the line and the remaining transducers at 

the other. 

The technique was primarily developed to enable the derivation of 

the equivalent anechoic data from measurements along the transmission 

line under the influence of standing wave effects. Although the 

experimental work described in chapter 8 demonstrates the ability of 

the technique developed for this application, the method is not 

intended to be used as a general means of deriving anechoic data. This 

is due to the amount of intermediate data processing required to obtain 

the data. The method is, however, applicable when it is not possible 

or impractical to implement a test under normal anechoic conditions. 

The work is also beneficial as it further demonstrates the usefullness 

of the transmission line theory in the modelling of hydraulic 

transmission systems. 

The problem of numerical instability was encountered while seeking a 

direct solution of the full standing wave equation. This problem was 

effectively overcomed by approaching the solution in two stages. When 

the pressure is expressed interms of a datum, the number of unknowns 

are reduced. This decreases the number of unknowns at each stage of the 

solution and significantly improves the stability of the. solution 

technique, thus resulting in a successful solution. 
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9.2 Recommendation for Further Work 

The radial vane pump program has successfully progressed through the 

‘author validation” stage of development, and has been demonstrated to 

be useful to the designer. It is recommended that the program be 

further tested and developed for an industrial design environment. 

In some less demanding design applications, it is possible to further 

optimise the program for quicker simulation. 

The program has been designed and developed encompassing structured 

programming techniques. This results in software which is highly 

modular. Modularity implies independant program segments which can be 

identified to perform specific tasks. The modular nature of the program 

lends itself to further development, to include pumps of a different 

physical configuration. 

The program was developed using a simplified theoretical estimation of 

leakage levels. Under “silenced” conditions where leakage is dominant, 

it was observed that there was a significant discrepancy between the 

measured and simulated leakage values. By employing a more complex 

theoretical model for leakage or by using an experimentally based 

leakage model, the leakage estimates may be improved. This is, however, 

not necessary for the intended application of designing quieter pumps. 

The testing of pumps using anechoic terminations is an accepted means 

of obtaining fluid borne noise data, as it is. obtained while operating 

under conditions representative of normal operations. The implementing 

of anechoic terminations can, however, at times prove to be expensive 

and difficult to implement. Due to the effects of standing wave, direct 

measurement of the pressure wave is not possible. 

The application of frequency response techniques are widely applied in 
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other engineering fields, particularly in structural vibration. If a 

transfer function can be defined for the reverberant termination, 

relating the anechoic to the measured pressure levels, pump testing 

could be simplified. The single measurement at the pump output could 

be directly transformed to give the required results. In hydraulic 

applications, there are specific problems which have to be solved 

before the techniques can be applied. 
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APPENDIX A : GEOMETRICAL RELATIONSHIPS 

A.l Cam Actuation Profile 

A.2 Silencing Groove Geometry 

A.3 Port Geometry 

A.4 Segment Geometry 
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A.1l Cam Actuation Profile 

The cam profile defines the vane tip clearance at different rotor 

positions and consists of three different basic radii. During this 

cycle, the vane tip is gradually actuated so as to take it from the 

operating to abutment clearance. A well defined profile is required 

to minimise cam track stresses during operation. Details of the cam 

profile analysis can be found in the thesis by Wuerzer(3). In this 

section the cam profile is re-defined in terms of the three basic radii 

and the cam actuation angle. These are the parameters used to define 

the cam profile for manufacture. 

With reference to the figure A.1.1, the parameters defining the cam 

geometry are: 

1) Rg : Operating radius 

2) Ry, : actuation radius 

3) Rg : abutment radius 

4) $2 : actuation angle 

AB 

Tan dy = 

OB 

Where: 

AB = R2Siny 

OB = R9CosY - CO 

CO = (Ro = R))Cos y= OD 

OD = (Rg - R1,)Cosg 

(Rg - R,)Sin? 
y= Sin | ——_______._. 

(Ro - Rj) 
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a) General Geometry 
  

| H 

b) Hemispherical Sloping 
  

  

c) Triangular Sloping 
      

ee. 

d) Square Sloping - 

  

      

  

FIG.A.2.1 Groove Geometry 
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Therefore: 

R2Siny 

  Tang, = 

R1CosY + (Rg -Rz)Cos 92 

H = Rg - OF 

Where: 

OF2 + (2.0C.Cos®@)OF + OC? - (R2)% = 0 

When: > €< 8<¢h 

H = Rg - OG 

Where: 

OG? - [2(Rg - R,)Cos(¢z - 8)]OG + [(Rg)?4 - 2RgR,] = 0 

and OF and OG are the roots of the quadratic equation. 

A.2 Silencing Groove Geometry 

The silencing groove provides a controlled resistive path between the 

segment volume and the port.The resistance to flow is dependant on the 

available flow area offered by the groove. In this section is developed 

the relationship between rotor angular position, relative to a datum, 

and the groove cross-sectional area. Relationships for three different 

profiles; hemispherical, triangle and square are derived. 

The figure A.2.la defines the general groove parameters, which are 

common to all three profiles. 

O, : groove start angle 

9 : groove reference angle 

mee or



H : groove depth at angle 6 

Hmax * groove depth at angular datum 

The groove depth is defined by: 

  

(Ave <d) 

Using trigonometry relationships, the following equations are derived, 

for conditions when the groove depth is less than the groove width. 

Hemispherical Groove: 

With reference to figure A.2.1b. 

Rg : cutter radius 

A, : groove area for hemispherical groove 

B = Cos7![1 - (H/Rg)] 
‘Reheei 

Ay, = 2 (Rj)2] - (Ro) 2SingCos 
h pay 0 s (A.2.3) 

Triangular Groove: 

With reference to figure A.2.l1c, 

8, : cutter angle 

84 : groove area for triangular groove 

W : groove width 

W = 2H.Tan(9./2) 
ef (A.2.4) 

a ae 8 A, = H¢Tan( 2) 
- ghee (A.2.5) 

Square Sloping: 

With reference to figure A.2.1d, 

W : cutter width 
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A. : groove area for square groove 
Ss 

A, = H.W 

(A.2.6) 

A.3 Port Geometry 

In this section, the geometrical relationship for the port and stator 

parameters are defined. These equations permit the port to be located, 

and its area to be defined, in terms of the stator angular position. 

With reference to figure A.3.1, which defines the port parameters, 

Do = ehD = ep Pp ee een 

AB = R.Si 6 + 2 ssin[ (0/2) ] (A.3.2) 

CD = R.Si 8 - 2 inl (9/2) ] Ce SSs 

Where Rg is the stator radius. 

Solving equation (A.3.1),(A.3.2) and(A.3.3) gives: 

D, * R,[2Cos 6Sin( $/2) ] fas 

and 

ae 
¢ = 2Sin —__— 

D.Cos8 
ee (Ax3.5) 

Where: 

Ds = 2R 

eet =
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Also: 

Dp 2 y \2 Dp 2 

2 2 2 

Giving: 

ya (Ke 356) 

But 

= i - D Xx R,Siny Cc (A.3.7) 

The port area Apr is thus defined: 

x 

Ap -| y dx 

(A.3.8) 

A.4 Segment Geometry 

In this section the segment volume and the effective swept volume are 

defined with respect to the rotor angular position. The figure A.4.1 

shows five vanes indicated by letters A to E. Corresponding to each 

vane is a volume which is referred to as the segment volume. The 

associated segment volume is indicated by the lowercase of the 

character defining the segment reference vane. The equations are 

derived for a general number of vanes. The geometrical symmetries 

assumed in section 3.2 are applied. 

With reference to figure A.4.1 

L : vane length 

8 : angle subtended at centre by vane thickness at stator 

radius 

“ign =



a : half the angle subtended by abutment width at centre 

H), H, : vane tip extension for the leading and trailing vanes 

respectively 

8 : reference vane angular position 

N : number of vanes 

Ds, Dp : stator and rotor diameters respectively 

The sector limits are defined: 

Be 0 Y Cha 35 

Where 9) is the start of pre-sector and Y is the vane pitch, defined 

by: 

Y = 27/N 
z (A222) 

6, = Y 
1 ; (Ac4. 3) 

Where % is the end of first sector 

Os. = 2. 2 (Aca. 4) 

Where & is the end of second sector 

an ee (hey) 3 € (A253) 

Where G3 is the end of third sector 

Oe 1 
4 (A.4,6) 

Where Q4 is the end of fourth sector 
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The 

For 

For 

For 

For 

For 

The 

For 

For 

segment volume V is defined: 

Ve < OnS 

V= 

(+¥ + (8/2 

[-y + (B /2) + 

0 

ye Ec < 6 < 

a] 

[a - (8/2) ] 

V= (ya) 

8 

(w-y-a tB 1 <6 [t~a - (6/2)] 

(Ds)? + (Dy)? 
V= it > (8/2) 

8 

[m-a.~ (B/2)] <e6<7 

Vii = 0 

swept volume V, is defined: 

~ 6 8. <1-y + (R72) +0] 

V, = 0 

boy + (6/27 4a) < 6 6 ta + (8/2)) 

(2H) )2 = (D,)2 

Vs = L 

8 

“ee. 

(A. 

(A. 10) 

sy ee 

shel 
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APPENDIX B : SOLVING FOR THE ROOTS OF 

EQUATIONS (3.6.13) AND (3.6.19) 

Bl Introduction 

B.2 Algorithm 1 

BS Algorithm 2 

B.3.1° Starting Point For 

Equation (3-645) At Branch (A.2.1) 

B.3.2 Starting Point For 

Equation (3.6.19) At Branch (A.2.3) 

B.4 Algorithm 3 

B.5 Algorithm 4 

B.5.1 Starting Point For 

Equation (3.6.13) At Branch (A.4.1) 

 B.5.2 Starting Point For 

Equation (3.6.13) At Branch (A.4.3) 

B.6.1 Solving for the roots of a 

non-linear equation 

B.6.2 Modified Regula-Falsi Method 

B.6.3 Newton-Raphson Method 

B.6.4 Algorithm for the solution of the root 

of the equation 
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SOLVE 

P=P yg Zo : Eqn(B.3.7) 

P : Eqn (2.6.14)             
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SOLVE 

Z,: Eqn (3.6.13) 

P : Eqn (3.6.14)     

( Algorithm 4 ) 

    

iS 

Dir.Z 

A.4.3 

SOLVE 

Za: Eqn (8.5.5)       

=> 

A.4.1 

A.4.2 

    
SOLVE 

  

      

  

SOLVE 

Z, : Eqn (8.5.2)       

  

      
  

SOLVE 

Za: Eqn (3.3.13) 

    

      

  
SOLVE 

  

  

SOLVE 

  P : Eqn (3.6.14) 

Zz: Eqn (3.6.13) 

Zo= Zz     

      P : Eqn (3.6.14)         
Zo ™ Za 

SOLVE 

P : Eqn (3.6.13)       
    

  
Z.: Eqn (8.5.2) 

Zo: Eqn (2.6.13) 

P : Eqn (2.6.14)     

    
RETURN 

_ FIG.B.1.4 ALGORITHM 4 
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B.1 Introduction 

The roots of the equation (3.6.13) and (3.6.19) can be found using a 

reiterative numerical method. A suitable method being the Newton- 

Raphson method, which exhibits rapid convergence when a good starting 

point is chosen., William (61). A further saving in computation can 

accrue if checks are made on the constants Dir, Kk}; and 2), as under 

certain conditions the roots can be obtained analytically, without the 

need to resort to a numerical solution. The algorithm that follows is 

in principal similar to that employed in the piston pump model by 

Hannan (30), The version documented here has been refined to take into 

account the symmetry that exist in the original algorithm. This results 

in a more compact algorithm which permits for a more efficient computer 

implementation. The algorithms are shown in figures (B.1.1) to (B.1.4). 

The relevant equations, from chapter 3, are listed below: 

a) Without flow reversal: 

  

Dir.2(Z9 - 21) Dir.2Kj] 29 

— in | —] - (6) - 6) = 0 

(Ky2)? R12 ma (36.133 

Bia Z9 2 

4 = Pg + Dir |-- 

Bet ake (3.6.10) 

b) With flow reversal: 

Dien. Z Dir.2Kj} Kil 

6 = 8, + ——— (Ky - 24) - —— 1ln{f — 
Re hee Paw 

es (Ky2) M7 (a6 16) 

Dir.2 Pe (Kpgi* 
-—_—_ Zy + 29 = 2Ki1 + Kj 1n erry oe ( A “ 61) = 0 

(Ky 2)? ate (36419) 

Rok >



Z9 = Kil 2 

Ps = Pa - Dacre 

pele (3.6.20) 

c) Common equations: 

From equations (3.6.10) and (3.6.12) is obtained: 

21 = Kil ~ Dir.Ky2q Py - Pg (BoE 2) 

Ria Dir.Ky2 ¥P2 ~ 2a (B.1.2) 22 

Where: 

Dir = Sgn(P - Pa) ip 1s 

The algorithms used for the solution’ of the roots of the above 

equations (3.6.13) and (3.6.19) are shown in figures (B.1.1) to 

(B.1.4). The subsequent sections discusses the structure and processes 

of the various algorithms. 

B.2 Algorithm 1 

This is the main algorithm which identifies the direction of the 

dominant port flow at the start of the step, using equation (B.1.3). 

For the case of Dir = 0, Dir is assigned the value of Sgn(Kjj). This 

defines the dominant port flow after a small angular displacement. 

If Kj; = 0, then from equations (B.1.1) and (B.1.2), P = P. This 

implies that the pressure at the end of the step is equal to that at 

the start of the step. 

When Dir # 0, then there are three possible branches that the solution 

Lae



can progress along. The branching is dependant on the sign of the 

constant Kj} and the value of Dir. When Dir.Sgn(K 1) > 0, there is no 

mechanism for flow reversal within the step, and branching progresses 

along to algorithm 2. For Kj, = 0, equation (3.6.13) can be further 

simplified and for this condition algorithm 3 handles the solution. The 

final branch goes to algorithm 4 and this is for the case when 

Dir.Sgn(K,;) < 0. Under this condition there is a possibility of flow 

reversal and the algorithm has to check for this eventuality. 

B.3 Algorithm 2 

Within this branch there is a possibility of flow reversal within 

the step, the first task is therefore to determine the angular 

position at which flow reversal occurs, using equation (3.6.16) 

A check can produce one of three possibilities; flow reversal after the 

end of the step, flow reversal within the step and flow reversal at the 

end of the step. If flow reversal occurs after the the end of the step, 

then the equation (3.6.13) can be used, for the condition of no flow 

reversal. If flow reversal occurs at the end of the step then the 

pressure P = Pg, the port pressure at the start of the step. For the 

case of flow reversal within the step, equation (3.6.19) is used. 

As mentioned earlier, rapid convergence when employing the Newton- 

Raphson method is dependant on a good starting point. The following 

sn decetong denis with the problem of determining a good starting 

point for equation (3.3.13) and (3.6.16) at branches (A.2.1) and 

(A.2.3) respectively. 

ae



‘YZ) Y(2) 

          
a) Dir = 1 b) Dire —1 

FIG.B.3.1 STARTING VALUES FOR BRANCH (A.2.1) 
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B.3.1 Starting point for equation (3.6.13) at branch (A.2.1) 

The equation (3.6.13) can be written as: 

  

Dir.2(Z5 ~ Z) Dir.2Kj} Z 

¥(Z) = “ Inf = }]- (6 =6)) 
2 

la 12 at (6.3) 

The figure (B.3.1) shows the function Y(Z), defined above for the two 

Cases of Dir = 1 and Dir = —1- 

From the figures (B.3.la) and (B.3.1b) it can be seen that 2, is a good 

starting point for the equation (3.6.13). The limits of the root Z at 

this branch is Z, and Kjj. For values of Z beyond Kjj, the condition 

of flow reversal applies. 

B.3.2 Starting point for equation (3.6.19) at branch (A.2.3) 

The equation (3.6.19) can be written as: 

pir.2 (K11)? 

F(Z.) ee ee ee Zy + 2594 te Kil ln een on (@-0,) 

Z e 

‘Fi2) male (B.3.2) 

A function F(Z) can be defined as: 

Deter 212) 

F(Z) = Y(2) + -- 
2 

ia) (B.3.3) 

The function F(Z) and Y(Z) are shown in figures (B.3.2a) and (B.3.2b) 

for the condition Dir = 1 and Dir = -1 respectively. The function Y(Z) 

is shown in full line whilst F(Z) is shown chain dotted. 

From figure (B.3.1) it can be seen that Z, provides a good starting 

point for solving the root of equation (3.6.19). 

om 23



  

      

  

    

  

b) Dir = —1 

FIG.B.3.2 STARTING VALUES FOR BRANCH (A.2.3) 
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The point Z, can be found by substituting equation (B.3.2) into (B.3.3) 

for the condition F(Z,) = 0 

(Ky)? 
Z5 = —— ek 

(B30 4) 

Where: 

24 (69: =20 78 
Ke 2 et (K12)2 

Pre 2K 
boa ees (8.3.5) 

B.4 Algorithm 3 

With the substitution of Kj, = 0, the equation (3.6.13) reduces to: 

Dir.2(Z9- Z1) 

  

z (85 “ G1) = 0 

  

2 K (Ki 2) 8.4.7) 

Re-arranging gives: 

(K, >)? 

ell as Po) 
Dire 2 a (B.4.2) 

With K,, = 0, there is no mechanism for flow reversal. The above 

equation is valid only for the angular limits@j to6,. Where 6, is 

the equillibrium point. At equillibrium Z = 0, substitution into 

equation (B.4.1) and re-arranging gives: 

caver 

6, = 9) + —— 2) 

2 
rt | (A423) 
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Substitution of Z = 0 into equation (B.1.2) gives: 

P= Pg 

For a) > 0+. 

B.5 Algorithm 4 

This algorithm solves for the condition when Kj and Dir are of the 

same sign, there is therefore no possibility of flow reversal at this 

branch. The initial check on the sign of 2, and the sign of Dir 

identifies one of three possibilities. Branching to (A.4.1), (A.4.2) or 

(A.4.3) occurs for Dir.Sgn(Z,]) being greater than, equal to, or less 

than zero respectively. When Z, equals zero, the values of Z 9 and P at 

the end of the step can be obtained analytically. As K,; is assumed 

constant over the step, the pressure P at the end of the step must be 

the same as that at the start of the step. For the two other branch 

conditions, the value of Z) must be solved numerically. The subsequent 

sub-sections deals with the problem of choosing a good starting point. 

B.5.1 Starting Point For Equation (3.6.13) At Branch (A.4.1) 

The equation (3.6.13) can be presented as equation (B.3.1) : 

DEL ctl hit eid Dir.2Kjj} Z, 

¥(Z) = - A ee A Oe) 

(K}2)2 

  

Ki2 21 

A function F(Z) is defined as: 

Diee2 7, Dir.22) Dir.2K} Z 

F(Z) = ¥(Z) - = - inf —}- (@ -@4) 

(81912 SAB 2 )* Ki2 Zy 
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FIG.B.5.1 STARTING VALUES FOR BRANCH (A.4.1) 
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The function F(Z) and Y(Z) are shown in figures (B.5.la) and (B.5.1b) 

for Dir = 1 and Dir = -l respectively. The function Y¥(Z) is shown in 

full line whilst the function F(Z) is shown chain dotted. 

From figure (B.5.1) it can be seen that Z, provides a good starting 

point for the equation (3.6.13). 

Solving the equation above for F(Z,) = 0 gives: 

K Zs Z e 
(Be 52 2) 

Where: 

(05° = 61) (Kji2)2 Z1 

K=- + 

Dir.2Kj] Ki2 

  

(Bio. 3) 

From equation (B.5.1) it can be seen that for small values of Z,, 

F(Z.) = Y(Z,) and thus Z> = 0. 

B.5.2 Starting Point For Equation (3.6.13) At Branch (A.4.3) 

A function F(Z) can be defined as: 

Die 2 Dir.2Kj} Z 

CZ moSy 3) oS, serene Lng eee C8 61) 
2 2 (Kj2) (Kj 2) 24 

  F(Z) = Y(2). = 

(B.5.4) 

The function F(Z) and Y(Z) as defined by equations (B.5.4) and (B.5.1) 

are shown in figure (B.5.2a) and (B.5.2b) for Dir = 1 and Dir = -l 

respectively. The function Y(Z) is shown in full line and F(Z) is shown 

chain dotted. 

From figure (B.5.2) it can be seen that Z, provides a good starting 

point for the equation (3.6.13). 
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             o) Dir = 1 b) Dir = —1 

FIG.B.5.2 STARTING VALUES FOR BRANCH (A.4.3) 
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Solving the equation above for F(Z,) = 0 gives: 

K Zs Z21¢€ : (CB. S.:5) 

Where: 

(85 - 01) (Ky2) 

  

eset) (B.5.6) 

The starting value given by equation (B.5.5) has a disadvantage in that 

for small values of Z,, there is a problem of computer 'overflow' 

(value outside the range of representation). This problem can be 

overcomed by first making a check before attempting to proceed with the 

solution. If Z, is small, an alternative starting point can be used, as 

defined by equation (B.5.2). Also from equation (B.5.1) it can be seen 

that for small values of Z,, the root of the equation Z) = Z,. If both 

of these branches do not resolve a solution, the value of 2) is halved 

until the function Y(Z,) changes sign. The value of 2, at this point 

is used as the starting point for equation (3.6.13) 

B.6.1 Algorithm for Solving for Root of Non-linear Equation 

In the preceeding sections the algorithm for the solution of the 

differential equations were presented. Integral to this algorithm is 

one which solves for the roots of the resulting non-linear equation. 

The algorithm described here, is the one used in the computer 

implementation of the analytical solution and is an implementation of 

the Modified Regula-Falsi and Newton-Raphson method for the solution of 

non-linear equation. The Regula-Falsi is a modified bisection method 

which has the advantage of always converging and simple to operate. The 

disadvantage is that convergence is slow. The Newton-Raphson method 

* £98. 7
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FIG.B.6.1 MODIFIED REGULA—FALSI METHOD 
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on the other hand results in a quick convergence, provided the first 

approximation is sufficiently close, but is, however, prone to failure 

due to instability. For a discussion of the numerical techniques 

mentioned above, references should be made to Williams (61). In this 

section the implementation of the methods are highlighted, while 

providing a description of the numerical methods involved. 

B.6.2 Modified Regula-Falsi Method 

The method of Modified Regula-Falsi is best described with reference 

to figure (B.6.1). The method begins with a root bounded by the 

limits a and b. The necessary condition for the presence of a root 

is for the function value to change sign between the limits. The 

first process begins with the determination of the intercept of the 

line y = 0 and the line joining the function at the limits a and b. 

This intercept point, w, defined by equation (B.6.1) below, is next 

determined and used as one of the next set of limits. The other point 

is determined on the function sign at the previous limits. If the sign 

of the function at w and a are the same, then the value of w is 

assigned to a, and w is assigned to b for when the sign of the function 

at w and b are the same. The next stage involves a reiteration of the 

above procedure, but with a slight modification. The function value at 

the replaced limit is calculated from the function equation, but the 

function value at the other limit is arbitarily taken as half that at 

the previous step. Repeated reiterations converges the limits about 

the root and terminates when sufficient convergence is achieved. 
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The position of w is defined by: 

(Gan o Fon) 

Wn+l = Ser ke 
(G - F 

(8.6.2) 

Where n is the n th iteration, and F and G are the assumed function 

values at an and bn respectively. 

B.6.3 Newton-Raphson Method 

The method, in brief, attempts to fit a tangent to the curve of the 

function at the point of the current estimate of the root of the 

function. The point of intersection of the tangent with the line y = 0 

provides the next estimate of the root. This procedure is repeated till 

a sufficiently close estimate is obtained. This procedure is shown in 

figure (B.6.2). 

The equation defining the Newton-Raphson method is: 

f(xy) 

Xn+1 = ¥n 

pn (B.6.2) 

Where n is the n th. iteration. 

B.6.4 Algorithn For The Solution Of The Root Of The Equation 

The algorithm shown in figure (B.6.3) and (B.6.4) starts with = 

definition of the iterative constants, these constants define the 

maximum permitted error tolerences and the maximum iteration count. 

The first check is of the function value at the start value. If the 

value is within the acceptable limits, the routine branches to the 
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(2a START.) 

    

  

    

    

Set up 

iterative Iteration constant: 
constants Error tolerences and 

maximum iterations 

Determine 

function value Zs is the 

Zs : estimated root 
  

   
Fzs is function value 

at position Zs 
     Within limits 

  

no 
  

    

Check function 

signs at limits 

      
      

    Define 

Wider limits 
    Same sign 
   

   

  

      

    

Set Zs to 

| midpoint of limits 

Acceptable 
root limits 

  
     

    
  

  

Set Zs to W is limit determined 

W by Regula Falsi Method 
   Acceptable 

function 
           

  

        Determine 

new root Apply method of 

limits Modified Regula Falsi 

Loci acces aces         
@ 

FIG.B.6.3 ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING ROOTS OF EQUATION — SHEET 1 
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Determine Iteration constant: 
Iterative Error tolerence and 
constants maximum iteration 
  

    
Determine vaiue 
of function at 

Zs       

    
    

  

   
unction Accept Zs as root 

within limits 
of function 

  

    
Determine S 

new approximation AEG Nentinee-Papenen 
of rest method 

      

Accept Zs as root 

of equation 

Apply Zs as root 

of equation   

  

FIG.B.6.4 ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING ROOTS OF EQUATIONS — SHEET 2 
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Newton-Raphson solution for a closer estimate of the root, otherwise, 

another check is made to determine the sign of the function at the 

limits of the root. The condition for the existence of a root between 

the limits is for the function to be of different signs at these 

points. For the condition where the function is of the same sign, the 

limits are doubled until a root is located within the limits. Execution 

then proceeds to narrow the limits, whilst containing the root of the 

equation. Within the constraints of a maximum number of reiterations, 

the Regula-Falsi method is applied. At each stage, a check is made on 

the size of the limits, and on achieving an acceptable limit, the 

routine branches to the Newton-Raphson method. For other conditions new 

limits are defined as determined by the Regula-Falsi method. 

The section of this routine which performs the Newton-Raphson method 

begins, as previously, with a definition of the iterative constants. 

Prior to processing the Newtons-Raphson method, a check is performed 

to determine the value of the function at the first estimate point. If 

the value is within the accepted error tolerence, the routine ends 

with Z, as the root of the equation, and proceeds otherwise. With the 

first estimate, the correction is processed until the Pequiosd level 

of convergence is achieved, or the maximum number of reiterations is 

reached. Termination then occurs taking the current value of Z, as the 

root of the equation. 
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APPENDIX C : LISTING OF PUMP MODEL PROGRAMS 

oad Program VPLOT 

Cee Program VMODEL 

Sus Program VPLOT 
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PROGRAM: 
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 VFLGEM HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: 3A: SEPT: 34 Ea 

RE-STORE"VFLGEN:F3" 
SEHR HSS HRSA SHS S RH SEHES PROGRAM VFLGEN #4454454 4445444442444 
* 

THE PROGRAM GENERATES THE DATAFILE FOR THE VANE MACHINE 
PARAMETERS. 

Data is input and edited in groups consisting of ; 

M-Il GEOMETRY, OPERATING ENVELOPE, INLET GROOVE and 

OUTLET GROOVE parameters. 

Functions are controlled by the use of special function 

keys. 

Revision#1:198: JUL: 33 

Included inlet groove data 

ORIGIN: G.SEET MECH.ENG. ASTON VARSITY 
DATE: 15 MARCH 83 e

e
 

A
R
R
 

GR
 

GR 
R
R
 

de
 

R
o
 

o
o
k
 

# 

DIM Y$CO> 
COM Label${4, 209035], Datacit4, L:29>,Nameslidl,c 
PRINTER: IS 16 
Mstoress":F3 " ! Define mass_storage unit 

EXIT GRAPHICS 
PRINT “RBC"&CHRS( 12) 
PRINT “ PROGRAM VFLGEN EXECUTING " 

Assign label arrays. 
Label$¢i,@o=" PUMP GEOMETRY : 

Label $¢1,19=" 1 STATOR DIAMETER <mm? 3” 

Label#t1,25=" 2 ROTOR DIAMETER Cmmo 3" 

Label#¢1,3>=" 3S ASSEMBLY LENGTH ¢mm> 3" 

Label$cl,495" 4+ ABUTMENT WIDTH (mmo 2" 

Label$et,59s" > ABUT... CLEARENGE Cmm> 2” 

Label$¢1,59=" 6&6 VANE WIDTH “mmo 2" 

Label$ei,73=" ’ VANE CLEARENCE ¢Cmm> :" 

Label $¢i,39=" Se PUR DIAMETER “mm> 3" 

Label#t1,99=" 22 FORM. ANGLE¢deg? 3" 

Label $¢i,ig >=" 16° CAM ABUT. GRAD. Comm? 32 

Label$ci,tios" Lo SAG. RAD. ¢mm> 3" 

Lab2el$¢1,120=" t2. CAR OF. RAD. Cmm> 3" 

Label$ci, 132s" to. Cnt Hel “ANGLE cde <1! 

LabelSei,idos" 14 NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ti 

Label$t2, a=" OPERATING ENVELOPE 

Label$c2,i9=" 1 SHAE a SseooD CRPMDs " 

Label$c2,29=5" 2 J ITNEbie SPRESSURE Char).s.) 

Label$¢2,33=" 3. UUTEET eos ste: Charms | 

Labeleca,43=" 4: FEUID DENS TY Cham so.” 

Label#¢2,53=" >. FEULD VIScosliity<Ns7m22." 

Label$¢2,539=" 6 BULK MODULUS CMH mess" 

Label$c2,73=" Co INEDT ET NGS DEAN. = Crimes 

Labelsc2,39=" 8 QUTPUT LINE DIAM. Cmmo:" 

Label #t2, 935" 9 DISCHARGE COEFF. oa 

Cabelsc2,1a =" 1B: CAMITATION PRESS. Sb ard” 

Labelc3, 

LabelSc3, 1) 

Label$t3,23 

Label$¢3, 33> 
Label$ei3,49s"29 Square :Groagve depth Om: 

' INLET GROOVE PARAMETERS " ' 

“LoHemisphere: Groove depth Cmmo: 

" Cutter diam. “mms 
1 

1 

BO 
R
i
o
 

S
e
 

a
e
 

Start angle ‘deg>:" 

> eon oe



PROG 

618 

628 

539 

548 

654 

568 

67 

638 

530 

7a8 

718 

728 

738 

748 

75a 

768 

Tra 

738 

738 

380 

318 

828 

334 

348 

358 

36a 

375 

338 

339 

398 

$18 

928 

936 

345 

354 

368 

978 

338 

336 

Lane 

18918 

1928 

1838 

18448 

1858 

1868 

1978 

1838 

1936 

1188 

1191 

1182 

1110 

i128 

1138 

1146 

LtSe 

1158 

1178 

1138 

RAM: VFLGEN: HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: 3O:SEPT 

Label$¢3,539=" 

Label $¢(3,53=" 

Label$¢3,39=" 

Label$¢3,33=" 
Label$¢3,109="INLET GROOVE TYPE {8-3 

Label$¢4,8>2=" OUTLET GROOVE PARAMETERS " 

Label$¢4,12="L Hemisphere: Groove depth mmo: 

Label$¢4,2)9=" Cutter diam. mmo: 
Start angle Cdego: 

Label$¢4,49="S 9 5quare :Groove depth Cmmo: 
Groove width mm): 

Start angle Cdegod: 

Label$¢4,73="S39 Triangular: Groove depth Cmm2: 
Cutter angletdegd: 
Start angle ¢deg): 

Label#¢4,3)=" 

Label$¢4,59=" 

Label#¢4,59=" 

Label$¢4,339=" 

Label$c¢4,339=" 
Label$¢4,18.="O0UTLET GROOVE TYPE (8-33 

\ 

InputiiLINPUT "IHPUT DATA FILENAME ¢xDATS%22",Nametl 1,6] 

Name$(7,181]=Mstores 

ASSIGN Names TO #1,2 

LF 2s >2. THEN. Start 

PRINT “ABC"&CHREC 129 

PRINT USING “#,K"3CHRSC 2794 "Ra2rar" 

PRINT “- WRONG. FILE. 1YPE 3 > Names 

Thout 2s THRU " OVERWRDTe: ELLE CYANO 24'S 

IF Ys=s"¥" THEN Start 

IF Y#="N" THEN Inputl 

GOTO Inpute 
Startign 2+1 GOTO Oldfile,Newfhile, Newfile 

Oldfile:Hewfile=a 
MAT READ #1; Data 

GOTO Mainseg 

Newfile:Newfile=1 
MainsegiCALL MaintLabel#¢#), Datat#), Names, Mstored, Newfiles 

END 
! 

+ 

1 
! 
! 
ee 

Groove width mma: 
Start angle Cdego: 

Label$¢3,73="3>TriangulariGroove depth ¢mm3: 
Cutter angletdegs: 

Start angle Cdegd: 

+ Special key functions and subfunetions 

" 

" 

HHeeeeeeteeeeeete+e SUBROUTINE MARIN terete ttttettttetettet ete 

= 

+ 

+ 

+ 

LEER EEEEEEEE HE EEE EEE EERE EEE EEE FE FEE EEE EEE EE HHH HH tHe 

SUB MaintLabel$¢#3,Datac#),Names,Mstoret,Newfile: 

IF Newfile=1 THEN GOSUB Hew 

GOSUB Start 

Disod* DISe: “SELECT. & 

WAIT 268 
DISse ;" FUNCTION" 

WAIT 286 

GOTO Disp 
\ 

| #3424444 Library of Subroutine 

Start:! Initialise and define soft keys. 

Menu=tl 

GOSUB Menul 

GOSUB Menu 

ON KEY #8 GOSUB Curup 

OHM KEY #8 GOSUB Curdown 

ON KEY #1 GOSUEB Edit 

ON KEY #3 GOSUB Store 

oes oe
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r u & “a 

"#"&CHRECLES> 

"2 KS CHRS C27 IR Ra" &VALS(CursortRofset ark" 

n u 

Wet 
oS ALScRafset ok" Rh" 

ab 

2 ig 

hl abel FCMeru, P9RCHRSCLS5 5 

PRINT USING "15%,35A,50.4D"j;Label Menu, lo; DatatcMenu, D2 

for non-permitted 

", Datat 
> THEN DatatMenu, Cursor. sVALC Dat ats 

dimensions. 

PROGRAM: \WFLGEN HP ENHANCED BASIC D: 

1136 OM KEY #2 GOSUB Next 

1298 OM KEY #18 GOSUB Back 

12198 ON KEY #6 GOSUB Print 

1228 ON KEY #7 GOSUB Key 

1239 ON KE’? #15 GOSUB Exit 

1248 RETURN 

1258 Curup:! Moves cursor up 

1268 IF Cursor<2 THEN RETURN 

1278 GOSUB Cursore2 

1238 Cursor=Cursor-1 

12998 GOSUB Cursorl 

1388 RETURN 

1316 Curdown:! Moves cursor down 

1328 IF Cursor>Curmax-1 THEN RETURN 

1338 GOSUB Cursore 

1346 Cursor=Cursortl 

1359 GOSUB Cursortl 

1368 RETURN 

1378 Cursori:! Mark Down cursor 

1338 PRINT USING “#,A"53CHRSC 1239 

13998 PRINT USING 

5gc" 
1489 PRINT USING " #,3A"SCHRSCLS8 2% 

i4ig RETURN 

i420 Cursor2:! Mark Up cursor 

1430 PRINT USING "#,A";CHRSC 12323 

1448 PRINT USING 

6ac" 
1454 PRINT USING " #,3A"SCHRS¢1253% 

1465 RETURN 

1476 Menus |! Prints Menu on to Display 
i436 PRIHT CHRS< 129) 

1439 PRINT “ABC"&CHRS C12) 

15900 Rofset=INT(¢13-Curmaxd-2) 

1518 IF Ofset<@ THEN Ofset=a 

1528 PRINT USING "#,K"SCHRSC2PIk"ha 

1538 PRINT USING "#,20K,K"3CHRSt 129 

1549 PRINT 

1558 FOR T=1 TO Curmax 

1568 

is7g NEXT I 

1538 Cursor=t 

1598 GOSUB Cursorl 

1568 RETURN 
1618 Edit: ! Requests variable value 

16268 BEEP 

1530 Datas="" 

1648 INPUT “ INPUT VARIABLE VALUE : 

1658 IF LEN¢Datago< 

1668 DESPA is 
1578 PRINT USING “#,K"SCHRECerak" kant 

SoC! 
16348 PRINT USING "#,5D.40"jDatatMenu, Cursar> 

Lerner. — GOSUB Curdown 

17as RETURM 

1718 Store: ! Stores datafile 

teu Error=8 

1738 GOSUB Gheck ©! Chec 

1744 IF Error=1 THEN RETURN 

1758 Youn 

254



PROGRAM: VFLGEN HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: 38°S5EPT: 34 

1758 INPUT “ SAME FILENAME CDEFAULT?:Y> :",7s 

1779 IF LENCY$3=8 THEN Stores 

1786 Store2:LINPUT “ INPUT NEW FILENAME :",Names 

1738 IF LEN¢Name$3=0 THEN Storee2 

1349 NamesC7, 19]=Mstores 

1316 ASSIGN Name$ TO #1,2 

1329 IF 2=1 THEN Stores 

1338 BEEP 
1348 DISP "FILE ASSIGNED ",Namet 

1358 WRIT 19858 

13698 INPUT "Overwrite File :",7S 

1378 IF ¥Ys="%" THEN GOTO Stores 

1338 GOTO Store2 
1896 Store3:Namesl7?, 1BI]=Mstores 

1988 ASSIGN Names TO #1,2 

1319 IF 2=38 THEN PURGE Names 

1328 CREATE Names, 3 

13939 ASSIGN Namet TO #1,2 

13465 MAT PRINT #1;Data,END 

1358 ASSIGN * TO #1 

1968 GOSUB Print 

1978 RETURH 

1980 Nexti! Select next menu 

13998 IF Menu>3 THEN RETURN 

2589 Menu=Menutl 

2919 ON Menu GOSUB Menul, Menu2, Menus, Menus 

2929 GOSUB Menu 

2038 RETURN 

2040 Backi! Previous menu 

258 IF Menu<2 THEN RETURN 

2966 MenusMenu-1 

2879 OH Menu GOSUB Menul, Menu2, Menus, Menus 

2938 GOSUB Menu 

2998 RETURN 

2188 Menul:Curmax=14 

2118 RETURN 

2126 MenuZ:Curmax=18 

21398 RETURN 

2140 MenuS:Curmax=18 

£150 RETURN 

2168 Menud:Curmax=18 

2178 RETURH 

2180 Key: ! Prints Key 

2136 PRINT CHRS¢123>5 

2288 PRINT "“ABC"&CHRSC 12) 

2218 PRINT Gumbo . cette Net“ S hhmCee) germ iine 

WAIT 188s 

GOSUB Menu 

RETURN 

Print:! Prints data table 

PRIHTER I5 6 

THAGE -7, 214, 33,7 

IMAGE 21%,33A,50.40D 

PRINT LINCS3> 

PRINT TABCi433; "DATA FILENAME :"jHamet 

PRINT 

GOSUB Merud 

PRINT USIHG 2230;Label$¢1, 829 M
M
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2359 FOR I=1 TO Curmax 
2368 PRINT USING 2290;Label]1$¢1,T>;Dataci, 1) 
2379 NEON. £ 
2338 PRINT LIN¢1) 
2398 GOSUB Menu2 
2488 PRINT USING 2288;Label$¢2, 8) 
2419 FOR I=1 TO Curmax 
2428 PRINT USING 2298;Label$¢2,T>j;Dataca, I> 

2436 NEXT I 
2446 PRINT LIN«1L2> 
2458 GOSUB Menus 

2468 PRINT USING 2288;Labe1$¢3, 3 
2479 FOR [=i TO Curmax 

2438 PRINT USING 2296;Label1$¢3,19;Datac3, I> 

24968 NEXT TI. 
2588 PRINT 
2518 GOSUB Menus 

2528 PRINT USING 2288;Label$¢4, > 
2538 FOR I=1 TO Curmax 
2548 PRIHT USING 229@;Labe1$¢4,T3j;Datacd, [3 
2556 NEXT I 
2568 PRINT LIN¢3) 
2573 PRINTER IS 16 
2538 RETURN 
2590 Hew: ! Mew data file 

2688 FOR Menu=1 TO 4 

2618 ON Menu GOSUB Menul, Menu2, Menus, Menus 

2628 GOSUB Menu 

2636 Cursor=1 

2648 Next _pt:GOSUB Edit 

2658 IF Cursor<Curmax THEN Next opt 

2668 GOSUB Edit ! Overcomes auto check in SUB Edit 

2578 MEST Menu 

2538 Newfiles3 

2638 RETURN 
2708 Check: ! Check for Inlet-Outlet groove aver] ap 

2718 DEG 
2ve2 In_groovesdut_groovesd 

2730 In_gvilF Datat3,189=0 THEN Out_gy 

2740 In_groovesDatac3, 3*#Datac3, 1805 

2750 Out _gv:IF Datatd, 149=8 THEN Sum_ang 
2758 Out groove=sDatacd, 3#Daracd, 193 

2770 Sum_ang:i Total _angle=In_groovetOut groove 

27368 PRHi=zZeASNtDatacl, So“CDatatl, LoeCOscDarati, 33399 
2798 Max angles1i38-24¢.5#Phi+Datacl, 92) 

2388 IF Total _angle<Max_angle THEN RETURN 

2314 BEEP 
2328 PRINT “ABC"&CHREC L122 
2338 DiS ae 
2348 PRINT © DATA ERROR DETECTED © 
2358 PRINT LINC1>3; "OVERLAP OF INLET AND OUTLET GROOVE andor” 

2360 PRINT “GROOVE TOO LONG" 
2378 PRINT ELTNC 1s 'ceont. o! 
eoeu. -— PRUSE 
2338 MenueCDatac3, Lao >=Datatd, LAr se5+CDatacs, Laat Datacd, Loo oe4 

2399 GOSUB Menu 
2314 Data pts (Datacd, 1B <>G ec Datars, LavesarcDaracs, ea smoecda 

tatd,1a3#3) 
2928 FOR Point=1 TO Data_pt-l 

23938 GOSUB Curdawn 

“gos
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2348 
2958 
2968 
2378 
2938 
2998 
30088 
3818 
3828 
3838 
3848 
3958 
3968 
3078 
3838 
3898 
3188 
3118 

NEXT Pos 

Error=l 

RETURN 

HP ENHANCED BASIC 

int 

Exit:! Exits from routine 

OFF KEY 
Crt ee v 
Ser Kea 
Gee et 
OFF KEY 
OFF KEY 
GPF KEY 
Cer key 
OFF KEY 

#8 
#3 
#1 
#9 
#2 
#198 
#5 
#7 
#15 

PRINT CHRS( 1233 
PRINT "ABC"&CHRSC 123 
pLor * 
SUBEXIT 

SUBEND 

457 

Date: SB: SEPT: 34 Page 5



C.2 PROGRAM VMODEL 
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PROGRAM: VWMODEL HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: 30:SEPT: 34 Page 1 

14 ! RE-STORE "YMODEL:FS " 

29 | RRRRSERESEEEERHESESHS PROGRAM YMODEL st ee eee eer e eee reer ss 

348 | # THE PROGRAM COMPUTES THE GEOMETRIC VARIABLES OF CONTROL # 

$8 | # YOLUME, SEGMENT PARAMETERS OF;LEAKAGE,FLOW AND PRESSURE, # 

Sa | # AND THE INPUT AND OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF FLOW AND PRESSURE # 

58 | * FOR THE VANE M-c , AT THE YARIOUS ROTOR POSITIONS. oe 

79g | * 
* 

38 | # The model considers the interaction of leakage, fluid * 

3) | # compresibility,fluid flow and change in segment walume.  * 

108 io 
* 

118 | # Revision Notes: 
+ 

128 1 * Revision# 1:28:0CT:31 initial model developed. * 

138 La ae %# 2:24:NO¥331 outlet model change a 

143 bk # 3:20: JAN;32 inlet model incl and re-structured # 

158 lowe # 4:11:FEBIS2 inc. motor modelling. = 

158 1 # # S!24:MAY:S32 anal sol ine removed inlet model oe 

178 Ls # 6: S:SEP:32 extended anal. 30] & re-structured # 

138 + # 7220:0CT:32 restructured with mod sub “Selsol” # 

198 lege # Br13:NOV332 mod. 30] technique. * 

298 a %# 9: 2:FEB!I83 dev. inlet and improwed canny. chk # 

215 oe #19: LIAPR:383 Mod Solve2 and date structure. * 

228 Lae H#L1:10:MAY:33 Include inlet groove 

238 Lie #12: 6:3: JUN:33 Mod SUB Area * 

248 i oe #13:28:FEB:34 End-plate ee * 

259 | # This version performs 1443 point resolution computation 

268 1 # 
: x 

278 1 # A smaller step size can be invered by redefining Resftr * 

238 | * ¢PesftriResolution 1:368,2:728,3:51930,4; 14402 * 

2968 1 # This may be suitable for oaperati ha speeds above 2088 RPM. * 

308 | # Below this there is a risk of computational instability #* 

318 | # and/or inaccurate solutions. = 

328 i> 
* 

338 | # The program operates in two modes; AUTO and MANUAL. + 

348 | # AUTO : Rutomatic control permitting “BATCH” operation ~ 

358 ly with plot option. < 

368 | * MANUAL? Manual input for single runs. * 

378 Loe * 

388 | # ORIGINIG.SEET Mech. Eng. ASTON VARSITY * 

338 1 * DATE:38 JUNE $1 + 

408 | dahil obscene seems li a Nod Aad 

$148 DIM Datatii:d, 1:20), 7S¢09,Namel$Ciad, Caonvec1H2, InameFl 4] 

428 DIM Onamest4i,Nstorest41, Name$Ciad, Pitect 158), S5ecart¢43 

434 DIM Gdpth¢1:2,1:33,Gedimi< 1:2),Gastrel: 2,1:°3),Geowth2c1: 

449 DIM Gtypec2s 

455 ROM Autocil:39,Aprefixtl1],Err_stat 

469 COM SHORT [p(-368! 1440), 0p¢-350! 1440), 16-360: 14409, 0F(-360r14 

449 
474 COM SHORT Lit-380:14499,P¢-360:1440), 00-3807 14405 

434 COM SHORT Gigtseo., ai1¢3ee> Holt Seo), Qoz (360), 0036268) 

433 COM SHORT Wdltac-360! 1 449), ¥0-360!14 40) sAreat-360214489,H01448 

3 

549 COM Beta, Def f, Eta, Poav, Rho 

319 RAD 
52a MAT Rutostas i Tntts chu pact yity: Ser at. 

338 MstoreF="27T14" | Defines mass storage device. 

5468 OVERLAP 
358 EXIT GRAPHICS 

558 PRINTER [TS 16 
573 PRINT "“ABC"RCHRS(122%" PROGRAM YMODEL EXECUTING " 

538 ! 

~ ao



PROGRAM: VMODEL HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: 3SO:SEPT: 34 Page 

5348 | Select mode 
600 Input:LINPUT "IS AUTO SEQUENCE REQUIRED CY“Nd:", 7S 

618 IF ¥Y$="N" THEN Manual 
62a IF Ys=""" THEN Auto 

638 GOTO Input 

648 ! 
658 | FHPPHFHFHHHHSHS HASH S RTF 
568 | AUTO SEQUENCE ROUTINE 
678 | The routine permits batch processing of YDATS* and the 

| 

| 
1 

533 batch running of "YPLOT". Datafiles residing on the 

5348 specified mass-storage media are accessed sequentially 

rae between the specified upper and lower limits. 

718 ! 
728 Auto: Inames="VDAT" 

7348 LINPUT “INPUT FILENAME PREFIX: Default ¢VODAT 3", Dummy 

74a IF LEN¢Dummy$2<>8 THEN Iname$C1,1]=DummysC1, 1] 

75a Onames="VGDT" 

758 LINPUT "QUTPUT FILENAME PREFIX: Default ¢YIGDT :", Dummys 

vrs IF LENCDummy$3<>8 THEN Oname$€1,1]=Dummy$C€1, 1] 

739 Aprefixs=Onames 01,1] ! Auto mode data prefix 

79Q Autol:INPUT “INPUT LOWEST DATAFILE NO. (>=89:",Autotces 

388 IF (Autot(2><@> OR CAutot23>99>) THEN Autol 

310 Auto2:INPUT “INPUT HIGHEST DATAFILE NO. ¢<s399°",Autacs> 

$28 IF ¢Autoc22<89 OR CRutoet¢29>999 THEN Auto2 

$830 AutoS:LINFUT "IS PLOT REQUIRED CY/“Nd:5",7S 

348 IF Y$="N" THEN Autocios2 ! Ruto without plot 

358 IF Y$=""" THEN Autoeci>=1 ! Auto with plot 

36 Te CV S< 4 >) AMD GY SSN). THEM Autos 

378 Count=Autaced 

338 Name $C i, 4¢]=Inames 

398 Autod: T=Count DIY 18 

388 T=Count MOD 14 

310 Name SCSI=CHRSC43+TS 

926 Name SCOI=SCHREC45+T15 

338 Namesl7, 181]=Nstores 

345 ASSIGN Name$ TO #1,2 

3548 IF 2=6 THEN Autos 

368 Count=Count+l 
378 IF Count ?Autot3> THEN Aend 

338 GOTO Autod 

3374 AutseS: GOSUB Main 

1988 Count=Count+l 

1918 IF Count>Autet¢3> THEN GOTO Aend 

1928 GOTO Autod 
1836 Aend: IF Autacis=1 THEN LOAD "“VPLOT"&Mstores, 338 

1548 Autacio =o 

1654 GOSUB- Exit 

1866 S10P 

at
 

1478 ! 
18S | HHHHFFHHHSHSRRRS SSR RS SF 
1896 ! MANUAL SEQUEHCE ROUTINE 
1198 ! The routine requires individual input of data filenames 

1115 ManualiAutoclose ! “Manual” mode assigned. 

1729 LINPUT " ENTER DATA FILENAME ¢VDAT“%9: ",Names01, 6] 
tise Onamet=NamesC01,1]&"G0T" 
1148 PRINT “ABC "RCHRS¢ 129%" PROGRAM VMODEL EXECUTING " 

£136 PRINT USIHG "#,K"s3CHRS(2r .&"Ra25rac" 

1168 Mame SCP, LBI=MNstores 
Live PRIHT " QUTFUT DATAFILE 15 : “jOnameShNamesl 5,18] 

1136 ASSIGN Names TO #1,¢ 

> 60. =
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1190 
1298 
1219 
1220 
1238 
1249 
1256 
1268 
1278 
1286 
1298 
1308 
1318 
1329 
1338 
13438 
1358 
1368 
1378 
13388 
1398 
1408 
1418 
1426 
1438 
1446 
1456 
1468 
1478 
1438 
1498 
1598 
1518 
1528 
1538 
1546 
1558 
1566 
1578 
1536 
15398 
1688 
1615 
1528 
1639 
1548 
1659. 
1668 
157d 
16348 
1638 
17O8 
17198 
ive 
Lis 
174 
1758 
1758 
L7G 
1738 

IF Z2=8 THEN Msrt 
BEEP 
PRINT "ABC"&CHRSC 12> 

HP ENHANCED BASIC Date: ia
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ws
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PRINT USING "“#,K"S;CHRSC27&"RaZz3racr" 
he 
IF zZ=2 

Z=1 THEN PRINT “ NO 
THEN PRINT " 

GOTO Manual 

Msrt:GOSUB Main 

GOSUB Exit 

STOP 

FHRAARR HH HF FF FFF 
MAIN MODELLING ROUTINE 

SUCH FILE FOUND 
HRONG] FIle Trees 

“Names 

" Names 

Main:PRINT "RABC"&CHRS(129%" PROGRAM YMODEL EXECUTING " 

Set up variable list 

MAT READ #1; Data 

Sdiam=Datact,1 9719 

Rdiam=Datacl, 29-19 

L=Datacl, 39718 

Audth=Datact, 49718 

Aclar=Datacl,53718 

Yudth=Datat1l,69718 

Yelar=Datacl, 72-148 

Pdiam=Datatl, 39/19 

Pangl=Datacl, 297130#PI 
Abrad=Datacl,199714 
Rarad=Datacl, 119719 

Aorad=Datati, 12.18 

Rangl=Datacl, 13>./1304PI 
Eodiam=Datac1,149718 

Eidiam=Datatl, 15 9-16 

Eclar=Data¢1,169-18 

Nseg=Datacil, 17> 

Speed=Datac2, lo 

Ipsure=Datatc2, 29*18 

OQpsure=Datac2, 39419 

Cosure=Datac2, $9418 

Rho=Datat2, S*#1E-3 - 
Eta=Datat2,6)*. 9881 

Beta=Datat2, 72*#108 

Tldiam=Datat2,39-18 
Oldiam=Datac2, 39“19 

Def f=Datatc2, 14> 
PeaveDatac2, 119-18 

Gdpthet, LysDatac3, 1-18 
Gdpth¢2, Lr» =Datacd, 19718 
Gedimi¢1s=Datat3,2o18 
Gedimiltes=Datac4s, 2:18 

Gastrei, 1 sDatatc3, 39/18H4PI 

Gastrc2, tasDatat4, 39/1504F1 
Gdpthet, 29=Darats, 49-18 
Gdpth¢2, 2s=Datac4d, 49-18 
GeutheciLo=Datat3, 59718 

Gewthec2 =sDatacd, F318 

Gastreit, 2:sDatac3, d9“13n4P 1 
GastrtZ, 2:=Datate, Sa“ LSgeP1 

Gdpthel, 3>=Datac3, 7918 

Gdpthi2, 3ssDatats, 79-19 

GeangatlysDatats, 2a-1304F1 

oe 

come 

com 

Com? 

Come 

com? 

com? 

Comes 

Com? 

Crad3 

Come 

Com 

Como 

Crad3 

Com 

Com} 

Com 

Num of : 

CREM) 

CN“ome > 

CHeome> 

CN“ome> 

CNS2-cm4> 

CNS-cme> 

CHecme > 

Cems 

Come 

Discharge coeff 

Nome Caw pres 

Comd Hemis inlet dpth 

Cem? Hemis outlet dpth 

Com? inlet cutter dim 

Cem? outlet cutter dim 

Crad) inlet start ang 

(rad) outlet start ang 

Com) Square inlet dpth 

Com? Square cutlet dpth 

Come inlet width 

Come outlet wdth 

(rad) inlet start ang 

Crad? sout fet start ang 

Comms Triang inlet dpth 

Cem) Triang outlet dpth 

Coms inlet cutter ang
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1798 Geangs(2 =Datat4d, 39-130eP1 1 €em> outlet cutter ang 

13868 Gastre1l, 3 .=Datac3, 9>-1304PI ! €rad> inlet start ang 

1310 Gastré2, 33=Datat4, 3>/7130#P1 ! €rad> outlet start ang 

1320 GtypecLo sDatat3, 182 ! Defines Inlet groove 

1338 Gtypet2»=Datrac4, 182 ' Defines Outlet groove 

1346 YVuange=2*Asn¢vudth-Rdi am? ! (rad) 

1358 Awang=2*ASN¢Awdth“Rdi am) ! ¢rad> 

1368 PhisZ*ASH¢Pdiam-¢Sdi am#COS¢Pangl >>> i Crad. 

t373 W=SdiamePl+#Speed-608 ! coms 

1328 Omega=Pl#Speed-38 ! ¢€rad/s? 

1396 Erad=CEodiam+Eidiamir4 ! €em>) plate radius 

1388 Ewth=CEodiam-Eidiami “2 i! Com 

1319 Ite_err=5.38E-4 ! Permitted iteration error 

1328 Maxpass=15 | Maximum no. of passes 

1938 Resftr=3 ! Resolution factor 

1948 Resnum=Resftr#368 ft Tot al “no. potnts 

1958 Res=INTCResnum/Nseg2 ! No. points per sector 

1969 Inc=PI“¢4#Res2 ! ¢rad> 
1978 Secsrt (8 =-Res 1 Start of Sectors 

1338 Secsrtclod=l ! Start of Ssectorl 

13386 Secart¢2)=Resrl i Start.of Secton2 

2008 Secsrt¢3>=Resnum-2erestl 1 Start of Sectors 

2818 Secart td. =Resnum-Restl ! Start of Sector 

2828 Modelsrt=at-CPI’Nsegot. St ars on ent ee Mbt a i Start 

2638 Modelend=(PI-. S#¢Awangt¥wangso/Ine ! End 

2948 Leakmax=1500-"Res 1 Max permitted leakage, SubiSelsal 

2858 Minvdltas.5 ! Small Vdlta value ‘Sub: Selsol 

2868 Leakcont=.81 | Leakage constant ,SsubiSelsoal 

2975 Checklist=8 ! Checklist not reqd:@ 

2636 Corftr_o=.l ! Press. fluct. suppressor outlet 

2894 Corftr_is.1 ! Press. fluct. suppressor inlet 

2188 Inst at=4 1 No inlet pressure fluct. 

et 
2120 |! #e444% 
2128 ! This section generates the vane height array. 

2148 BISP-" PROCESSING. VHETGHI ° 

2159 CALL Yheight (Aangl,Aarad, Abrad, Aorad,Awang, Inc, Res,Rdiam, Sdia 

m, Volar, ¥wang, Ht #2) : : ae 

2160 ! #%#*#*4#+ 

2176! This section cal. the ¢t1l. vol. for al).angles of rotation 

2136 DISP * PROCESSING VELL. 

2139 CALL Wet) (Awang,Inc,L,Nseg,Rdiam, Res, Sdiam, Ywang, Ywdth, ¥o#2,H 

C229 
2200 | #*#*44%* 

2216 ! This section calculates change in ctl. vol. 

2228 DISF “ PROCESSING ¥DLTA ” 

2250 CALL WdltatAwang, Inc, L,Nseg,Rdiam, Res, Sdiam, Volar, Y¥wang,Ht#s, 

WVdltat#o5 

2249 |! *###*4% 

2256 ! This section calculates orifice flow areas. 

2268 DISP " PROCESSING ARER “ 
227 CALL Areat Awang, Gtype ts), Gedim1(#>, Gewth2¢#), Gceang3(#), Inc,L, 

  

Hseg,Pangl,Pdiam, Phi, Res, Sdiam, Vwang,Gastr¢#),Gdpathtss,Areatea3 

2230 |! #*#ee4% 

2230 ! This section sets up starting values of pressure and flow. 

2388 DISe . PRUGESo TMG TNITTIRE” 
2318 CALL InitialtIpsure,Hseg,Opsure, Res,Resnum, Seceartc#9,PC#3, 0 pe 

wef 3. * ein
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2348 
2358 
2358 
2378 
2328 
2338 
2488 
2418 
2426 
2439 
24468 
2458 
2458 
24768 
2439 
2438 
2558 
2518 
2529 
25398 
2548 
2559 
25658 
2570 
dir,L,Nse2g,Omega,Pangl,Phi,Pstat,Res, 

<L 
2588 
2598 
Zou 
618 

2620 
2530 
2649 
2658 
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Start of iteration loop: Recalculates segment pressures tint 

convergence criteria is met. Maximum number of permitted 

reiteration is Maxpass 

PRINTER IS @ 
ce LIN¢29," PROCESSING :"jNames 
ass=l 

pass: ! Reentry for next pass 

PRINTER IS @ 

PRINT USING "7,14A,D,7"3;" PASS NUMBER :"3Pass,CHRS<1293 

PRINTER IS 16 

HHeHHS 

DISP " PROCESSING SEMENT DATA " 

Vigaved |! Reset cavitation ol. 

Determine initial value 

Idir=1 

Sector=1 

Pstat=l ! L£iInlet mode 2:0utlet mode 

Pstart= 

FOR I=1 TO 5 

CALL SplintAeclar,Awdth, Awang, Cpsure, Dir, Eciar, rad, futh, Inc, 1 
Spitae i Yeas. Vel ar, Vuane, vudsk 

Pstart=Pstart+Pcls 

NEXT I 
Pstarti=Pstart#.2 ! Average 

Pc@ =Pstartl 

IF PCBo<Ipsure THEN Scomp ! Improbable start check 

finest 5S Hpornts it
 

+ Escape routine :Alternative start value 

+ Assigns start value as Ipsure less orifice losses. 

Area=Areacl> 

R=OmegatVvdltacts 

K1lsa-cDef Pf*firea 

loss Shoes 2eCK1¥KT > 

Ploss=Rho“24¢-CDeffshread ore 

bepan sa tpeures Ploss 

Scomp:! Starts computing sector pressures, 

Csumso | Reset te Status 

IMAGE DDD, #,DDDD, #4, 3¢0DDD. DOD, fete DDI 

IMAGE DDD. %.DDDD, 4%, 2<¢DDDD. DD, %2, 3%, 4¢DDDD. DDD, x .4,0.000D 

#*¥% PRE-SECTOR #++ 

Pre-sector is calculated in reverse direetioan to mation. 

Peas sPeSecsrtcLo-13 Value attained af Start value. 

Tdir==1 Pi Dit. OF eration Lcounter to mot ton 

Sectors { Sector Identifier 

Fetatreat fo Ttiniletonode: 23 0utlet mede 

FOR Il=Secart (13-3 TO Secertto>+1 STEP -1 

GOSUB Selsol 

~lisl 

TP Lise THEN Listrtkes 

PRIHT USIHG 27réa;9,1 

NEAT £ 
PesSecarttCLoa-2ssPtSecartc1i-33 | Transition error 

+ oe
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2910 
2920 |! 
2938 
2946 
2958 
23648 
2978 
2938 
2999 
3888 
tetCl:. 
3818 
3026 
3438 
3845 =! 
3858 
3868 
3079 
30368 
3898 
3188 
3118 
3126 
313% 
Lich, 
31498 
3158 
3169 
Sie. | 
3138 

a
 

PcSecsrt CG =PcCSecsrt COs +15 

e£* FIRST SECTOR ##+ 

Idir=l 

Sector=1 | Sector identifier 

Pstat=l ! LrInlet mode 2:0utlet mode 

Li¢Secsrt (liseli ¢CSecsrt¢19-3>) 

PCSecert (lL. =PCSecsrt (19-3) 

FOR Il=Secsrt¢ilo+1 TO Secsrt¢29- 

GOSUB Selsol 
PRINT USING 27503;1,1,P¢19,P¢CI-Res 3, PCl+Res),Areacl>,V¥ditacts, 

VOID, HOT) 
NEXT I 
PCSecsrttlis=PCSeca|ert¢olo+io ! Transition error 

P(Secsrt (2-1 =PCSecart 29-2) 

#**% SECOND SECTOR *## 

Idir=l 
Sector=2 ! Sector identifier 

Pstat=1l ' tiInlet mode 2:0utlet mode 

Li¢Secsrt C2. =LitSecsrt (23-235 

PcSecsrt(2.3=PCSecsrt¢2)-23 

FOR I=Secert¢t2 +1 TO Secsrt(33-2 

IF AreacI><=@ THEN Pstat=2 ! Change to outlet mode 

GOSUB Selsol 
PRINT USING 275032,1,P¢1I3,P¢I-Res), P¢Cl+Re react), VditaciI>, 

VET? HTD 

NEXT I 
PtSecsrtc2 2 s=PCSecertt2d+1) !l Transition error 

PCSecartt33-Li =PCSecsert (39-2) 
¥#4#% THIRD SECTOR ##* 

Idir=l 
Sector=3 ' Sector identifier 

LitSecsrt C3. .=aLicSecsrt (33-2) 

PCSecsrtc33.=PCSecart¢39-2) 

FOR TsSec|ert¢39+1 TO Secsrt¢4-2 

GOSUB Selsoal 
PRINT USING 2750;3,1,PC1I9,PCI-Res),PCI+Res?,Areatl>?,¥diltaclI>, 

s¥69d,6CID 
HEXT I 

PCSecartc33 sPCSec|art¢Sotl3 ! Transition error 

PtSecert (4-1 =P CSecart (49-2) 
##%% FOURTH SECTOR #+#+# 

Idir=l 

Sector=4 

LitSecsrttd eLicSec|ert id o-2) 

PtSecart (43 9SPtSecaert¢49-29 

FOR IT=Sec|ertcdo4+1 TO Resnum-l 

GOSUB Selsoal 

PRINT USING 276034,1,PCI9,PCl-Res),AreacI>, Vditaclo, Licld>, vel 

NEST I 

PeSecsrtc4p3sPCSec|erttdotla 

PcCResnmum2=PCResnum-1 > 

Hee RS4 
Smooths FP array by moving point averaging. 

CALL Smooth(Resnum, .5,PC#23 

SHEESH 

ment and inletoutlet data arrays. 

SSING “INLET DUTLET CONDITIONS SGDAT ?" 

Generates $e 

DISP " PROC to
 

“3
 

~ 264 ~-
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3478 CALL Gdati¢Aclar,Awdth, Awang,Cpsure,Eclar,&rad,Euth,Ine,bL,Min 

vdlta,Nseg, Omega,Pangl,Phi,Res,Resnum, Secsrt¢#3,U,¥eolar, Ywang, Ywdth? 

3439 
3498 
3588 
3518 
3528 
3539 
3548 
3559 
3559 
3578 
3538 

HHREEE 

Smooths If and Of arrays by moving point averaging. 

CALL Smooth¢Resnum,1,1f¢ #2) 

CALL Smooth¢(Resnum,1,O0fFC#2) 

KeSHSE 

This section generates pump Tine pressure from the Inlet 

and outlet flow. 
DISP " PROCESSING INLET’ OUTLET CONDITIONS :PSURE" 

CALL PsuretBeta, Corftr_i,Corftr_o, Instat, Ipsure, I 1diam, O1diam 

,Jpsure,Resnum, Rho, 4, Secart(#), OF C#), 1FC#), Op6e>, tpt 40> 

3590 

3600 

3618 

3629 

3639 

3640 

3659 

3663 

3678 

36389 

36998 

379g 

371g 

37298 

37°38 

37408 

3758 

3768 

3778 

3738 

37398 

3388 

3318 

3320 

3838 

33498 

3359 

3868 

3378 

3338 

3398 

3380 

3316 

3328 

3338 

33448 

39598 

3358 

3378 

3338 
3330 

4906 

4918 

48928 

1 

| 

! 

uw
 

HeeREe 
Smooths Ip and Op arrays by moving point averaging. 

CALL SmoaoathtResnum, 3, [p¢#2) 

CALL Smooth¢(Resnum, 3, Opc#s) 

Convergence check 

IF Pass<2 THEN Store of ! Skip check & store array. 

Check Of array for convergence 

Ordiffr_1=Ofdiff 
Ofdiff=o 
FOR I=1 TO Res 
OFA FPSO GIF FHABS CDummyaclo-OF CT 23 

NEXT 1 

PRIHTER IS 8 

PRINT " Pass convergence indicator i"sOfdif ff Sumot 

PRINTER I[S 16 
IF COfdiff-Sumof< Ite _erre#Resftr> AND ¢Passe32 THEN Mdl_ecorr 

LE. Cofditr-Grdifr. 12 “AND ¢Pass>4> THEN Mich cco tote 

IF Pass>4 THEN Mdl_corr 

Store intm Of array & mean value aver 1 vane pitch o
 re of: | 

sumof=B 

FOR. te 1 (0 Res 

DummyscTssore ro 

Sumof=Sumof+Dummyac ls 

uw 

NEXT I 
! 

Nextpase:! Check before next pass 

Pass=Passtl 
IF Passt=Maxpass THEN Repass 

Failure to converge 

Ceum= 3393. ! Sets data check sum for invalid data. 

PRIHTER I5 8 
FRINT " NO CONVERGENCE AFTER "3 3Maxpass 

PRINTER IS 16 

Iterations {)) 1" 

Nol. corrs.! End mode] correctionms. 

Characteristic line pressure 

CALL Psure¢Beta,1,1,1, IT psure, l]diam, Oldiam, Opsure, Resnum, kno, 

1, Secert(#),O0FC#), 1FC#),0pC#), Docs? 

4838 

~ 200 "=
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$3949 
4856 
45958 
4478 
4439 
49998 
4198 
4118 
4126 
4139 
4148 
4156 

Abutment correction 
Endgrad=-¢P¢Modelendd-P¢l))¢¢CResnum-Model end? 

FOR IT=INT¢Modelend+1.5%5 TO Resnum 

PCI>=P¢Modelend)+Endgrad#( I-Model end? 

NEXT I 

| 
Checklist: ! Lists data arrays. 

IF Checklist=8 THEN GOTO OQutfile ! Checklist not required. 

PRINTER IS @ 

IMAGE 3A,4%,6¢X,11A) 
IMAGE DDD, S5¢x%, M50. 403 
PRINT USING a1aa3" £* TOC Ly, "LAC", "Vedi tact", * AreacIo"," 

eI ete 
4168 

4179 

4139 

4138 

4299 

4219 

4229 

4236 

4248 

4258 

4258 

4279 

4236 

4298 

4308 

4319 

4329 

43398 

4344 

$359 

$368 

1 
! 
1 
1 
\ 

Apos= 
FOR I=1 TO 4#Res STEP 4#Res/350 
PRINT USING 4148;Apos,PCI®, LiCl, Vdltacl> AreacIo Helo, vet) 
Apos=Apostl 

NEXT I 
PRINTER Is 16 

Outputs the generated data into a data file CYOGDTAA 

File format: sequential access, 368 elements in each array 

six arrays; P,L1,Q9,1p,0p,If, Of 

Outfile: ! Generates output file 

! 

| 

Namel$Ci,¢]=Onames 

Namei$C5,6]=Names 5,65] 

Nameis(7,18]=Mstores 

Lists Input & Output filenames. 

PRINTER IS.6 
PRINT USING "28A,DD"3;" TOTAL NUMBER OF PHSSES:",Pass 

IMAGE 7,17A,19A,3%,17A,18A 

PRINT USING 43503" Input Datafile: "“jNames, "Output Datafile; 

“, Manel 

4379 

4358 

4338 

$488 

$418 

4428 

4436 

4448 

4458 

$458 

4478 

4428 

4498 

45098 

4514 

$5265 

$5368 

4548 

4550 

4558 

$578 

4538 

45398 

46580 

$618 

PRINTER IS le 

Prepares and outputs pump history ta datafile. 

DISF .". GUIPUTING Data. * 

ASSIGN Hamels TO #2,2 

IF 2=8 THEN PURGE Namel$ 

IF 2=8 THEN Outfiled 

IF 2=1 THEN Outfile2 

PRINTER IS @ 
PRINT. “ DUPLICATE PROGRAM FPICENAME 1} 1h" 

PRINT " DATAFILE NOT GENERATED "“jNameis 

PRINTER IS 16 

GOTO Outend ! Ho fil]® generated. 

Outfileg:! Reorder data array size 
SHORT DummyGc 36a), Dummyl¢ 369, Dummyet3sao, Dummy se Sen 

SHORT Dummy4<368>, Dummy 56360, Dummyet3e6a>, Dummer d S6e 3 

FOR I=1 TO 368 

J=T#IHT¢Resnum-3e88% 

Bummylclssreys 

DummyecTaslictds 

Dummyselosacya. 

Dummys te Tost pe do 

Dummyose loasOpe ds 

DummyscloastPedo
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4529 
$639 
$548 

4658 
4560 
4575 
4639 
4638 
» END 
4706 
4719 
Nel 

4728 
4738 
4748 
4750 
4766 
$775 
4738 
$799 
4309 
4316 
4328 
4333 
4349 

4358 
$358 
$378 
4338 
$399 

4339 
4316 

$928 
4339 
$3949 
$958 
$9658 
$3978 
4939 
$330 
Sau0 
5019 
50920 
5930 
5440 
5950 
5968 
5678 

5339 
5830 
51598 
51.18 
$129 
5136 

5148 

5154 

3168 

co wv ot
 iv ts
 

Pex
] 

w
 

m
 uv Ho oo
 

fs
 

Dummy? CTosore yo 

NEXT I 

Outputs pump history. 

CREATE Namel$, 49 

ASSIGN NamelS TO #2 

PRINT #2;Csum 

ru
 

Te
) % aD
 

MAT PRINT #23; Dummy1, Dummy2, Dummy 3, Dummy, Dummy, Dummys, Dummy? 

PRINTER [5 @ 
PRINT LIN¢1),TABC2;RPTSC"#", 2495 "END OF RUN"SRPTSC"8", 25 

PRINTER IS 16 

Qutend:! Closes logical assignment. 

{ 

i 

! 

| 

| 

\ 

\ 

| 

{ 

! 

! 

! 

1 

I 

! 

! 

\ 

| 

{ 

{ 

{ 

| 

\ 

| 

| 

! 

\ 

\ 

{ 

3 Se 

ASSIGN # TO #1 

ASSIGN * TQ #2 
Csum=a | Reset status checksum. 

RETURN 

HHPAHSFHSHSHHRRAA SHEER HE 

DETERMINES SOLUTION TYPE 

This subroutine check the parameters of cha 

and inst. port flow area 5 and determines +t 

solution technique. 

nm 
KF 

Solution «. cub. .sond ini, 

Mon-Linear conditions and transition zones. 

a>? Significant leakage condition 

Check 3 VdltatOmegarLeakcont#Lll 

b> High change in leakage rate 

cee e : Delta Li>leakmax ; 

ec) Vdlta>® in second sector. © 1G
 

ot
 

in
s = 

om 
02

 

— 
i
 

se 

-
 

we
 

GB
 

i
n
 
7
0
 

o ti
s % 

Solution: Sub “Splin" 

d> YVdlta=G@ in second sector. (Secsrt(2) to Secarttia-L3 

2) All remaining region 

Solution: Approx 

PCIoS=PCl—Tdits? 6 

f> Undefined region: > Madelend , & < Madelert 

g> Very small Vdltat Minvdlta in = roo & 4 

oe, (its approximation provides for 4 shorter program 

there ifs no significant error a = 

change in this region. 

ge in swept 

eS appropriate 

tal 

re is little pre: 

a ee 

wo] 

HHHHHHHHHHHHRSFFHSHSSHHHHESEFAAAAHRAGSSSRRS SHS RR RS RSS SHR F 

| 

Sectora@:i! Pre Sector. 

IF I<=Modelsrt THEN Selso013 

IF ArzgactIo<=8 THEN Selsoll 

laol:! Selects solution method. 

ON Sector+t GOTO Sectord, Sectarl, Sectord, Sectors, Sectors 

IF CABSC¥dltacIo3¢Minudltad AND CIitSecertcao+.7s#kes2 THEN GO 

TO Selsol3 

IF ABRC¥d ltatl-Idird#0megartLeakconteABSt¢Liti-Idird> THEN GOT 

0 Selsol2 
IF CABSCLICI-Idirde-Licl-24Idirdo+Leakmax® AND CRESCLIcI-2 

royeLicl<34Idird i >Leakmax? AND CABSCLicI-S#idira-LicI-d¢*#Idiroo> 

x) THEN Seleolz 

- 267 - 
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5178 GOTO Selsolt 

S180 Sectorl:! First Sector. 

5199 IF Areacl><=8 THEN Selsoll 

5208 IF ABS(VdltacI-Idird#Omegad<Leakcont#ABS¢LicI-Idir > THEN GOT 

0 Selsol2 
9218 IF CABSCLIC¢I-Idird-LicI-2¥I dir dd dLeakmax> AND CRBSCLICI-2*1di 

PI-LICI-S4Idird>>Leakmax> AND CABSCLICI-S# dir i-LitI-s#I dirt) >Leakma 

x) THEN Selsole 

52298 GOTO Selsoll 

52398 Sector2:! Second Sector. 

S248 IF AreacI2>@ THEN GOTO Selsole 

5258 GOTO Selsoll 

5268 Sector3:! Third Sector. 

S27 IF AreacI><=8 THEN Selsoll 

5238 IF ABS(¥dltacIl-Idird*#0mega<Leakcont#ABS¢Li¢I-Idir)>) THEN GOT 

0 Selsol2 
3236 IF CABSCLICI<IdirdeLicl-24I dir 2 > >Leakmax> AND CRES(LICI-2*Idi 

PIW-LICI-3eIldird3>Leakmax> AND CABSCLICI-S*#I dir i-LitIi-¢#Idirddsleakma 

x) THEN Selsola2 

5389 SOTO Selsoll 

5319 Sectord:! Fourth Sector. 

3328 IF I>=Modelend THEN Selsol3 

3330 IF AreacCl><=8 THEN Selsoltl 

3348 IF CABSC¥d tacI22<Minudlta>d AND Cl>Secsrtc4i+.: 

TO Selsol3 : 

3309 IF ABSt¥dltacIl-Idird#O0megad<Leakcont#ABS¢LicI-Idir2?> THEN GOT 

0 Selsole2 

5368 IF CABSCLICI-<Idird-Licl-2*Idird> >Leakmax> AND CABSCLI¢cI-2e4ldi 

ryeLitl-3¥Ildird>>Leakmax>? AND CABSCLICI-S#Idiri-Liti-4#Idird>>Leakma 

x) THEN Selsoled 

5378 Selsoli:! Linear condition. 

5338 DISP “i= 2°32; Linear Sol" 

53336 Err_stat=8 
5488 ON ERROR CALL Err_rec 
54198 CALL Splin¢Aeclar,Awdth, Awang, Cpsure, Dir, Eclar,Erad,Ewth, Inc, 1 

dir,L,Nseg,0mega,Pangl,Phi,Pstat,Res,Sector,U,¥coav, Yolar, Yang, Yidth 

st? 

5429 OFF ERROR 

5438 IF Err_stat=1 THEN GOTO Recovert 
5445 RETURN : 

5458 Selsol2:! Nonlinear candition. 

3465 DiS. fla. tls Nonlinear S07" 

3470 Err_stat=a 
5458 ON ERROR CALL Errinec 

34398 CALL SpnlintAclar, Awang, Awdth, Cpsure, Eclar,€rad,Euth, Idir, Ine 

»L,Nseg,0mega,Pangl, Phi, Pstat,Sector,U,¥oav, Yolar, Yuwang, Ywdth,Res,03 

tim, I> 

5598 OFF ERROR 

55318 IF Err_stat=1 THEN GOTO Recovers 
S528 RETURH 

5538 Selsol3:! Approx solution at model boundaries. 

$544 DISSE: “l= S313" Approximate Sol” 

53558 PCIQSr ci —loiir> 

55648 RETURH 

SSrO@ Recoveri:! Recovery for linear sol. 

5538 Errmt="Cinear" 

53398 GOSUB Prt_err 

5688 GOTO Selaoalz 

5818 Recoayer2i! Recovery for non-linear sal. 

56526 Errmg="HNon-lingar" 

J S*#Re3) THEN GO fr.
 

“250. =
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5638 
5546 
3658 
5668 
5679 
5636 
5696 
5780 
Srig 
5728 
5738 
5748 
575 
5768 
S772 
3738 
3738 
5339 
5318 
5828 
53398 
5349 
5358 
38668 
5379 
5330 
5338 
33988 
3918 
5928 

GOSUB Prt_err 

GOTO Selsol3 

Prt err:! Prints error messages 

PRINTER IS 8 
PRINT “Counter: "31, TRIMSCERRNS)5" for "S&Errms&" solution" 

PRINTER IS 16 

RETURH 

SHHFHHRHRH RHE SHE HEHEHE 
PRINTS EXIT MESSAGES 

Exit:PRINT "ABS"&CHRSC 129 
PRINT RPTS$C"*#",809,LINC2) 

PRINT RPTS¢"#",3493" COMPLETED "“ SRPTSC"#",35) 

PRINT LINC2>,RPTSC"#", 309, LINCS> 

PRINT “ THIS MACHINE IS FREE FOR THE NEXT USER " 

PRINT LIN¢2>2 
PRIHT “PLEASE PLACE DISK“-CASETTE IN APPROPRIATE CONTAINER" 

PRINT “THANK YOU" 

PRINT TABC61)9;" G.SEET " 

DISP RPTSC("*", 8) 
DISP uw um 

RETURN 
END |! S##HFSHHHHSHHSHHFSHSSHSSHHSHASSSHFS ESAS SRS SR SHR SERA R SSR 

END OF MAIN PROGRAM SEGMENT 

HHFHSHHHSHHFHHHSHSFSHSRSSSFSSHSHFHFHSFRFHHHSF RSFSR RSHR ERAS TARR SF 

PEPPER EERE EEE ET SUBROUTINE LEAK PEER EE EEE EEE HEHE EET 

+ Calculates vane tip leakages into the contrsal WOolUMe. + 
PEEREREEREEEEEEEEHEEEREEREEE EEE PEEEEEEEEE PEEP EE PEP EPH HHH HEH HH 

SUB Leak CAclar,Awang,Awdth, Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Ewth, Ince,L,Nseqg, 

Omega,Res,Sector,U,¥elar, Ywang, Ywdth, To 

5938 
3340 
448) 
5358 
3366 
S378 
> 
3938 
5999 
sane 
6818 
6829 
5938 
6848 
6858 
5850 
Sars 
5838 
59396 
6186 
6116 
6129 
6136 
5149 
6159 
1,W2, 
6168 

65179 

61398 

%
 

COM Autoci:3>),Aprefix$Cl],Err_stat 

COM SHORT Ip¢-368:514469,O0p¢-368: 1440), Tf ¢-380: 14489, 0F¢-3e8as 1 

COM SHORT L1¢-366:1440),P(-386:14402,a¢-368:51449 

COM SHORT Bi8C360>,Q11¢6368>, @01(360), 9026360) fl 

COM SHORT YWdltac-368:14409, "0-368 14409, Are B:i44a>,HCis4 

COM Beta, Def f, Eta, Pcoav, Rho 

3=Cpsure-PCl> 

W3=Euwth 

H3=Eclar 

OM ro GOTO LeakO,Lleaki,Lleak2,Leak3,Lleak4 
LeakO@i! #*£*##% Sectors HeeEES 

Theta=-CRestiIne d+. 5% ¢Auangt wang: 

Lek@1L:IF Inc#I>Theta THEN Lekve 

Lic¢ts=8 ! Sector not defined 
SUBEXIT 
W1l=s¥wdth 

HiBHCI+Res) 
PL=PCI+Res2-Pel> 
W2=Awdth 

H2=Ac lar 

P2=PCNsegtRest+II-Peta 
L3sErad#¢Inc#¢1+Reso-. 5*#¢RAwangt¥wangss 

~ a
 hh
 

=e
 

- 

Lic¢Ils=FNLeak 1CEta,H1,H2,H3,L,L3,P1,P2,P3, Sector, U,¥elar,W 

aes 
Leakli! ##*## ectorl #*#*#*#% Sec 

Theta=.3#0Awangt¥wang2 

~ aos +
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61398 

5298 

56219 

6220 Lekil: 

6238 

6249 

62598 

6269 

6278 

1,W2,W3> 

6289 
6290 Leki2: 

5388 

6319 

6329 

53398 

1, We, WS> 

6349 

6358 Leake: 

6368 

6378 

6338 

56398 

6408 

6418 

6429 

$439 

1,W2,W3> 

64498 

6450 Lesk3: 

6469 

6478 

6438 

64998 

65808 

65168 Lek3l: 

65208 
6533 
6548 
6558 
1,W2,N3) 
6560 
6578 Lek32: 
6530 
6598 
6600 
1,W2,W3> 
6618 

n
a
n
 

& 
G
h
e
e
 

o
e
 r rn ie 

i 

+ 

fe
 49 Lek4i: 

a
n
n
 

uo
 

wo
 

K
A
A
 

K
A
A
A
A
A
A
R
A
E
A
A
 GS

 

A
N
N
A
A
A
A
H
 

ST 

H
o
o
 
o
r
 

u
g
n
e
a
o
g
 

E
r
 

@&
 

oe
 aw 

= 

WisVudth 

HL=HCI+Res) 

P1=PcI+Res d-Pcl> 

IF Il#Ince>Theta THEN GOTO Lekie 

W2=Awdth 

H2=Aclar 
P2=PCCNseg-LieRest+I-PCl3 

L3s=Erade(CInc#e¢1+Res)-. S#¢AwangtYwangs > 
Li¢I.=FPNLeak 1 (Eta, H1,H2,H3S,L,L3,P1,P2,P3,Sector,U,V¥clar,W 

SUBEXIT 

H2=HCI> 

W2=Yudth 

cae “Resd-PCl> 

ee ee ee 

ae FNLeakl¢Eta,H1,H2,H3,L,L3,P1, is as aecnus., U,¥elar,W 

SUBEXIT 
| $444 Sector2d #*###4* 

H1=HC(1I+Res% 

Wis¥wdth 

P1L=P(Res+I9-PClI3 

H2=HCT> 

W2=Yudth 

P2=P¢I-Res 2 -Pcl»> 

L3=Erad*¢(Inc#Res-Yuwang? 
LACT SFNLeak 1CEta,H1,H2,H3,L,L3,P1,P2,P3, Sec Pa By ea bd 

SUBEXIT 
| £#*£4£4*% Sector3 ##*444% 

Theta=Cl-1l-“Nseg 2 #P1-.5*#¢(Awang+¥uang? 

H2sH¢1> 

W2=Yuwdth 

P2=PCI-Reso-P¢l> 

L3=Erad#(Inc#Res-Ywang: 

IF Ine*#I>Theta THEN GOTO Lek32 

H1=H¢(I+Res>? 
Wi=¥wdth 

Pl=PCI+Reso-Pcl> 

Li¢l =FNLeak 1 CEta, H1,H2,HS,L,L3,P1,P2,P3,Sector,U,¥clar,wW 

SUBESIT 

Hi=Aclar 

W1l=Awdth 

PL=PCI-CNseg-lLitRestd-Pcl> 

LICI>=SPNLeak1i¢cEta,H1,H2,H3,L,L3,P1,P2,P3,Sector,U,¥clar,W 

SUBEXIT 
S| £e¢42#% Sectord #4444 

Thet a=PI-.5*#¢Awangt+Ywang2 

IF Inc#I>Theta THEN Le k42 

WisAwdth 

H1=Acl] ar. 

Pl=PCI-Nseg#Reso-Ptlo 

W2=Vudth 

H2=He1) 

Pe=PCI[-Res d-Pcl) 

Li=Erad#¥¢Theta-I¥#Ine 
are octiiiolicteimnlae Eta, Hil oHe HS LaiS Pao rewrs Sector velar. W 
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5738 SUBEXKIT 

6748 Leks2:Licl»=s8 ! Sector is undefined 

6758 SUBEXIT 

6768 SUBEND 
67758 Lo pbb peter eee tee eetteeetet+ SUBFUNCTION LEAK L trtretttr ttt terete tet 

6789 | Calculates total leakage across the segment vane Boundary 

SPB LFF EERE EE EE EEE REEF EEE EE EPP EEE EFHEE EEE EPH E PETE HHT TT 

6380 DEF FNLeaki‘Eta,H1,H2,H3,L,L3,P1,P2,P3, Sector, U,Velar,Wl,We,W3 

> 

6819 CALL Chkh¢H1,H2,Sector,¥clar,Hel,He2,Hvl,Hv2d 

6829 AvV=ECLe CHUL S¥PL WL HU Z*3#P27W29+24LO#HSS3HP SW BIC LSsEt as 

6839 Qe=CHel-He2r»*#UeL72 

634G Q=Qv+Re 1 mm3/7s 

6850 RETURN Q 

6369 FNEND 

637g! 
53398 1 ph peepee eee tee eteeeeteste SUBROUTINE CHKH eter terete etter teeters 

6896 ! + Checks vane clearence to permitted values. + 

6909 ! + This is necessary to hold within bounds entrain effects + 

6918 ! + and to avoid unnecessarily low vane tip resistances. + 

5328 ! FREER EERE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EP E HEPES 

§330 SUB Chkh¢H1,H2,Sector, ¥clar,Hel,He2, Hui, He? 

6349 Enthtm=6 ! Entrained flow factor in main sectors 

6359 Visftm=6 | Viscous flow factor in main sectors 

63960 Entfrz=6 ! Entrained flow factor in ¢nd sectors 

6379 Visfte=6 | Viscous flow factor in #nd sectors 

53386 Hel=Hvl=Hi 

6996 He2=Hv2=He 

7990 ON Sector+t GOTO Chk1i,Chk2,Chk2,Chke,Chk3 

7619 Chki:! Sectors 

7828 IF HeivEntftret¥elar THEN Hel=Entfteeec lar 

7938 IF He2rdEntftm*e¥clar THEN HeZ=Entftme¥ec ] ar 

7846 IF Hyi>Visftes¥clar THEN Hvl=Visftetvelar 

7usa IF Hyv2>Visftme¥eclar THEN HyvZ=Visftmée¥el ar 

79568 SUBEXIT 

Ta7O Chk2:! Main Sector 

7988 Entftr=Entftmevc lar 

7998 Visftr=Visftme¥e lar 

7160 IF Hel>Entftr THEN Hel=Entftr 

7iiga IF Hez ee THEN HeZ=Entftr 

ries IF HvidVisftr THEN Hyul=Visftr 

rise IF eowiatce THEH HveaV¥isftr 

ride SUBEXIT 

7158 Chk3:! Sectord 

7168 IF Helr>Entftme¥clar THEH Hel=Entftmevcl ar 

rire IF He2 tEntftee¥eclar THEM HeZ=Entfteeyc] ar 

r713a8 IF Hyi>visftmeVelar THEN HylsVisftmeve lar 

7138 IF HywS>Visftet¥elar THEN Hve=Visftestec lar 

7290 SUBEXIT 

7218 SUBEND 

- | 
7238 Lo bpp epee ete eteeeteese SUBROUTINE FLOW Fete ee tet tet ee teeter tetetet 

249 | + Caleulates nett flow inte the control volume. + 

PES | FRREE EEE EHEHEFE HEHEHE EEE EEE P EP E PEEP E FEET ETH E THEE T HHH ttt tt tete 

7260 SUB Flow¢Awang, Deff, Inc, Idir, Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat,Res,Rho, Secta 

r,vuang, I> 
ferd COM Autatl: So, Anrefixstl], err stat 

7239 COM SHORT Ip(-368: 1448 ,Op¢-Seait 

48> 

F296 COM SHORT Lit-368:1448),PC-350214409,0¢-38o: 14402 

i eth
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7348 
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COM SHORT Q19¢360),011¢3609, 80163682, 202¢360),Q03¢360) 

COM SHORT Ydltac-360:1440), ¥¢-360: 1448), Areat-358:1440),HC1448 

ON Sectort+1 GOTO Flow8,Flow1,Flow2,Flow3,Flow4 

Flowis! #**#*#* SectorG ##*#**# 

Thetaz-(Reseinc +. 3*(Awangt¥wang? 

Flw@1:IF I#Ine1>Theta THEN Flwée 

Qigcl+Res2=8 | Sector undefined 

Q¢I»=48 

SUBEXIT 

Flwa2:IF ABS¢¥dltacI22>Minvdlta THEN Flwa3 

IF Theta“Inc-I+Idir=@ THEN Flw@ea 

QC LySQel-IdirdtQtl-IdiroetThetavIne-I+Idirod 

IF Q@¢I>>@ THEN Flw@2b 

FlwG@2arQc1>=8 

FlwO@2b:G19¢l+Res2=-Q¢To+Licl> 

SUBEXIT ~ 

Flw@3:PQ=ABS¢CPCT3-Ipetoo 

PL=sPCI>o-Ip¢l) 

Qi@tl+Res I=SGNCP1L *4DcfFeAreat Io #SQRC2ePO-Rhod 

ACI =-Qiacl+Resd+Licltd 

SUBEXIT 

Flowl:! #**#*## Sectorl **####* 

PO=ABS(PCT3-Ipc¢t>> 

PLl=PCIT -Ipcld 

QiLCLySSGNC PL ¥DcfPeAreat lo #SQR¢C2eP0/Rho2 

Aclys-QiicLd+Licto 

SUBEXIT 

Flow2:! £###4*% Sector2 #*##**#* 

Po=IpcClo#¢Pstatal>+OpClo#¢Pstatae 

PB=ABS(PCLII-Ppo 

P1L=PCI)-Pp 

Qaitl-ResreSGNCP1Ls#DeffeAreat lo s5GRC2ePaeRha? 

Q¢lys-MoltIl-Resd+Li¢cTd 

SUBEXIT 

Flow3:! #####% Sectors ##*#**% 

PO=ABSCPCI-Opclo) 

PL=PCT>-Op¢l>3 

RoSC -D2eRes =HSGNCP i ede ff seAreat LO#SGRCSSPH-Rho2 

A¢lys-Qo2(1l-2#eResd+Li cl) 

SUBEXIT 

Flowds! £44444 Sectord #*##4%+% 

Theta=PI-. 5#(AwangtVwang> 

Fluw4itIF ¢l#Inc3Theta? OR CABSC¥dltacl29¢=Minvdltas THEN Flw42 

POSABS(CPCT3-Opcloo 

PlsPcT>-Op¢ls 

M¢lps-—Oo Stl -S*hRes9+L1¢19 

SUBEXIT 

Flw42:1F l#IneTheta THEN Flud4s 

IF ThetaeIne-I+Idir=8 THEN Flw42a 

QCLySQeT-[dir eat l-IdiroecThetaInc-I+l dir 

IF @¢I3<8 THEN Flw42b 

Fiwd2ar ac Io=8 
Flud2biQos¢l-S#Res2=-Ge19+4bLi¢1) 

SUBEXIT 

Fludaifos¢l-Se#kes = ! Sector Undefined 

Qc ls=s6 

SUBEXIT 

SUBEND 
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regu ! 
7308 Lo ppp tee teeter eeeeeteete SUBROUTINE SPNLIH ++retrtttetre terete 

7910 |! + This subroutine solves the non-linear equations for ite 

73926 |! + pressure flow and leakage. + 

ose + + 

7940 ! + Define max. stepsize: Maxstep : + 

FUG ERE EEE FHF EFEE EE EEEE EE EE EEE EEE EP EE HEHEHE EPH H HHH HHH HHS tt 

7968 SUB SpnlintAclar,Awang,Awdth, Cpsure, Eclar,€rad,Ewth,Idir, Ine, 

sNseg, Omega, Pangl,Phi,Pstat,Sector,U,Voav, Volar, Yuang, YVwdth, Res, Csum 

I> 3 

73978 COM Autetci:3>),AprefixsCll,Err_stat 

7930 COM SHORT I[p(-368:14495,O0p¢-3688: 14409, 10-3885 14409, 0F ¢-358. 14 

495 
739969 COM SHORT L1i¢-368:14489,P¢-368)1440>,0¢-368 ce 

3993 COM SHORT @18¢°3689,811¢63609, 8010385) ,Qo2¢36a3 

8819 COM SHORT Vdltat-38Gi1448>5, We=360 1444), Ar ¢ 

3 
8929 COM Beta, Def f, Eta, Poav, Rho 

8838 SHORT PitetBi:5i2> 

8846 Thetal=-(Res#Incd+. 5#CAwangt¥wang?) 

$950 ThetaZ=(i-1l-Nsegd#PI-. 54¢Awang+¥wangs 

8059 Maxstep=sle2 1 Max step size 
8678 Csuml=Sector 

3930 ! 
3930 | 2eeeH* 

8199 ! Solves for pressure using the Runge-Kutta-Mersan method. 

3118 ! Geometric variables are assumed linear between steps. 

8128 N=4 ! Initial Substep. 
3139 GOSUB Set 
B8i4G Rungel: ! Start of solution. 

815¢@ H=Ine “NM 
3168 PitetB =PCT-Idir> 
817a FOR Nstep=1 TO N 
8188 Hstep=0 

3198 Pe=PitetNstep-ls 

8298 GOSUB Tintval 
3216 KLSH#FHFtnicArea, Beta, Deft, Eva, Nt, He Eel ar yh US, Onegast ts 

P2,Cpsure, Pc, Pport,Rho,Sector, ys Velar, Wdlta,W1, We, Ewths 

3220 HstepsH-3 

2348 Pe=PitetCNstep-Lyt+kKi-s 

8246 GOSUB Intval 

3259 K2=H#FNFtnitArea, Beta, Def f, Eta, Hl, H2,Eclar,L,lo, Omega, Pi, 

ee ee 

8268 Hstep=he-3 
3278 Pc Be sce Lo+CKL+K29- 
3236 eae Intval 
3298 K3SH#FHFtni (Area, Beta, Dcff, Eta,H1,H2,Eclar,l,l3,Omega, Pi, 

P2,Cpsure,Pe,Pport,Rho, Sector, U,¥,Velar, ¥dlta,W1,W2,Euths 

3388 Hstep=H-2 
S318 Pe=PitetNstep-latcKi-s+3ekK3~ 33 

$326 GOSUB Intval 

33348 K4=H*#PNFtnitArea, Beta, Def f,Eta,Hl,H2,Eclar,l,l3,0mega,Pi, 

P2,Cposure, Pe, Pport, Rho, Sector, U,V, ¥elar, vdita, Wl, We, wth 

3348 Hstep=H 
3358 ~ Po=Pite(Nstep-LI+CK1“2-34K3-2+24K4) 
3363 GOSUB Intyval 
3378 KSsH*#FHFtni Area, Beta, Def f,Eta,H1,Hf,Eclar,L,Ll3,Omega, Pi, 

P2,Cpsure,Pe,Pport,Rho,Sector,U,¥, Volar, ¥dlta, Wl, We, Euths 

S338 Pite<Nstep@PitetNstep~-1i+(Ki+dekd+KS76 

3393 PitecB 2 =PitecNsteps 
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34868 Error=(2#K1-9#K3+8#K4-K59739 

3418. IF CABS¢Error>)>.2) AND (N<Maxstep>? THEN GOTO Recovert 

8428 1 PRINT N,Error,Nstep,PiteCNstep? 

3438 IF Err_stat=1 THEN SUBEXIT ! Abort: Error occured 

3446 NEXT Hstep 

8450 Exita:P=PitetNstep-lo | Nstep less one due to counter. 

e460! 

$479 |! Cavitation check 

3436 PCIX=SFNPcaveine, Omega, P,Pcav, Yoav, VdltacIo,Lictos 

3439 CALL Leak¢Aclar,Awang,Awdth,Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Euth, Inc,L,Nse 

g, Omega, Res, Sector,U,Vclar, Ywang, Yudth, I) 

8588 SUBEXIT 

8518 Recovert:! Doubles no. steps and restarts 

8529 N=N¥2 

35348 IF N>Maxstep THEN N=Maxstep 

3549 IF N>=Maxstep THEN Csum=Quad 

3558 GOTO Rungel 

$568 
3579 See hee tee eteeteteeteeeeste Intval Functions HEHEHE HEHEHE HEHEHE H 

| 

! 

2530 |! These subroutines determines the parameter value at points 

| 

! 
8594 within the interval. 
358398 PERE EEEHEEEEEEEEEREEREEEPEEEEEERE FREE EEEE EEE H HHH HT 

$618 Intval:! Start of subroutine Intval 

8629 Area=Areatl)+Agrad#Hstep l LS deter. tin “Intval g-4+" 

$638 Ye¥CI)+¥grad#Hstep 

8640 Ydlta=¥dltaclo+¥dgrad#Hstep 

3654 ON Sector+i GOTO Intval@,Intvall, Intval2, Intval3, Intval4 

$560 Intval@:! Sets interval value for pre-sector 

S$67a PoortsIptl+Res2+Ppgrad#Hstep 

363o H1=HCI+Reso2t+Hl grad#Hstep ! Higrad=a 

3699 P1=PC(1+Res9+Plgrad*#Hstep 
378g Wil=¥uwdth 
8718 H2=Ac lar+H2grad#Hstep 
S728 P2=P(Nseg#Res+19+P2grad*#Hstep 

3738 W2=Audth 
S740 L3=Erade¢Inc#¢(1+Res)-.5#(AwangtYwang2> 

8758 RETURN 
3768 Intvali:! Sets interval value for ist sector 

3778 Pport=lIptls+Ppgrad#Hstep 

s73e HL=HC1+Res2+Hi grad#Hstep 

3730 PL=PCI+Res)+Plgrad#Hstep 
3388 Wis¥wdth 
$810 Ival11:IF Inec#I>Thetal THEN Ivalle 
3328 HZ=Aclar+H2grad*+Hstep ! H2grad=8 

33398 P2=PCCNseg-1l>#Rest+li+Pegrad#Hstep 

3348 W2=Awdth 
3358 L3sErad#¢Inc#¢1+Res9-. 5#¢AwangtVwangs 4 

3368 RETURN 
B8378 IvallZ:H2=¥elar+H2grad*Hstep 

8338 P2=P¢1-Resd+Pegrad+*Hstep 

33998 W2sVvwdth 

S388 L3=Erad*¢Inc#Res-Yuang? 
8316 RETURH 
3928 Intval2:! Sets interval value for 2nd sector 

3338 PosIpclo#¢Pstatalo+Opc li #¢Pstatses 

3348 Preart=Pp+Ppgrad#Hstep 

3358 HI=HC 1 +Resot+Higradthstep 

33968 PLsPCl+Reso+Pigrad#Hstep 
“3978 Wie¥udth 
33939 H2=H¢ lo+Hegrad#Hstep 

eee >
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3998 
98898 
9819 
3828 
9838 
3849 
9859 
3869 
9878 
9838 
9898 
9198 
9118 
9129 
9138 
3148 
9158 
9166 
9178 
9138 

. 9198 
3208 

9218 

9228 

3230 

3243 

9259 

3268 

9278 

9238 

3299 

$3080 

9318 

3320 

39338 

3340 

39358 

3368 

9379 

39339 

39339 

3400 

3419 

3429 

9439 

3446 

3450 

3468 

3478 

3439 

3499 

39568 

9518 

3529 

9538 

3546 

39559 

3564 

9578 

atz=2) 

P2=P¢(Il-Resd+P2grad#Hstep 

W2=Y¥wdth 
L3= Erad#(Inc#Res-Vuang? 
RETURN 

Intval3:! Sets interval value for Srd sector 

Poort =Op¢1)+Ppgrad#Hstep 

H2=H¢ 1>+H2grad#Hstep | Hegrad=4 
P2=P(1-Resd+Pagrad#Hstep 

W2=¥wdth 
L3=Erade#¢Inc#Res-Yuang> 

Ival31:IF Inc*#I>Theta2 THEN Ival32 
HL=H¢I+Resd+Higrad#Hstep 
P1L=P(1+Res)+Pigrad#Hstep 

Wi=¥wdth 
RETURN 

Ival32:Hl=Audth+Higrad#Hstep ! Higrad=4 

PL=PCI-(Nseg-1 #Res2+Pigrad#Hstep 

Wil=Awdth 
RETURN 

Intval4:! Sets interval value for 4th sector 

Pport=Op(1)+Ppgrad#Hstep 

Hi=Aclart+Higrad#Hstep ! Higrad=4 

P1L=PCI-Nseg#Res+Pligrad*Hstep 

WisAwdth 
H2=HC 1 +HogradtHstep 

P2=P<I- eee ee 

We=¥uwdth 
L3= Erad#(PI-, 54 (Awang+Vwang)-1#Ine? 
RETURN 

{ 

Lo RRR EHH HEHE EH e tees Set PUNT PONS FEET EFE HET E EE HEHEHE TH HH 

| These functions determine the gradient Between the next 

|! interval.Linear function assumed over the interval step. 

LP REREEEEEEEEERPREEEREEE ERE EEE HE PEPE EEE EEE TEEPE EEE HEH HHH HHH Ht 

eti! Start of subroutine set 

Agrad=(Areatl+Idird-Areatloi-iInc 
YVgrad=(V¥¢l+Idird-¥¢1T39/Inc 
Vdgrad=(Vditacl+Idira-Vdiltacloo7Ine 
ON Sector+l GOTO Set9, Seti, Seta, Set3,5etr4 

Set@:! Set interval grad. for ‘pre-sector 

Pograd=CIptl+Rest+idirod-Iptl+ResooeIne 

Higrad=¢H¢l+Res+Idird-Htl+Reso3-Ine 

Pigrad=(PCl+Res+Idiro-Ptl+ResdaeIne 

H2grad=8 ! Aclar: Const 

P2grad=(PCNseg#Res+l+Idir d-Ptonseg#RestlooeInc 

RETURM 
Seti:! Set interval grad. for tst sector 

Pograd=(Ip¢titidiri-Ip¢l o-Inc 

Higrad=(Hel+Res+idird-Htl+Resdo- Inc 

Plaorad=CPCIl+Res+Idird-Pcl+RessoeIne 

StiisIF Inc*1I>Thetal THEN Sti2 
H2grad=0 ! Aclar:Const 
Pegrad=(Pe¢Nseg- L)#RestltIdird-PC(Nseg-1)#Res+1))/Inc 

RETURN 
Stil2:hHegrad=tHe T+Idird-H¢1od¢Ine 

P2grad=(PcCI-Res+Idiro-Ptl-ResiaetInc 

RETURH 
bec! Set interval grad. foree2nd sector 
Pograds(Ipel+idiro-Iptloa#iPsta ateloeCOpcit+Idtr Opt tajet Pst 
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3538 Ppgrad=Ppgrad“Inc 

9530 Higrad=CH¢Il+RestIdird- Hc T4Res>) Inc 

3688 Pigrad=(P¢1l+Rest+tI I diri-PCl+Resdo/Inc 

36198 H2grad=tH¢l+Idird-H¢ Io oetIne 
9628 P2grad=(PCI-Res+I dir -Pcl-ResdoetInc 

9630 RETURN 
9549 Set3:! Set interval grad. for Srd sector 

3658 Pograd=(Optl+Idir 2 -Op¢lio/tIne 

3668 Hegrad=CH¢ I+ [dir I-H¢Io>¢Ine 

3678 P2grad=(P¢CI-RestIdird-PCl-Resdo-Ine 
9538 St31:IF I#Inc>Theta2 THEN GOTO St32 

9698 Higrad=(H¢1l+RestIidiri-H¢Cl+Res.o¢Inc 

9738 Pigrad=(P¢(Il+RestIdird-Ptl+Resd>/Ine 
9710 RETURN 

9720 $t32:Higrad=4 
3738 Plgrad=(PCI-“Nseg-litRestidird—-PCl-CNseg-1lo#Resoo/Ine 

9748 RETURN 

9750 Setd:! Set interval grad. for 4th sector 

ra -7 3) Pograd=(Op¢I+Idird-Op¢loovtInc 

Scr Higrad=a 
9738 Plorad=(PCI-Nseg#Rest+ I dir d-PCI-Nseg*#ResdoeInc 
9796 Hegrad=CHCI+Idird—-H¢ Io dvIne 

3368 Po2grad=(PCI-Rest+Idird-PCl-Resdo7Inc 

9319 RETURN 

938206 SUBEND 

9330 =! 
33468 Lo ph eee te ee tteeeeeettete+ SUBFUNCTION FTHL terre ret tte tet tet ettet 

9850 ! This subfunction defines the main differential equation for 

3368 ! the rate of change of cell pressure wer.t angular position. 

337rh LPR EEEEREEEEEEEEE EERE EERE PEER EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE HEHEHE HH HHH tHe 

93380 DEF FNFtnl¢Ares, Beta, Deff, Eta, H1,H2,Eclar,L,L3,O0mega,P1,P2,Cps 

ure,Pc,Pport,Rho, Sector,U,¥,¥clar, ¥dit i; W2,Ewth> 

9890 COM Autocli3>, Aprefix$C1), Err_stat 
9900 . CALL Chkh(H1, H2, Sector, Volar, Hel, He2,Hv1,Hu2> 

3316 Ditap=Pport-Pc 

93920 Y1ISSGNCD tapreDchfeAreatSaRC2eABbS cD tapavRhod ! Orifice 
39338 ae ee He2> ! Entrain 

9946 SeL¥CHULSS¥CP1L-Pe oll +Hyv2*3e4¢(P2-Peo7W2> 

9936 Sie 2*L3¥Eclar*S#¢Cpsure-PedvEwtho eC leasitad 

9960 Y=Ho"1+Y¥2-OmegaevdltadeBetar(Omegar¥ > 

$970 RETURN, Y 

39933 FNEND 

3390. 

16980 |! +++++44+++ End of routines for non-linear solutions +++++++++ 

14616 ! 
LBG2H | teptteteeeeeeeteettte+e SUBROUTINE SPLIN treet tere ee tttteee tet 

18630 ! + Solves linear egqnuations for pressure, flow and leakage + 
16846 ! + This routine is valid for the ‘conditions; + 

19950 ! + ad Insignificant leakage comp. with port flow :Salvel + 

19660 ! + bs Significant leakage comp. but no port flow. iSalves + 
LPB LPR EE EEE EERE EEE E EEE EERE EE EEE HEHEHE HEH HH HH 

19636 SUB SplintAclar,Awdth, Awang,Cpsure, Dir, Eclar,€rad, Ewth, Inc, Idi 

r,L,Nseqg, Omega,Pangl,Phi,Pstat, Res, Sector, U, Yoav, Volar, YVuwang, Yadth, I 
» 

18936 COM Autoacii So, Aprefix$C1],Err_stat 

18188 COM SHORT Ipt-s68i14460 Opt -36a: 14409,1ft-seariddas, 

433 

19118 COM SHORT L1¢-3566:14405,P¢-3660: 14499,Q¢- 

19126 COM SHORT BiB HL S6ao Mol Seeo tose 

19136 COM SHORT WdltaC-36051440),4¢-360:1440), 
" 
a 
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19146 COM Beta, Def f, Eta, Pcav,Rho 

18159 ON 2+SGN¢AreatI>> GOSUB Beond,Beond,Acond ! Select: Solve ive 

19160 PCL =FHPeaveine, Omega, P,Pcay, Yoav, Ydltaclo,Licto 

19175 SUBEXIT 

18180 Acond:! With significant port flow 

19198 Cstat=a | Re-iteration check. 

19288 Ci=Inc#! 
1H218 K=I-Idir 

19228 hie Leak (Aclar,Awang,Awdth, Cosure,Eclar,Erad,Ewth,Inc,l, 

Nseg, Omega,Res,Sector,U,¥clar, Ywang, Ywdth, Ko 

192398 RL Oe 
19246 CALL Peons(Beta,K12,Deff, Kili, Eta, Inc, Idir,L1,Omega,P1,Pr, 

Pstat,Res,Rho,S
ector, 1, Areat#), Ipt#), Opce?, Peer, Vesa, ¥dltac#yd 

18256 Start: Dir=SGN¢Pi> 

19268 IF Dir=8 THEN Dir=SGN¢KI11> 

19276 IF Dir<>@ THEN Splint 
18288 P=P¢K) ! Solved 
18290 RETURN 
19308 Splint: ULlssaRCABS<P1)) 
19316 ZL=K1L1-Dir#eKl2eul 
19328 P=PCK) 
13338 CALL Solvel(Ki2,Dir,K11,P,Pr,Inc,<21, 1) 1 K1i2 def.tve 

16346 IF Err_stat=1 THEN SUBEXIT ! Abort Error occured 

18359 Checki:! Checks for accuracy of K11,K12 estimate values. 

16368 K=I 

19378 PCK)=P 

193848 CALL Leak (Aclar,Awang,Awdth,Cpsure,Eclar,€rad, Guth, Inc,l, 

Nseg, Omega, Res,Sector,U,¥clar, ¥wang, Ywdth, ko 

18398 YVali=l1 

18498 Val2=Li¢clo) 

16418 IF SGNCVallL>2<>SGNC¥al2>) THEN Check2 

18426 IF CABS(Val2-Vall>ABS(1.5#¥ali2> OR CRABSC¥ala-Yallo<Abse 

.5*#¥all> THEN GOTO Check2 

19438 RETURN 

16449 Check2:! New values for K11,K12 and re-iterate. 

18458 LisLicls 
18468 Cetat=aCstatt+l 

18474 IF Cstat>=3 THEN oe | Max permited 3 Iterations 

18438 CALL Peons¢(Beta, K1i2,Deff,K11,Eta, Ine, Idir, Li, Omega,Pi,Pr, 

Pstat,Res,Rho, Sector, 1, nantes EEess Ob aL Cen eas Wale Leas 

194968 GOTO Start 
19586 Beond:! No port flow 

185198 CALL Solvee¢Aclar, Awdth 

Ewvth, Inc, Idir,L, Nseq, Onega, P,Res,5 

CH, VCH Vd tattoo 

Jang, Beta, Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Eta, 

or 

Ally 5 

ector,U,¥clar, Ywang, Ywdth, 1,H¢#9,P 

18526 IF Err_statsl THEN SUBEXIT ! Abort. Error occured 

18538 POL SP 

18546 CALL Leak ¢Aclar,Awang,Awdth, Cpsure,Eclar,€rad, uth, Inc,l, 

Hseg, Omega, Res, Sector,U,¥olar, Yuang, Ywdth, I 

18556 RETURN 

19560 SUBEND 

19578 |! 
LHS5SH | teeteeteeeeeeteetetet+ SUBROUTINE SalwelL Bee HEH HHH tHe HH etree ete 

19590 |! + Selects appropriate routines for differing conditions of + 

186508 |! + suction and delivery flow. + 

LBS LG 1 FREER EP EEEEE PEA HFEF EEHE PEPE EEE EEE E AEE H EEE PETE H HEH HHH 

1u62H SUB SOU VEL SEG Oe etae ae eet 

14634 COM Autaciis>,AprefixsCL],Err_stat 

14646 ve ol=itE-4 1 Sufficiently small 2s 

18658 Cl=Inc#! 
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18660 Thetal=Cl 

18678 Theta2=Ci+Ine 

18580 K=2-Dire*eSGNcKils 

19690 ON K GOSUB Cont,Con2,Con3 

19790 SUBEXKIT 

19718 Coni: #=2-Dir*5GN¢21> 

18720 ON X GOSUB Sconl1,Seonl2,Sconi3 

18730 RETURN ‘ 

19740 Sconi1:2s=FNZ3¢62,K12,Dir,K1ii, Thetal, Thetae,2l> 

18756 IF ABSC2Z tate) THEN Sconila 

10768 22=9 

19779 P2eFNPsrtt2,K12,Dir,K11,Pr,22)> 

19788 RETURN 

19739 Sconitia:ixmin=Zs. 

19388 Kmax=Z1 

19919 IF ¥mintkmax THEN GOTO Seoniib 

19328 Amin=21 

148338 AmMax=Zs 

19840 Sconiib:Z2=FNSfnt1,K12, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Theta2,21,25,4min, Amax, I 

2 

18356 P=FNPsrt¢2,K12,Dir,Ki1l,Pr,22) 

19368 RETURN 

19878 Sconl2:P=P 1 Pe init pal ised ate PCl=2) 

13336 RETURN 

19890 Seoni3:Z2s=FNZ3(3,K12,Dir,K11, Thetal, Thetaz, 21> 

19388 IF ABS‘*2s)>1E-13 THEN Sscontl 

199186 Exp=-(¢Thetag-Thetalekiaeki2/c2eDirekKilo+2i-Kild 

189290 IF Exp<=LOGCABS¢(1E-19¢219) THEN Sscone 

14936 23=21 ; 

18940 Ssrt: 23=.5#2s5 

19358 2ss=2s5 

18968 Rmin=Kil 

193978 “max=Zl 

193388 IF Kmint#¥max THEN GOTO Sconi3a 

193990 emin=Zi 

11886 amax=Kil 

11918 ScontZa:Az=FNSfnt1,K12,K11, Dir, Thetal, Theta2, 21,252, 4%min, Amax, 

2 

11828 IF ABS¢CAz?<2stol THEN Sscond 

11836 IF Az<@ THEN Ssrt 

11948 IF Az>@ THEN Sscons 

11950 Ssconlt:IF ABSC2s>2>2st901 THEN Ssconia 

11968 2228 
114876 P=FHPsertc2,K12, Dir, Ki1,Pr,222 

115938 RETURN 

11896 Ssconla:Xmin=21 

11166 aMax=Zs 

Litt IF Xmint max THEN Sscontlb 

11128 HminBes 

11138 AMmax=Z21 

11148 SseonlbiZZ=FNSfnt1,K12, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Thetas, 21,23, 4min,Amax, 1 

? 

11150 PsPNPsrtt2,Ki2, Dir, K11,Pr,22? 

11164 RETURN 
11178 Sscon2:22=Z21#ERKPCExps 

11136 PsPNPsrt<2,Ki2, Dir, K11,Pr, 42) 

11198 RETURN 

11208 Sscon3izZs=Az 

11218 ZZ=FPNSfnil, K12, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Theta2,21,25,4min, max, 12 

11226 22=22 
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11239 P=FNPsrt¢(2,K12,Dir,Kil,Pr,223 

11240 RETURN 

11258 Sscond:Z22=Az 

11268 P=FNPsrt(2,K12,Dir,Kitl,Pr, 22) 

11278 RETURN 

11280 Con2: X=SGN¢(Thetag-(Thetal-Dir#e2#21/CKleeKi2do) 

11298 IF Dir*X<=6 THEN P=Pr 

11366 IF Dir#X>@ THEN P=FMPsrtt3,Ki2,Dir,Kk11,Pr,222 

11319 RETURN 

11320 Cond: Thetae=Thetal+Dire2/CKL2#K1L22SCKLL-Z1-KIL#LOGCKIivet>) 

11338 X=2-SGNtThet a2-Thet aes 

11346 IF ¢Thetae<Theta2+. G@i*Ine? AND ¢Thetae>Thetas-.at*Ineo 

THEN K=2 

113548 ON X GOSUB Scon31,Scon32, Scon33 

11368 RETURN 

11370 Scon3i:2s2FN2Zs61,K12, Dir, K11, Thetal, Thetaz, 21> 

113390 IF ABS (23) >Zstol THEN Scaneis 

11390 Z22=8 

1i4a9 P=FNPsrt¢(1,K12,Dir,Ki1,Pr,22% 

lidig RETURN 

11428 SconSla:kXmin=Kil 

11438 xmax=2s 

11448 IF Xmin<Xmax THEN GOTO Seoan3ib 

11456 Rmin=zs 

11468 mmax=Kil 

11478 Scon3ib:Z22=FNSfn¢62,K12, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Theta2,21,23,4min, Amax, 1 

> 

11488 P=FNPsrtC1,K12, Dir, K11,Pr,2Z22 

11439 RETURN 

11598 Scon32:P=Pr 

11519 RETURN 

11526 Scon33:2s=21 

11538 IF ABS(Zs>>Z2sto0l THEN Scon33a 

11540 2229 

11558 PsFNPsrt(2,K12,Dir,Kil,Pr,222 

11566 RETURN 

113570 Sc Sat XminekKiil 

11589 Kmaxe2l 

TiS ou IF ¥min<¥max THEN GOTO Scon33b 

11698 Kmin=2i 

11619 SmaxekKil1 

11628 Scon33biZZ=FNSfnt1,K12, Dir, Kil, Thetal, ThetaZ, 21,23, 4min,smax,! 

2, 

11638 P=FNPsrt¢(2,K1i2,Dir,K11,Pr,222 

11646 RETURN 

11658 SUBEND 

116568 |! 
LLSTOH | teeteee eee teeeeeette+ SUBROUTIWE SalwseD HERP H HEHEHE HEHEHE HEH HHH He 

11680 ! + This subroutine solves for segment pressure directly, - 

11690 ! + when the outlet port is closed. + 

11799 ! + The routine assumes vane clearences at Yelar for forward + 

11718 ! + and trailing vane. - 

11720 | + Hote: Non defined area checks in Seleo] + 

LL TBD | FERRE HE EEE EEE E EEE E FEE F EEE TEEPE HEE EEF EPPS TS HHH ete 

11748 SUB tees Audth,Awang, Beta, Cpsure, Eclar, Grad, Eta, Euth, 1 

ne,Tdir, = 422g, Omega, P, Re 3,3ector, U,¥eolar, Viaang, Yudth, 1, SHORT Hee) . PF 

C#9,VC% acs 

11758 con Rutocis:s>,Aprerixtlijd, Err stat 

1176@ K=I-Idir 

11778 OW Sector+t GOSUB — i!
 3018,S011, 5012, $5013,5014 
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11730 CALL Chkh¢H1,H2, Sector, ¥clar,Hel,He2,Huvi,Hv2> 

1179@ Ki=Betarc¥¢Ko #0megaz ‘ 

113888 K2=1/¢C12#Etad 

11810 K3=LeCHVI*3#P PAWL tHU253ePre/Wl + 24L Sec lars3*CpsureEwth 

11320 A=Ki¥¢K2eKS+UeL“2eCHel-He2d-Omegasvd tack > 

11838 BHKLekK24¥CL#CHul*3-WitHver3/W2+LoeEc lar*3/Ewth> 

113840 Z2z1=A-BePiKks 
1185@ Z2z2=Z2214EXP¢-BeInes 

11860 P=CA-Z2z229-B 
11876 SUBEXIT 
11888 Sol@:! Sector 8 
113894 Wi=Y¥wdth 
11380 HL=H(K+Res) 
123970 PFSPCK+Res) 
11928 W2=Awdth 
11338 H2=Acl]ar 
119498 Pr=P(Nseg#Rest+k> 

11958 L3=Erad#¢Inc*#¢1+Res9-. 5*#CAwang+ wang. > 

11968 RETURN 
11970: Solt:! Sector 1 
11989 Theta=.5#(Awangt¥wang? 

11998 Solit: Wl=¥wdth 
12089 HL=H¢CK+Res) 
12619 PF=EPCK+Res? 
12829 IF I#Inc>Theta THEN GOTO Soll2 
129838 W2=Awdth 
12949 H2=Ac] ar 

12958 Pr=P¢(Nseg-Li#Restk) 

12869 L3=Erad#¢Inc#¢(1+Resd-. 5#(Awangt¥wang?> 
12978 RETURN 
12686 Soll2: W2=Yudth 

12899 H2=HCKD 
12169 Pr=PCK-Res2 
12118 L3sErad#¢Inc#Res-Yuwang?> 

12120 RETURN 
12130: Sol2i! Sector 2 
12148 HL=HCK+Re53 
12158 Wis¥udth 
12166 PFSPCK+Res) 
12178 H2=HCKD 
12138 W2=¥uwdth 

12138 Pr=PCK-Res) 

2208 S=Erad#(Inc#Res-Awang> 
12216 RETURN 
12229 3$613:! Sector 3 
12238 Thetas(l-i-Nsegi#PI-. 5#¢Awang+¥wangs 
12248 Sol3i: H2=HCK> 
12254 W2s¥Vudth 
12268 Pr=PCkK-Res2 

12270 L3=Erad+Inc#Res 
12238 IF Il#Inc+Theta THEN GOTO Sol3e2 
12298 HL=HtCK+Re3 2 
12386 Wis¥uwdth 
12316 PRSPCK+Res 3 
12328 RETURN 
12336 Sol32: Hi=Aclar 
2346 Wil=Awdth 

12356 PFEPCK-CNseg-lotRess 

123648 L3=Erade¢PIl-Theta-. 5#tAwang+ wang?) 

1237-0 RETURA 
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123885 Sol4:! Sector 4 

12398 ~Wil=Awdth 

124400 Hi=Aclar 

12419 PR=EPCK-Nseg#Res? 

12429 W2=¥wdth 

124398 H2=HCK> 

12448 Pr=PCK—-Res? 

12458 L3=Erad*¢PI-Theta-. 5#¢Awangt¥wang> > 
124698 RETURN 

124793 SUBEND 

12485 ! 
12490 |! tetetetetteeeeeeee tee SUBFUNCTION SFM treet treet tee etree te te 

12500 ! Solves for the root 22 of the non linear #quation using the 
! 125159 ! methods of “Modified Regula Falsi’ and “Newton-Raphson’. 

12528 I PERE REEEEEEHEREEEREEEEEE EERE EE EEE EEEEREPEE EERE EEE HEE HEE HEHEHE 

12536 DEF FNSfn<Eqn, K12,Dir,K11, Thetal, Theta2,21,2s,%min, Xmax, [> 

12548 COM Autotli3>, Aerefix$lil, Err stat 

12558 Acount=1 

12568 Frol=.01 ! Receptable function value 

1257@ IF FNYfnéEgn,Kk12, Dir, K11, Thetai, Thetaz,21,259¢=Ft01l THEN GOTO 

Newton 

12590 Regfals:! Set up trip parameters 

12599 : Ntol=20 | Max iteration 

12686 Ktol=1E-5 |! Aeceptable 21,22 difference 

12610 Regert:! Start of routine proper b entry rhe error routine 

12629 A=Kmin 

12638 B=Kmax 

12648 W=A 

12659 Fa=FNYfncEgn, Ki2,Dir, Kil, Thetal, ThetaZz, 21,2 

12665 Fo=FNYfnctEgn, Ki2, Dir, K11, Thetal, Thetaz, 21, 3B 

12678 IF Fa*#Fb> THEN GoTo Error ! Same sign at endpoints 

12689 Fw=Fa 

12696 FOR N=i TO Ntol 

12708 IF CABS(CCB-AD429>Kt0o1l> AND CABS¢ Pwo oFtols THEN GOTO Srg 

fis 
2ri8 IF ABSCCB-AI4294=Ktol THEN 2s=¢B-Aive 

12725 IF ABS¢Fud<=Ftol THEN 2s=h 

12738 GOTO Newton 

12740 Srofls:W=(FbsA-FasBo-tPb-Fad 

127359 Previw=Fu 
12768 Fw=PNY¥Pfn¢cEgn, Ki2, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Thetad, 21,5 

127768 ! Change to new interval 

12788 IF Fat#Fw>@ THEN GOTO Srgflise2 

12798 R=b 

12398 Fa=Fu 

12318 IF FuwePrevfusi THEW Fbo=Fb-2 

12326 GOTO Srgfls3 

12338 Srgfls2a: B= 

12348 Fo=Fu 
12358 IF Fw#Prevfw> THEN Fa=Far2 

12869 Srgfls3Si:NEXT N 

12978 GOTO Errore 

12388 Errori:PRIHTER IS & 
12398 PRINT (OL tt, USame signo-atcend. points. 

123048 PRINTER IS 16 

12318 ! Widen Xmin,ax limits 

12928 BMinekmin-.2Z5ethmax-kmina 

12939 MMax=Smaxt. 25#¢hmax-Kmin 

12948 IF AReount>S THEN GOTO Hewton 

12958 Reount=Acount +1 
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12958 
12970 
12988 
12998 
13008 
13818 
13628 
13938 
13848 
13856 
13268 
13079 
13888 
13090 
13198 
13119 
13126 
13132 
13148 
13158 
13166 
13178 
131388 
13136 
13208 
13218 
13228 
132398 
132408 
) 
13258 
13258 

GOTO Regsrt 

Error2: PRINTER IS. 2 
PRINT "I s"31I,"Max permitted iteration" 

PRINTER [5 16 
| Attempt to solve with “Newton” 

Newton: ! Solves by Newton-Raphson Methad 

Irate=1l 

Nitol=2g 

Nftol=1lE-5 

Nerr=.6681 

Newton2: (fn=FNYfncEgn, K1i2, Dir, Kil, Thetal, Theta2, 21,232 

IF ABSCY fn ONF tol THEN Neuton3 

RETURN 2s 

Newtons: Pdf na=PNYdfincEgn, K1i2, Dir, K11,23> 

Ydita=s"fneYdfn 

Z2=Zs-Ydita 
IF CABS¢Yditasy<Nerr? OR CIrate>Nitol> THEN RETURN Ze 

Irate=Iratetl 

2s=Z2 

GOTO Newton2 

SUBEND 
| 

Lo pete pe eee teteteeteees+ SUBFUNCTIONS YFN tree ettteeettteeetette 

! Defines the non-linear equations. 
LRH EEEEHEEEEEEEREEE EEE EERE HEE E EEE EEE EEE HEH HH HH tet 

DEF FNYfn¢cEgqn,Kk1i2,Dir,Ki1,Thetal, Theta2,21,223 

COM Autoci:3>,AprefixsCll,Err_stat 

ON Eqn GOTO Eqni,Eqn2 

EqnisYfns2eDir-CKi24eKi2s#*#(Z2-Z1-K11*#LOG¢22/2199-¢Theta2-Thetral 

RETURN ‘ff n 
Eqna:yYfns-C2*Dird “cK ZeKL2.4CZ1+Z2-24KiL+24LOGckKilekilecelle*ezes 

2>-CTheta2-Thetal> 

13276" 
13238 
13296 
133868 
133198 
3328 

133368 
13348 
13356 
13368 
13376 
13384 
13390 
13488 
13416 
13429 
134348 
13445 
3458 

134668 
134768 
13438 

RETURN ‘fn 
FNEND 

I 

1 pepe eet teteeeeeteeeetet+ SUBFUNCTIONS SDFN +e etttte rete tteee ttt 

| Defines the derivative of the #quatians 
LRP EEEEEEEEEREEREEEEE EEE EEEE PEE EEEEE EEE EE EE EEE EEE HHH HH ttt 

DEF FNYdfncEqn, Ki2, Dir, K1i1,223 

COM Autoci:3>,Aprefix$Ci],Err_stat 

OM Eqn GOTO Eqni,Eqne2 

Eqnis ¥dfn=e=24Dir-CKlZ*Kl2.*4C1-K11/“Z2) 

RETURN Ydfn 

Eqn2: Ydfne-24Dir- CK 1l2eki2s*4¢1-Kil’22) 

RETURN ‘dfn 

FNENE 
! 

Lo php Hetette ee eteteeest SUBFUHC TION 2S tetteetetetttte rete tee tee 

! Determines start vwalues 
LAR EREEEEE PRE EEEEFEHEE EEE EEE HEHEHE EEE EEE EEE EEE FEE EEE TEETH EHH 

DEF FNEs¢tEgqn,K12, Dir, K1i1, Thetal, Theta2,213 

COM Autotl:3s,Aprefix#lij],Err_stat 

ON Eqn GOTO Eqni,Eqn2, Eqns 

Eqni!: Zs=Ki1¥K11/“Z21#EXPC-24+21/K1i1+¢Theta2-Thetalrekiaeklercsed 

VReiel DD 

13436 

13568 

135196 
13526 

RETURN Zs 
Eqn2: Z2s=Z1*EKP(-(¢ Thetaz-Thetal #K124K1a-C2eDirekKilot+2ieKito» 

RETURN 23 
Eqns: 2s=Z1#EKPC-CCThetas-ThetaloekKi2eklercaeDirekitoaas 

ole
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13538 RETURN Zs 

13549 FHEND 

133550 ! 
13568 | +eeetettreteeeteete+ SUBFUNCTION PSRT +tt+ttrttetttte tte tttte 

13576 ! Evaluates P value 
_13580 ! PERE HEE ERE PEER EEHEFREEEHEEEEEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EH HEHE TH HHH 

13530 DEF FNPsrtctEqn,Ki2, Dir, Ki1,Pr,22) 

13608 COM Auto¢i:3),Aprefixslil,Err_stat 

13610 ON Eqn GOTO Eqni,Eqn2,Eqn3 

13628 Eqni: K=¢22-KildvK12 
13638 P=Pr-Dir#x#% 

136448 RETURN P 

13658 Eqn2: K=(22-K1i1>-K12 

13668 P=Pr+Dir#x#xX 

136798 RETURH P 

13688 Eqn3: K=-¢Theta2-Thetslod#kKl272+21-K12 

13698 P=Pr+Dir*x#x 

13788 RETURN P 

137198 FNEND 

13729 ! 
1373B | Heeeteeteeteteeteett+ SUBROUTINE Peons +ttrtttetrtttettreteet 

13746 ! + Sets constants K1i2,K11,P1,Pr. (Ref Documentation? + 

L375 | FPR HEHEPEEHEFEPEPEFEFEHEE EEE EE EEEEEE EP EEE PEE PEE HEHEHE EHH Ht Ht 

13760 SUB Peons¢Beta, K12,Deff,Kil,Eta, Inc, Idir,L1,Omega,P1i,Pr,Pstat, 

Res,Rho,Sector,1, SHORT Areac#), Ipt#), Opc#s, Peo, Veo, Vdlraceo? 

13770 COM Autocl:3>,Aprefixslil],Err_stat 

13789 K=I-Idir 
13790 Kiz=BetartV¥CK eOmegar,*#DcffPeAreat Ko eSGR Cangas 

13880 Ep=-BetaeVdltacKo“¥ek) 
139810 Kiil=BetaelLiv¢<¥¢K> #O0megard+Ep 
13820 ON Pstat GOTO Input, Output 

13838 Input: PL=PCKI-IpctK) 
13849 Pr=Iptk> 

13358 SUBEXIT 

13868 Output: PLl=PCK)-Opck) 

13378 Pr=Qptk> 

13388 SUBEND 

i3ssgu 

139GH |! +++++e¢eee+ End of routines for linear salutions trrttttttt+ | 

igsig ! 

13928 ! 
L3S3G | tee eee eee teeeetettete SUBFUNCTION PRAM +t+rttrtttttttt et te tet 

13946 ! Cavitation check 
13959 ! Pressures assigned to cavitation values if the calculated 

13968 ! pressure is less than the cavitation pressure andor the 

13970 ! cavitation volume is greater than zero. 
L3SBB 1b FERRE EFEFREPEEEEEFEEEEEREHEEFEEEEEEEPREEEEEEEE EE EEE HEH EEE EHH THY 

13996 DEF FHPeavcIne, Omega, P,Poav,Veav, SHORT Vdlta,Lio 

14498 COM Autoct:3),Aprefixt0Cl1],Err_stat 

14019 IF ¢(P>=Peauv> AND ¢C¥eav<e=8> THEM RETURN P 

14928 Vdir=l ! Increasing cavitation vol. 

14038 IF P>Peav THEN Ydir=-1l 

14048 IveavecYd ta-Li-vOmegas¢iIne 

14058 Veoave¥caueVdir+I ve av 

148968 IF Veav<c8 THEN VYeaved 

14078 PRINT “ CAVITATION Woavs "S\iraw 

148985 RETURH Peavy 

14895 FNEND 

i¢i6g ! : 

L411 1 eee te eee ete eeteetttee+ SUBROUTINE GUATL +e rttteettttttttrett 

+408
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14126 ! + Calculates leakage, net flow out of the control volume a 

14134 ! + and segment “port flow at each angular position. + 

14146 ! + Summed segment port flows produces the inlet and outlet + 

141560 ! + flow arrays. + 

14166 ! PRR REE EEE EH EEE HEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EE EEE EEE EE HEE ETS 

14170 SUB GdatitAclar,Awdth,Awang, Cpsure,Eclar,Erad, Ewth,Inc,l,Minvd 

lta, Nseg, Omega, Pangl,Phi,Res,Resnum, Secsrt(#),U,¥clar, Ywang, Yudth3 

14186 COM Autot1:3>,AprefixsCl],Err_stat 

14198 COM SHORT 1p¢-358:1444),0p(-360: 14409, 17¢-368:14489,0f%¢-360:14 
438) 
142808 COM SHORT L1¢(-368:1440),P¢-369:144059,08¢-350: 14405) 
14218 COM SHORT G189¢368>,911¢6360>,201°360), 8026360), 803¢3885 

14229 COM SHORT YWdltat-360: 14405, 4¢-360:1440),Areat-369°1440),H¢144o8 
? 
14236 COM Beta, Dcff, Eta, Pcav, Rho 
14248 |! 
14256 ! Generate leakage and flow arrays. 

14266 !| *#*#* PRE-SECTOR #+#+# 
14278 Sector=4 

14230 Pstat=1 
14296 FOR I=Secsrt¢i1 3-1 TO Secsrt¢G> STEP -1 
14308 Cl=l*#Inc 
14310 CALL Leak(Aclar,Awang,Awdth,Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Ewth, Inc,L,Nseg, 

Qmega,Res,Sector,U,¥clar, Ywang, Ywdth, I> 

14329 CALL FlowCAwang, Deff,Inc,I dir, Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat, Res, Rho, Se 
or, Ywang, I> 

14330 NEXT I 
14346 |! #*#* FIRST SECTOR ##+# 
14356 Sector=1 

14366 Pstat=1 
14370 FOR I=Secsrt¢1> TO Secartt2>-1 

143386 Cil=l#Inc 
14390 CALL Leak ¢Aclar,Awang, Awdth, Cpsure,Eclar,frad,Ewth,Inc,Ll,Nseg, 

OQmega,Res, Sector,U,Velar, Ywang, Ywdth, [3 

144889 CALL Flow¢Awang, Deff, Inc, dir, Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat,Res,Rho, Sect 

or, ¥wang, I> 

14416 NEXT I 
14420 ! #** SECOND SECTOR ##+# 
14439 Sector=2 

14440 Pstat=l 
14458 FOR T=Secsrt¢2) TO Secsrt (33-1 

14468 IF Areatlo<=6 THEN Pstat=2 
14476 Cl=l#Inc 
14489 CALL Leak ¢Aclar,Awang, Awdth, Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Ewth,Inc,L,Nseqg, 

Omega, Res,Sector,U, Volar, Ywang, Ywdth, I> 
14494 CALL FlowtAwang, Def f, Inc, Idir,Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat,Res,Rho, Sect 

or, ¥wang, [3 

14580 NEXT I 
14516 ! #*#* THIRD SECTOR +++ 
14526 Sector=3 
14530 FOR [=Secsrt¢3> TO Secertcdo-1 

14540 Cl=lI#Inc 
14559 CALL LeaktAclar,Awang, Awdth, Cpsure,Eclar,Erad,Euwth, Inc,L,Nseqg, 

Omega, Res, Sector, U,¥colar, Yuang, Ywdth, [2 
14568 CALL FlowtAwang, Deff,Inc,Idir, Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat, Res, Rho, Sect 

or, ¥uang, I> i 
14578 NEXT I 
14580 ! **#* FOURTH SECTOR *#+ 
14590 Sector=4 

14580 FOR [T=Secertt4> TO Resnum 

t 
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146190 Cl=l*Inc 

14629 CALL Leak (Aclar,Awang, Awdth, Cpsure, Eclar,Erad,Ewth, Inc,L,Nseqg, 

Omega, Res, Sector,U,¥clar, Ywang, Yudth, r) 

14639 CALL FlowCAwang, Deff, Inc, Idir, Minvdlta,Nseg,Pstat,Res,Rho, Sect 

or, ¥Ywang, I> 

14640 NEXT I 

14650 ! 
14660 ! Sets output array for Inlet and Outlet flow. 

14679 Enderr=INT¢.854Res3 ! End correction factor 

14686 ! 
14698 |! ##% PRE-SECTOR *** 
14709 FOR I=Secert(@+Enderr TO SecsrtClo-t-Enderr 

14719 IF CTISMilLtl+Resd+Qigcl+Resd 

14728 OF CI HQol dc l+ResdtQo2¢ 1 +Reso+Qo3t1+Res2 

14738 NEXT I 

14746 FOR I=Secsrt(8) TO Seesrt(Bs+Enderr-1t l End correction 

14756 [f¢lo=lFCSecsrt (8 o+Enderr? 

14768 OF CT HOF CSecert (Oo o+Enderr? 

14778 NEXT I 

14789 FOR I=Secsrt¢lo-Enderr TO Secart¢lo-t 

14796 [ren datnsecar t¢1s-Enderr-1> 

14800 Of C12 HOF CSecsrt¢1>-Enderr-is 

14818 NEXT I 

14828 ! 

14830 ! #** FIRST TO FOURTH SECTOR ### 

143846 Keosunt=1l 

14859 FOR J=1 TO Nseg 
14369 FOR [=Secsrt¢8> TO Secartti-2 

14876 IftKeountI =lFCId 

14888 OF ¢KeountreOFCT) 

14890 Keount=Kcountt+l 

14988 NEXT I 

14918 NEXT J 

14926 SUBEND 

14330 ! 
14949 Lo pp pee EEE EEE EEE EEE EET SE SUBROUTINE PSURE tet epee eee eee tteteeee 

14954 ! + Calculates port pressures from the inlet and outlet flow.+ 

14969 ! + The routine models a lossless anechoic Tine and dominant + 

14970 ! + source impedance ; + 

14980 ! + Intermediate fluctuation are suppressed to aid conv. + 

14998 ! RARER EEE EEE EEE EE EEREEEFEEEEEEEEE PEE EEE EE EEE HHH H HH 

15608 SUB Psuret Beta, Corftr wee o, Instat, Ipsure, lldiam, Oidiam,o 

psure, Resnum, Rho, Type, Secart(#),! SHORT Orcer, ITFC#), Op cen upc eo > 

15010 ! Process Output 
15928 CALL Psurel¢Beta,Corftr_o, Instat, O1diam, Opsure, Resnum, Rho, Type 

,Secsrtc#, OF C43, 0pc# 29 

158339 ! Process: Input 

15640 IF Instat=8 THEN SUBEATT 
15056 CALL Psuret¢Beta,Corftr_i,Instat, ]]diam, Ipsure,Resnum, Rho, Type 

psecertc#o, TPtea, I pteoo 

15066 SUBEND 
15870 SUB Psurel(Beta,Corftr, Instat, Diam, Mpsure, Resrum, Rho, Tepe, 

rtsa), SHORT Pl buted. Press<#)) 

as
 

it
 

a]
 

li
a 

15436 K=PI*Diam*2 

15898 K=d*5QR(RhoseBetaleK 

15196 K=Carftr#ek 

15118 Sums 
1Si2e Count =Resnmum-Sec|ert (Bo +1 

15138 FOR T=Secsrtcs TO Resnum 

15148 Sum=Sum+P lowe ls 

~O2e Oo
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15138 

15164 

TSit7e 

151306 

15196 

152986 

15219 

15226 

15238 

15246 

15258 

152608 

152790 

15289 

15298 

153906 

15312 

15326 

15334 

15348 

1533590 

15368 

153798 

15338 

15396 

15489 

154190 

154298 

15439 

15446 

15456 

15468 

15476 

15438 

154398 

15568 

L351 

15528 

15539 

15548 

T3530 

15568 

15578 

15538 

15596 

15608 

156198 

15629 

15638 

15645 

15658 

15568 

15874 

NEXT Tf 

Nout l=Sum-“Count 
ON Typeti GOTO Sortl,Sort2 

Sorti:! Sort imtermediate array 

FOR [=Secsrt¢8> TO Resnum 

Press(Ilp=¢PresstI>+MpsuretKe CP lowelo-Noutilor#.5 

NEXT I 

Press(O3=Press(Secsrt cao 

SUBEXIT 

Sort2:! Sort final array 

FOR IT=Secsrt¢9>) TO Resnum 

Presst Is =Mpsuretke(Flow¢ Lo-Nout ls 

MEXT I 

Press (O)=Press(Secsrt (a3 

SUBEXIT 

SUBEND 
| 

Lo pppoe tte eeteeeteee+ SUBROUTINE SMOOTH +ettttettetetteettteett 

| + Waveform smoothing: a simple moving point averaging : + 

1! + which i3 a low pass digital filter. + 

! + Excessive smoothing masks the characteristic behavior. + 

1 + Level of smmoothing is controlled by parameter: Smooth + 
LP EREEREEPREEEEHEEEEEEFEHEEHHE FE EEE EEE EEE EERE EE HEHEHE THE HHH tH Ht 

SUB Smooth¢Resnum, Smooth, SHORT Arrayt#)> 

Int=INTCResnum/13a*+Smootho 

FOR I=Int TO Resnum-Int 

Array=8 

FOR J=-Int TO Int 

Arrav=ArraytArraycl+J> 

NEXT J 

Arraytl=ArrayCoeInt+1) 
NEXT I 
FOR T=Resnum-Intt+1 TO Resnum 

Arrayc lo =Array(Resnum-Int> 

NEXT I 

FOR T=e@ TO Int-1 

Array¢losArray¢cInt> 

HEAT I 

SUBEND 

| 
Lo pppoe ete eeteeeet+ SUBROUTINE ERR_REC FREE HE HEHEHE HEPES EHH HH HH 

1! + Recovery routine for numerical errors in, Selsal routines. + 

l + Sets eer.gtat to 1.0n error. and returns call. + 
| SEPEEEEAEEEAEEPESHPHEEEEPELE PEPER EEE EE HE EEH EHH Ht tHe ete tet eee 

SUB Err_rec 
COM Autoti:33,Aprefix$C1ll],Err_stat 

Err statsl 

SUBEND 

! 
Lo bt bee tee tee tteteeets+ SUBROUTIHE YOCTL +ttteer teeter ttetttet tte 

1 + Calculates the control volume for gach rotational position 
LPR EEHEEEEEEEEF EEE EEF PEELE FEF EEE EEE E EEE EEE EET EP E EEE HEHE 

SUB VetltAwang,Inc,L,Nseg,Rdiam, Res, Sdiam, Yang, Ywdth, SHORT We 

#), HC #33 

15630 
15630 
15780 
15714 
1572 
1573 

Thetal=-(PI“Hsegi+. S#¢Awang+Vwang> 

Thetas=. 54 Auwangt+tVwarg? 

Thetas=(l-1l-“Nseg) sPI-.5#¢AwangtYwang? 

Thetadt=PI-.5#¢Awangt+tYuangs 

Thet aS=P1 

YSeCSdiam*2-Rdiames224l-s 

~“ 200°>
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15748 
15758 
15768 
1577S 
15738 
15798 
15888 
15319 
15828 
15339 
15346 
15359 
15868 
15373 
15839 
15399 
15368 
15919 
153926 
15938 
15948 
15956 
15968 
1539768 
15989 
15998 
16909 
16818 
16829 
16939 
16848 
16856 
16868 
16876 
16838 
16999 
16168 
16118 
16128 
16138 
16148 
16158 
16168 
161768 
16158 
161968 
16298 
-eg,Pangl,Pdiam,Phi,Res,Sdiam, ¥wang,Gastr¢#), Gdpthe#?, SHORT Areaceoo 

162140 
16229 
16238 
16248 
16258 
16269 
16279 
16288 
16296 
163808 
15315 
163209 

VYols¥eCPI“Nseg-Ywang> 
Thet aa=PI-.5#¢Awang+¥wang? 
=-Res 

CilstInc#l 

Looplti:IF Ci>Thetal THEN Loop2 

YCI>=0 
T=I+1 
Ci=l*Inc 
GOTO Loopl 

Loop2:IF Ci>Theta2 THEN Loops 

VOT =¥*CCi-Thetald 
T=I+1 
Ci=Incel 
GOTO Loope 

Loop3:IF Ci>Theta3 THEN Loop4 

YV¢T =V¥ol 
T=I+1l 
Cil=Inc#l 
GOTO Loops 

Loop4:IF Ci?Thetad THEN Loops 

YT =¥*t Thetaa-Cld 

T=I+1 
Ci=Inc#l 
GOTO Loop+ 

LoopS:IF Ci>ThetaS THEN Exitt 

YVCI3s9 
T=I+1 
Cil=Inc#l 
GOTO Loops 

Exiti:SUBEND 

is presented as a percentage of the maximum flaw ares 

and consistent with a scolleped port configuration. +
 

| 

| 

| + Calculates the effective flow area for gach rotational 

| + position. The routine also permits the inclusion af three 

| + types of “relief grooves” to provide for 4 contralled 

! + leakage path to the outlet port. 

+ 

1 + Defined groove types; a) Hemispherical tGtupe f 

i b> Square sloping :Gtype 2 

i ¢) Triangular sloping :Gtype 3 

dace 

| + No overlap of relieve grooves is permitted. 

| + Virtual flow areas are defined in sector 8 and 4 .This 

1 + 

! 
| 

$eeeeeeteeeeeeteet+ SUBROUTINE AREA PERE EEEHEEHE EEE EE HEHEHE HHT 

t
e
e
e
e
e
r
e
r
e
e
e
r
e
e
t
 

+
 

REREEEEEEEEEREEEEERE EERE EEE EERE EEE FETE EEE ETE PHT HE ETE EH HH tte 

SUB AreacAwang, Gtypet#),Gedimic#>, Gewth2c#),Gcoangoe#o, Inc,b,Ns 

DIM Y¢€2502,A¢2509,Gmaxti:2) 

Yirftr=, 30 { Virtual Flow area factor 

N=Phi-“Ine 

M=INTCCN+1 9729 

N=2*M 
Stepl=Pdi am-N 

ArcacsSdiamsAShiPdiameCSdi amecOSe¢Panglaos 

StepesArcac.'N 

FOR I=8@ TO Ne 

BeleStepl 
¥YCI3SZe#SQRCPdi am#k—-K*2) 

NEXT I 
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16338 
153498 
16358 
163566 
16379 
15338 
16398 
154388 
16414 
164298 
16436 
16448 
16459 
15458 
15479 
15438 
16438 
16588 
16516 
16528 
16538 
15548 
16556 
16568 
165798 
165368 
16536 
16588 

e
l
 

1eez 

15638 

16648 

166548 

16666 

16678 

16639 

16636 

16788 

16716 

16728 

16738 

1er46 

16756 

16768 

167748 

16738 

18799 

16386 

16315 

1632 

165398 

163468 

166s 

D re 

1 

f 

om 

o
f
 

" 

e
e
 

F
t
 

ee
 

A
w
A
m
H
h
 

wm 
w
o
o
 oO 

O
w
 
a
1
 

m% 
o
a
 
o
a
 

@
 

io
 

o
 

“
 SEPT: 34 

FOR [T=N-2 TO WH 
A=l*#Stepl 

YCTISYCN=T3 
NEM 21 
AC83=8 
FOR [=1 TO N 
ACTISACTH1L9+.5S4¢7 CD47 C112 24Step2 
NEXT I 
Oarea=ACNs 
Voarea=VirftrsQarea 

I=-Res 
J=K=Li=mM=38 
Ci=Inc#l 
Thetal=-CPIvNseg d+. 5#(Awangt¥wang.2 

Thetaf=-(PI“Nseg)+¢Pangl-.S5*¢Phi-Ywang? 2? 

Thet aS=-CPI“Nseg)+¢Pang]+.3#¢PhitVwang> > 

Thetad=Pangl—-.5#¢Phit¥wangs 

Thet aS=Pangl+.5#¢Phi-Ywang? 

Thet a6s¢(1l-1/Nseg 2 *PI-¢Pangl+.5#¢Phi-Ywang) > 

Thetar=Cl-1-Ns2g 2 #PI-(Pangl—-.5*¢Phit¥wang> > 
Thet aS=PI1-(CPangl+.S5#¢Phit¥wang>?> 

Thet ad=PI-(Pangl-.5#¢Phi-Ywang? > 

ThetalB=PI-.5*¢Awang+Ywang>) 

Thetall=PI 

Segang=PI“Nseg 

Gmaxang=Thet as-Segang+¥uang 

Gmaxt1>=Gmax¢22=8 

Page 38 

IF Gtypeclo<>8 THEN Gmax¢1=FNGroove 1, Segang, Ywang,Pangl,Phi, 

Gtypecs), Gediml¢*#),Gewtha¢c#), Geangs¢#), ThetasS, Gastr¢#.,Gdpthi#)) 

16610 IF Gtypet2o<>8 THEN Gmax(23= =FNGroovec2, Segang, Ywang,Pangl, Phi, 

typ|ec#s, Gediml¢#), Gewth2t2>,Gcangs¢#), Gmaxang,Gastri#),Gdpth¢#so 

IF Gtypeci> THEN Enid groovel=ThetaS+Gastr¢l, Gtypecto) 

Loopi:IF Ci?Thetal THEN Loope 
AreatIo=0 ! Seg. undef. flow set to 

T=I+1 

Ci=Inc#!I 

GOTO Loopl 

Loop2:IF Ci>Thetaz THEN Loops 

AreatlysVoarea i Vertaal T7F low 

I=I+1 

Ci=Inc#!I 

GOTO Loape 

Loop3SiIF Ci>Theta3 THEN Loop4 

Areat Io=AcMs 

IF Areatl?3O0area THEH Areatl>=Oarea 

IF Areacl?<Voarea THEN AreatlosVoar 

M=M+1 

T=I+1 

Cl=Inc#!I 

GOTO Loops 

Loop4i:IF Cil>Thetad THEN Loops 

Areal =Oarea 

T=sI+1 

Cir=Inc#! 

GOTO Loops 

ae C1l>ThetaS THEN Loopsa 

reaclosAen-J3 

a AreacIo>0aerea THEH Areat lo =Oarea 

IF AreatI><Gmax¢1l> THEN Areat lo =Gmaxtto 

J=J+1 

ee 

* 2. > 

zero 

area
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16910 I=I+1 
16929 Cl=Inc#! 
16338 ~ GOTO Loops 
16949 LoopSa:IF Gtype¢1s=8 THEN Loops 

16958 LoopSbiIF C1>End_groovel THEN Loops 

16968 Area IQ=FNGrooveci, Segang, Ywang, Pang], Phi, Gtypet#),Gediml 

(#9, Gewth2¢4),Geang3¢#),Ci,Gastri#),Gdpthc#o> : 

16978 Tai+1 
16986 Cil=Inc#! 
16998 GOTO LoopsSb 
17468 Loops: IF Ci>Thetas THEN Loop? 
17818 Areatlo=8 ! Assumes no groove 

17929 IF Gtypet29<>8 THEN Areat lo =FNGroovet2, Segang, Ywang, Pang] 

»Phi, Gtypec#),Gedimi(#), Gewth2¢#), Geangst#s,Cl,Gastre#), Gdptht#d 

17938 T=I+1l 

17848 Cil=Inc#! 
17858 GOTO Loops 
17968 Loop?7:IF Ci>Thetar THEN Loops 

17878 AreatC lo=sAcK) 
17980 IF AreatI><Gmax€2> THEN Areatld=Gmax¢es ! Transition are 

Bo 
179898 K=K+1 
171988 I=I+1i 
171198 Cl=Inc#l 
17128 GOTO Loop? 

17138 LoopS:IF Ci>Thetas THEN Loops 

17146 Areatls=Oarea 

17158 I=I+1 
17168 Ci=Inc#! 
17176 GOTO Loops 

17186 Loop3:IF Ci>Thetad THEN Loop1s 
17198 AreaC LT X=ACN-L1> 
17298 IF RreatI>>Oarea THEN Areatli=Oares 

17218 IF AreatI><VYoarea THEN AreatliaYoarea 

17228 Li=Li+i 
17238 T=I+1 
17246 Cl=Inc#l!I 
17258 GOTO Loops 
17268 LoopiBi:IF Clo>Thetal® THEN Leones 

1r276 Rreatlo=Voarea ! Virtual offloaw path 

17286 T=I+1 
17296 *  Cleilne wd 
17389 GOTO Loopis 

173196 Loopli:IF Ci>Thetall THEN Exit 
17328 Areatli=4 ! Seg. undef. flow set to sere 

17336 T=I+1 
17345 Cl=Incel 
17356 GOTO Loopitl 
173668 Exit: SUBEND 

17376 ! 
17388 ! Defines groove ares 
17398 DEF FNGroavecIdenpt, 3¢gang, Vwang,Pangl, Phi, Gtypecss,Gedimic#?, 
Gewth2¢4),Geang3t43,01,Gastr¢#3,Gdpthe#s) 

17460 OH Idenpt GOTO Inlet, Outlet 
17418 Inleti! Inlet port groove 

L7s20 ~ GtupesGtypet la 

17438 Veangstl+.5#¥wang 

174445 Astrt=Pangl+.5#Phi+Gastret, Gtynes 

17454 KeAstrt-Yrang 

17465 IF K*=8. THEN RETURN 
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17478 

17438 

17430 

17569 

17518 

17s26 

17538 

17540 

17550 

17558 

17578 

17539 

17338 

76aB 

17618 

17629 

17638 

17546 

176548 

17668 

17578 

17638 

17638 

17798 

17716 

17728 

17738 

17748 

{7758 

17768 

17778 

17738 

17798 

17308 

Velar 

17318 

173208 

17338 

17348 

17358 

736o 

17379 

17338 

17338 

17308 

17918 

173298 

17936 

17340 

17350 

17360 

17374 

17389 

17396 

13908 

13918 

13828 

123838 

13948 

13858 

Igdpth=Gdpthtl, Gtyped“Gastrc1, Gtypes ek 

ON Gtype GOSUB Groovel, Grooved, Grooves 

RETURN Garea 

BDutlet:! Outlet port groove 

GtypesGtypet2d 

YVrang=Cil+Segang-. 5#¥wang 

Astrt=Pl-Pangl-.S#Phi-Gastrt2, Gtypes 

K=¥rang-Astrt 

IF K<=8 THEN RETURN @ 
Igdpth=Gdptht2, Gtyped/“Gastrc2, Gtupestk 

ON Gtype GOSUB Groovel, Grosve2, Grooves 

RETURN Garea 

Groovel:! Hemispherical groove. 

BetasAcs(il-Igdpth-¢.S#GcdimitIidenpt 235 

Carea=.25#PleGcdimi¢Idenpto*2 

Sarea=2eBeta-Pl#Carea 

Tarea=.S5#GedimicIdenpt *2eC0S¢BetareSINt Betas 

Garea=Sarea-Tarea 

RETURN 
Groove2:! Square sloping. 

Garea=Igdpth*Gcwth2a¢Idenpt s 

RETURN 
Grooves: ! Triangular sloping. 

Garea=Igdpth*2*TAN*(. 5*#Gcang3tidenpt 33 

RETURN 

Page 32 

Het tteteeeteeeett+ SUBROUTINE VHEIGHT +++ ere eee ttteeeetteteet 

+ Calculates the vane clearence at each angular position. + 

+ Vane clearence is calculated for St=angle<=.5+#PI 

{ 

| 

| 

1 + The array is defined in the angular positian 8 toa 
! 

1 + The array is mirrored about the .5*#PI 
| 

ae + 
+ 

+ 

LHRH EEHEEEEEEEEREEEEEEEHEEFEE EEE EEE EEE PETE EEE EHH HHH 

SUB Vheight (Aangl,Aarad, Abrad, Aorad,Awang, Inc, Res,Fdiam, Sdiam, 

Yuang, SHORT Ht #9) 

T=9 

Ci=6 
Ee=(Rorad-Aarads*45IN¢Aangl > 

Ra=(Rorad-Aarads 4COS¢ARangl > 

Gama=ASHC Ee” CAbrad-ARarad? > 

Aofs=(Rbrad-Aarad) #COS(Gamar-Aa 

Thetal=.5#¢AwangtYwang> 

Thet az=Abrad#SIN¢Gamad 

Thetaz=Theta2-(Abrad*COS¢Gamar-Aofs3) 

Thet aZ=RATNC Thet a2> 

Thetas=Aangl 
Thetad=,.54#PI 

Thet aS=F iI 

Crise2=.5#¢Sdiam-Rdi amd 

Loopltir Citvthetal THEN Loope 

H¢Ilp=Crise 

T=I+1 

Ciel*iIne 

GOTO Loopl 

Loap2:IF-C1>Theta2 THEN Loop3 

D=Cf2eAafs*eCOScCi op ose-deCAars*2-Abrad*22 

Besar D> 

oats aoe SG is 
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13868 K=K1 
13078 IF ¢K>Aorad) OR ¢X<8> THEN K=K2 

13839 H¢l>=Rorad-A+¥Ve lar 
18999 IF H¢CI>2>Crise THEN HCl) =Crise 

18188 T=I+1 
13119 Cisle*tInc 
13129 GOTO Loop2 

18130 Loop3S:IF C1l>=Theta3 THEN Loop4 

13148 B=-2#¢Aorad-Aarad  #COS¢Thetag-Cl> 

138158 D=B*2-4#¢ (Rorad-Aarad)*2-Aarad*2) 
isisa D=SAQRCDS 
18178 41=¢-B+D)72 
13188 K2=¢(-B-Dd72 
13198 eK 1 
13288 IF ¢8>Reorad> OR CK<8> THEN K=K2 

18218 H¢l>=Rorad-K+¥elar 
18220 T=I+1 
18238 Cil=l*Inc 
138248 GOTO Loops 
18258 Loop4:IF Ci>Thetad+ THEN Loops 
18268 H¢T>=Yelar 
18279 T=I+1 
18288 Ci=l*#Inc 
138299 GOTO Loops 
13389 |! 
18319 ! Sets array for other quadrants. 

18320 LoopS:Lastpt=I-1 

18338 J=9 
18348 Loops:IF Ci>Thetas THEN Exit 
13355 HCL =HCLastpt-J> 
18366 J=jJ+i 
13378 T=I+1 
18388 Ci=l*Inc 
183998 GOTO Loops 
18400 Exit: SUBEND 
18416 ! 
LS42G | teeeeeeteeeeettteeett+ SUBROUTINE IHITIAL ++t+ettett+ttteerttt 

18439 ! + Calculates initial estimate of pressure for segment 7 

134409 ! + and the inlet“outlet ports. + 

184509 ! + Start values assume comstant port pressures set to mean + 

18468 ! + values and negligible compressibility effects. + 

LEAT | FREER EEE EEE EEE EERE EEE L EEE PEPE PEPPER EEE PEPE HEHEHE HHH HHH Ht 

18489 SUB Initial¢Ipsure,Hseg,Opsure,Res,Reanum, Secert¢#2,3HORT Po#s 

»Tpc#>, Opc#d 
13436 Ditap=COpsure-Ipsurey“CNseg-2) 

i8sseo. FOR T=Sec|ert¢a> TO Secertc2a-1 

is518 PC Ild=Ipsure 

18528 HET I 
18538 FOR IT=Secsrt¢2> TO Secartc3o-1 

13549 PClssIptD ltapecInhT¢ cl -Reso“Resotls 

13554 NEXT I 
13568 FOR l=Secaert¢3> TO Resnum 

13570 PCT) =Opsure 

13536 NEXT I 

13598 MAT Ip=cIpsured 

13688 MAT Op=(Opsured 

13616 SUBEND 

13628 ! 
1E535 | eee teeeteetetete+ SUBROUTINE VOLTA terre ttt etter tttett tr tte et 

! 13640 + Calculates the change in swept volume for each angular + 

a 29) 4 

a
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1386560 ! + position. + 

136650 ! + Changes in swept vol. is kept to zero until the forward + 

18670 ! + vane retracts to 1.25% normal vane clearence. This + 

18688 ! + produces the effect of attributing all the flow to the + 

13690 ! + dominant segment communicating with the port. + 

13788 4 FERRER EEE EEE EEE EEE EEE EERE EEE EEE EE HEE EEE EERE EEE EEE EEE EEE EPH HS 

18710 SUB YdltatAwang, Inc,L,Nseg,Rdiam, Res, Sdiam, volar, ¥wang, SHORT H 

C#),Vdltac#2> 
13728 Min_h=1.25#¥clar ! See note above. 
13738 Thetal=-(PI“Nseg3+.5#¢Awang+Ywang> 

138740 ThetaZz=.5*¢Awang+Ywang) 

18759 ThetaS=PI“Nseg 
13768 Thetad=Pl*#(1-2-Nseg2 
18778 ThetaS=Pl#¢l-1-Nseg? 

13738 Thetas=PI-.5#(Awangt+¥wang? 

13790 Theta7=PI 
138380 Odiam=Sdiam-2*¥eolar 

18318 VYmax=COdi am*2-Rdi am*204#L/“8 

13829 I=-Res 
18336 Cl=l#Inec 
183840 Loopl:IF Cl>Thetal THEN Loope2 
13856 YVdltacIo=a ! Seg. undefined 

18868 T=I+1 

133798 Ci=leInec 

13888 GOTO Loopl 

18896 Loop2:IF Ci>Thetaz THEN Loop3 

13399 Idi am=Sdi am-2*H¢1+Res2 

13914 VdltacI =CIdiam*2-Rdiam*29#L/s 

13928 IF H¢l+Res?<Min_h THEN Ydltaclo=¥max 

18936 T=I+1 

18946 CisleIne 

13959 GOTO Loope 

13960 LoopS:IF Ci>Thetas THEN GOTO Loops 

133978 Idi am=Sdiam-2*H¢1> 

139358 Vdltatl =(Odiam*2-Idiam*2)#Ll-s3 

13390 IF H¢I><Min_h THEN ¥dltaclo=8 

198486 I=I+1 

13618 Ci=leIne 

19826 GOTO Loops 

19938 Loop4iIF Cil>Thetad THEN GOTO Loops 

19446 YVdltacIo=8 

13458 T=I+1 

134865 Cl=l#Inc 

19878 GOTO Loops 

13886 LoopS:IF Ci>ThetaS THEN Loops 

1390398 Idi am=Sdiam-2tHtl+Res2 

139188 YVdltacIlo=-COdiam*2-Idiam*224#l-3 

13119 IF H¢1+Resd<Min_h THEN Vdltatclo=e 

19126 T=I+1 

{9139 Cil=leInc 

139146 GOTO Loops 

19156 Loopé6: IF Ci>Thetaé THEN Loop? 

13168 Idi am=Sdiam-2eHel> 

19179 YVdltacIs=-CIdiam*2-Rdi am*2s4le-s 

19139 IF HCI><Min_h THEN Ydltacl>=-Y¥max 

13138 I=I+1 

132048 Cil=le*iInc 

19218 GOTO Loops 

19220 LooprsiF Ci>Thetar THEM Exit 

19238 VdltatIo=98 

>a. *
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19248 I=I+1 

192598 Ci=l#Inc 

19268 GOTO Loop? 

19276 Exit: SUBEND 

eae



C.3 PROGRAM VPLOT 

a aoe
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wo ]
 ee
 

18 | RE-STORE"VPLOT:F3" 
28 | ee eee eee eee eeeeeeeee PROGRAM VPLOT se eee eee eee eee eres eeteee 

308 [ * * 

48 | * The program outputs the vane M’“C dynamic characteristic # 

38 1 # in a graphical form. * 

68. | # # 

78 ! * The program provides a choice of three plotting media ~ 

39 ! *# Benson,HP 9872AR & YDU * 

38 | # Data is read from datafiles "XGDTAx" * 

1088 ee * 

119 | # The program operates in two modes AUTO & MANUAL: + 

128 1 * AUTO: Batch processing of data specified betweed upper = * 

138 ed and lower limits. * 

148 1 * MANUALS Individual input of data filenames * 

158 i * * 

168 | # Revision#1:19:0CTI 1982 + 

173 ! # Re-structured and added AS size plot aptian = 

138 1 * 

198 1 * ORIGIN: G.SEET MECH. ENG. ASTON VARSITY * 

268 l *- DATES. 22° JULY sl # 

218 oe * 

228 1 PRR EKERERSAA SSSR SSS SASS HHS SSSR SSS SHES HRS SSH HSS SSH HHH HSS 

238 COM Autoci:3>,Aprefix$(1] 

248 DIM HamelSCidl],Mstoretl 4], Me: 

258 SHORT Veptcs6ga v1 ¢360), "er re 

g) 

268 PRINTER I[S 16 

27r@. EXIT GRAPHICS 

238 PRINT “ABC"S&CHRS C129 
2998 PRINT “ PROGRAM VPLOT EXECUTING " 

agis(301],Messagesl1a] 
O>,1p63609,0p¢3609,1F02609,0 ot

 

3
 
a
 68 

= 
=: 

= 
2 

388 Mstoresa"iT14" | Define mass storage device. 
318 Chk=2 | Li:Gaphics 2: Benson 3: 3572A 

328 Peount=1 ! Initialtze plot count 

339 IF Autotcly=1 THEN Autos ! Auto sequence made 

345 | 
356 | Select plotting dewice 

368 Spelot:LIHPUT " DO YOU REQUIRE VIDEO GRAPHICS ¢YeNo i", 7s 

378 IF Y$="%" THEN Chk=1 
338 IF Y“$=""" THEN Input 

338 IF Y$="HN" THEN Splotl 

480 GOTO Splot 

419 Sploti:LINPUT “ DO YOU REQUIRE BENSON ¢Y"Ho 2", 7% 

$25 IF ‘Y*#=""" THEN Chk=2 

438 IF ¥$="¥" THEN Input 

$45 IF VY$="H" THEN Splote 

$56 GOTO Splotl 

469 Splot2:LIHPUT " DO YOU 3 9872A PLOTTER ", 7 

476 IF vs="*" THEN Chk= 
$30 IF. ’s="¥" THEN ae 

430 Te Cys ye AND ON Ss UN THEM: splot] 

588 SOTO Splat 

516 i 

S28 | Select made 

539 InputsLINPUT "“ IS AUTO SEQUENCE REQUIRED ¢Y“No: ", 7% 

548 IF VY#="H" THEN Manual 

550 IF Yss"4" THEN Auto 

566 GOTO Input 

57a | 
538 | HHFFFHFHRFSH HSH HHH HHSE 

S34 | AUTO SEGUEHCE ROUTIHE 

“295. *
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668 

518 

628 

638 

648 

556 

568 

6575 

635 

530 

rae 

710 

728 

738 

748 

738 

rsa 

778 

73a 

730 

398 

319 

328 

338 

348 

358 

Béaq 

378 

330 

396 

380 

316 

326 

38 

38 

1yae 

1818 

1a20 

14838 

1846 

1859 

1466 

1878 

1838 

1938 

1188 

Po 

1128 

1138 

1146 

11598 

liege 

Liv 

1188 

L5G 

! This routine permits batch processing of the YGDTX: 

! The datafiles stored at the specified mass-storage devi 

| are accessed and plotted sequentially between specified 
! upper and lower limits. 

Auto: Autocla=tl 

Aprefixga"y" 

Autod. INPUT OITNPUT DATRP LCE PREPD. cnpefault ~¥7 32", Apretixs 

Autozs INPUT “INPUT LOWEST DATAFILE NO. ¢>a0)3",AuUtoc 2) 

IF CAutoc2><@> OR CAuto(29>99> THEN Auto2 
Autos; INPUT "INPUT HIGHEST DATAFILE NO. ¢¢=99)9:", Autos, 

IF CAutocs><@> OR CAute¢3>>99>5 THEN Autes 

IF Autot2>>Autoc3> THEN Auto2 

Rutoa: lf Entry for linked call. 

Count =Autot 2) 

Mode=1 

Name1$C1,1]J=Aprefix 

Namel$C2,4¢]="GDT" 

Autos: T=Count DIY 18 

T=Count MOD 18 

Name lSCSISCHRSC43+T> 

NamelSCEJSCHRS(43+I5 

NamelsC7?, 19]=Mstores 

ASSIGN Namelt TO #1,2 

IF 2=@ THEN Autos 

Count =Count+1 

IF Count >Auto¢3> THEN GOTO Aend 

GOTO Autos 
Autos:GOSUB Plot 

Count =Counte+l 

IF (Count >Autet3o> OR CCount>=190> THEN Rend 

GOTO Auted 
Rend: Autocl = 

GOSUB Exit 

STOP 

! HHFFHSFHSSHSSAHHHHSHE SS 

! MANUAL SEQUENCE ROUTINE 

| The routine requires individual input of data Filenames 
Manual: ! Manual mode 

Modes2 
EtNPUT * INFUT CATA FILENAME “AGD14203 “SS Nametsf1. 61 
Namel3C?,19]=Mstores 
ASSIGN Namel$ TO #1,2 

TF. 220 THEN Mplot 

BEEP 

PRINT “ABC SCHRS< T2> 

PRINT USING "#,K"3CHRE(27°98"ta2srac" 

$F 281 THEN PRIMT. "NO SUCH FILE FOUND 3; “tNameds 

TF 222. THEN PRINT " WRONG FILE TYPE 5; “3;Namels 

GOTO Manual 

Mplot:GOSUB.Plot 

ASSIGN #1 TO # 

GOSUS Exit 

STOP 

| SH#PHPRHRHHHEH RHE H SHES 

! MAIN GRAPHIWG ROUTINE 

Plot:! Reads graphical data. 
READ #1;Csum 

MAT READ. #15 V¥co, vit. ver, lp, 00,0, OF 
I COnGeet tio OUtbUt Units. 

MAT Yepec.li#¥Vep ! bar 

o
o
 jv
 7 je
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1208 
1219 
12268 
1236 
1248 
1259 
1269 
1278 
1238 
1296 
1388 
1314 
1320 
1338 
1348 
1358 
368 

1378 
13368 
1398 
1486 
1418 
i428 
1438 
1445 
1458 
1460 
147% 
1436 
1438 
1548 
1518 
1528 
1538 
1546 
1558 
1568 
1578 
15368 
1536 
1688 
i618 
628 

1538 
1648 
1658 
1568 
1678 
1638 
1696 
1788 
1718 

te: SO:SEPT: 34 vy
 

MAT VIfSC Logg evi t mm3-S 
MAT Vef=C LBBB eVer mm3/S 
MAT Ip=to1>*tp bar 

! 
! 

! 
MAT Op=¢.1)9#0p ! bar 

MAT ITf=Cleegr*IF ! mm3es 
MAT Of =(19090>+0F ! mm375 

i 
| ee eeR4 
! This routine checks the data status. 

IF Caum=8 THEN Plote2 
PRINTER IS 8 
PRINT “ CAUTION DATA FAULTY #* ¢"jNamels 
PRINT 
PRINT “ DATA STATUS VALUE :"3Csum 
PRINTER iS 16 

Plot2: ! Plots graphical data. 
| 
| #4444 
1 Outputs the plot YANE SEGMENT PRESSURE Vs ANGULAR 

1 POSITION ". Data is Vep. 

Iset=l 

CALL Set¢Iset, Mode, Chk, Poount, 22 

Messagl#="VANE SEGMENT PRESSURE xiE" 
Messag2g="Cbard " 

CALL PltsgltNamel$,¥ept#), Messagi#,Messaget? 

CALL ResettIset,Mode, Chk, Pcoount,23 

Peount=Prounte+l 
\ 
| £##+4#% 
! Qutputs the plot "“ VANE LEAKAGE FLOW Ys ANGULAR 

POSITION ". Data 414. ¥1t. 
Iset=2 
GALL Set¢Iset, Mode, Chk, Peoount, 2) 

Messagi#="VANE LEAKAGE FLOW xle" 
Messages="(mm3-S>" 
CALL Pitsg! (Names, WlfC#),Messaglt, Messages: 

CALL ResetCIiset, Mode, Chk, Peaunt 2) 

Poount=Pcount+l 

3 

| #eeee4% 
Qutputs the plot "VRAHE SEGMENT FLOW VWs ANGULAR 
POSITION" Data is Vet. 

| 

| 

I 
c 
set=3 
ALL SetcIset, Mode, Chk, Peount, 22 

Messagit="VANE SEGMENT FLOW x1E" 

ee, $="Cmm3"S9" 
CALL Pltsgl (Namels, YofC#),Messagl#, Messages? 

CALL ResetCIset, Node, Chk, Poount, 22 

Pogunt=Poount+l 

HERRESE 

Outputs the plot “INLET“OUTLET FLOW Ws RNGULAR 

pe Data ts it ang Ut. 

seta4 

Race SetcIiset, Mode, Chk, Poount, 2) 

Messagif=" INLET QUTLET Pie osc ee 

Messaget="Cmms35" 
CALL PiltdbltNamel$, 1f0#9,0f C4), Messagl#,Messagets 

CALL Re set(Iset,Mode, Chk, Peount, 22 

Froount=Pirount +i 

- 297 - 
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1308 ! 
138198 | £eeee4 

1329 i Butnuts the plot “INLET /QUTLET PRESSURE 

1338 1 Ys ANGULAR POSITION " . Data is Ip and Op. 

1346 Iset=5 
13858 CALL SettIlset, Mode, Chk, Pcount, 23 

1366 Mes $agi#="INLET 7 QUTLET PRESSURES xte" 

1379 Messag2s="C(bars " 
13388 CALL Pltdbl‘Namet$, Ipt#>,Opt#),Messagis, Messages 

1890 CALL ResetCIset, Mode, Chk, Pcount, 2) 

19900 Pcount=Pcount+l 

ia 
1926 RETURN 
T3306 
19490 | eee REE SSH ESSE SSH EE 
1956 ! PRINTS EXIT MESSAGES 
1966 Exit:EXIT GRAPHICS 
3768 PRINT "“ABC"&CHRS¢ 129 

13938 PRINT CHRS*123) 
1399 PRINT RPTSC"*", 30) 
2088 PRINT CINCL> 
2818 PRINT RETSC"s" 3495" COMPLETED "“SRPTS<°#" 34) 

2020 PRINT LIN¢1) 
2838 PRINT RPTSC"*", 80) 
2948 PRINT EIN l> 
2959 PRINT "FOR ANOTHER EXECUTION PRESS “RUN’" 
2068 PRINT LIN¢GS> 
2078 PRINT “ THIS MACHING 15 FREE FOR THE NEXT USER. ” 
2930 PRINT 
2898 PRINT "PLEASE PLACE DISK/“CASETTE IN APPROPRIATE CONTAINER" 
2189 PRINT “THANK YOU" 
2118 PRINT TABC61);"G.SEET" 
2129 Dish. 
2139 RETURN 
2148 END F4SESAEERERERESEEHAEEEAAARAHARHAA EASES HEAR AREER RARE EERE ES 

Zioe 3! END OF MAIN PROGRAM SEGMENT e 

P165Q | HHFHFFHFHHSHHHSFHSHHHSFHFHFHFSFHFSHSFSS HSH R ASRS ASKART THF 

eae 3 
PLR | beer tee eee eteeeteeete SUBROUTINE SET +ttetttrete rt tettttteet 

2190 ! + Sets plotter limit for “GRAPHICS" facility + 

2268 | See tE Te TO ee eee eR TE eee e TEEN ete Teer 

22150 SUB Set¢Iset,Mode, Chk, Pcount, Size?) 

@ PRINT “ABC"&CHRS(12) 322 

2230 PRINT " PROGRAM. VPLOT PLOTTING *° 

2249- GN Chk GOSUB P1t1,P1t2,P1t3 

2229 SUBEXIT 

22609 Plt1: ! Graphics 

eery PLOTTER IS 13, "GRAPHICS" 

2238 GRAPHICS 

2298 EIMDT 8,188.47, 10,135 

2388 FRAME 

2o12 RETURH 

2320 Pite:! Benson plotter 

2338 | 13Aa. , 2:A6 

2348 PLOTTER IS 5S,"INCREMENTAL",.85 

2358 IF FRACTCPoountecde#Size.seletdeSizes THEN LIMIT 8-Size, 297 

(Size, 20/Size,23073ize 
2360 IF FRACTCPcount-¢44Sizgedo<olecdeSizges THEN LIMIT B8rSize,23 

PeSize, 230-Size, +40r5i ze 

2378 FRAME 

“2.
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2336 RETURN 
2390 Plt3:! 3S72A Plotter 
2408 PLOTTER 1S 7,5, +2¢72h" 
2418 EIMIT 3,275,109, 138 
2428 IF FRACTC I set-d32174 THEM FRAME 

24398 IF FRACTCIset’43eit-4 THEN LIMIT 3,148,198,95 

2444 IF FRACTCIset-4)2s274 THEN LIMIT 5,148,35,158 

2458 IF FRACTC set-4d9=374 THEN LIMIT 14,2 Zale 14,95 

2466 IF FRACTCIset-49=9 THEN LIMIT 143,275,95, 139 

2478 FRAME 
2439 RETURN 
2490 SUBEND 
2580 ! 
2518 1 ppp hehe te tee eee eteeeet+ SUBROUTINE RESET peepee e terete ttre terest 

2520 ! + Resets graphic facility. + 

25398 ! PEER PEPER EERE EHREEEEEEEERE PEELE PEPER EEE EE EEE EH 

2540 SUB Reset(Ilset, Mode, Chk, Poount, Sized 

2550 ON Mode GOSUB Dmode, Manual 

2569 SUBEXKIT 
2576 Dmode: ! Directory mode 

2538 ON Chk GOSUB Dpltil,Dplt2,Bpits 

2598 RETURN 
2686 Manual:! Manual mods ; 

2519 ON Chk GOSUB Mplti,Mplt2,Mplts 
2628 RETURN 
2638 Dplti: ! Graphics 

2646 DUMP GRAPHICS 
2659 RETURN 
2669 Dplt2: ! Benson 

2679 BEEP 
2538 IF FRACTCPcount-C4d#5izeoo¢>6 THEN RETURN 

26398 LIMI? 0,317 -Size, -7i8,6 
27au MOVE 108,85 
2718 RETURN 
Zr2O Dplts: | 9372R 
2738 IF CFRACTCI set“42<>8>) AND CIset<>5>9 THEN RETURN 

2748 PRINT ere ec 
2759 BEEP 
2768 PRIHT CHRS¢1312%" PLEASE CHANGE FPRPER " 

2r7e PRUSE 
2738 RETURN 
27398 Mpiti: ! Graphics 

2386 BEEP 
2314 PAUSE 
2329 RETURN 
2338 Mplte: |! Benson 

2346 BEEP 
23568 IF FRACTEPcount-C4#Size2o¢>8 THEN RETURN 

25648 LIMTT pees ge 
2378 MOVE 188,34 
2338 RETURH 
2598 Mplt3: ! 9872A 
2388 IF CPRACTC lset“49¢%09 AND CIset<e50 THEN RETURH 

2314 PRINT “ABCRCHRS C123 
2928 PRIHT LINGS) 
239368 BEEP 
2948 PRINT CHRS<1S13%" PLEASE GCHAMGE PAPER ® 
2958 RETURN 
2968 SUBEHD 
2370! 

~ fon ©
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1 pee eet te eeteeetee+ SUBROUTINE PLTSGL Fret eee ete ret te tte eee te 2338 
29990 ! + Generates single plots. + 
33098 LRH EEE EERE REE EEE EERE PEPE EEE EEE EHH EHH EHH 

3910 SUB Pltsgl¢Namel$,SHORT Spt#),Messagl$, Messages) 

3420 ‘‘max=8 
38935 ‘imin=6 
3 Su4u0 FOR [21 TO See STEP 2 

3059 IF Spctlis*max THEN Ymax=Spcl> 
34968 IF Sp¢lo<tmin THEN Ymin=Spcr> 

3870 NEXT I 

39380 D='mhax 
3990 IF ABStYmin2>D THEN D=ABSt min? 

3198 D=LGTCD: 

3116 DsaINTCD=-1> 

3129 Div=ie*D 

3139 Ymax=Ymax-Div 

3140 Ymin=tmin-Div 

3150 Ine=INTSCY¥max-Yminelooerias 

3168 YmaxsINTccYmaxt1.5#InedrIncd 

3179 ‘Ymax=Inc#*max 

3180 Ymin=INTCCY¥min-Ined Ine) 

31980) Ymine=Inc#Y¥min 

32896 IF ‘Yminit>d THEN Ymin=a 

S210  COEHTE 25.135, 15, 55 
3228 SCALE 8,729+.25, . BHL4eYmin, 1.8814 itmax 

$236 AXES 38,1,9,8,3, Ine 

3240 LORG 6 

325 FOR IT=45 TO 368 STEP 45 

3260 MOVE 2#1,-CCYmaxtABS¢(Ymin23 728) 

327 LABEL I 

3288 NEXT I 

S296 - LORG $8 

3396 FOR I=8 TO Ymax STEP Inc 

3310 ° MOVE 4.5,I 

33260 LABEL USING "MDDDDKK"; 1410 

3336 . NExTt I 

3346 FOR I=@ TO Ymin STEP —-Inc 

3358 MOVE 4.5,I 

3366 LABEL USING "MNDDDDKK";1*#18 

Pe. Next tf 

: OB LINE TYPE 1 

3396 MOVE Y,4 

3448 FOR IT=1 TO 365 

S410 . PLGT 1, Spc lo-Div,-1 

3420 HWEXKT I 

3430 FOR [=1 TO 3648 

3446 PLOT [4+368,Sp¢I>7Div,-1 

34560 NEXT I 

3465 SETGU 

3470 LORG 1 

3436 MOVE 56,5.5 

3499 LABEL "ROTOR ANGULAR POSITION ¢deg>" 

3508 DEG 
251) CBIR 30 
3520 MOVE 5,13 
Soa8 [MAGE Zon, "-",0, oR 
soee 8 TNAGE 2on,.' +", 0, 3h 
S506. Exp22-1 
3360 IF Exp?-1 THEN LABEL USING S530; Messagif;ABStExpo; Messaget 
3570 IF Expt @ THEN LABEL USING S548; Messagls;ABStExps Messages
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sose@ CUIR @ 
3590 MOVE 15,395 
3686 LABEL Namels 
3618 MOVE 8,8 
3628 SUBEND 
3634 ! 

36438 Lp hE RHEE HEHEHE TEF+E+E SUBROUTINE PLTDBL +teterte te tet ee tee teste 

3658 ! + Generates double plots. + 

3568 LRP EEREFEER EEE EREEEREEE EEE EEE EEE EE HEE EEE HEHEHE EHH HHH 

367 SUB Pltdbl¢Namel$, SHORT Dpilct#),Dpec#), Messagl$,Messaget: 

36839 ‘fmax=9 

3630 Ymin=a 

3790 FOR IT=1 TO 3608 STEP 2 

3718 IF Dpicl>>max THEN ‘Ymax=Dpi¢r> 

3720 IF Dp2tl>>Ymax THEN Ymax=Dp2c.3 
3738 IF Dpiclo<¥min THEN Ymin=Dpl¢ct> 

3740 IF Dpittl><Ymin THEM Ymin=Dpict> 

3756 NEXT I 

37658 D=Ymax 
3770 IF ABS¢Ymind>D THEH DSABSC ymin? 

3738 D=LGT¢cD? 

3796 D=INT¢cD-132 

33806 Diveito-D 

3818 ‘Ymax=Ymax-Divu 

338280 ‘Ymin=tmin’Diyv 

3830 Inc=INTSCYmax-Ymintlao rigs 

33840 ‘Ymax=INTCC¥maxel. S#Iincoerine 3 

3856 Ymax=Inct#Y*max 

3860 Ymin=INTCCY%min-Ine dined 

33878 Ymin=Inc#Ymin 

33880 LOCATE 25,135,15,35 

3898 SCALE 8, 726+.25,1.881#imin, 1.8014 imax 

3900 AXES 39,1,8,9,3,Inc 

3910 LORG 5 

3926 FOR I=45 TO 364 STEP 45 

33930 MOVE 241, -CtYmaxtABStYminio2oo 

3346 LABEL I 

3359 HEXT I 

33968 LORG 3 

3970 FOR T=8 TO Ymax STEP Inc 

33380 MOVE 4.4,1 

3936 LABEL USING “MDDDDSH"; 1#198 

4690 NEXT I 
4916 FOR [=6 TO Ymin STEP -Inc 

$620 MOVE 4.4,1 

4938 LABEL USING "MNDDDDRA";1l*#18 

$040 HEXT I 

$459 MOVE 8,4 

$468 LINE TYPE 1 

4078 ! 
$9880 ! Plats Input pressures CTp2 

4936 FOR I[=1 TO 368 

4166 PLOT I,Bp2cIov7Div,-1 

4110 NEXT I 

4126 FOR [=1 TO 368 
4130 PLOT [+366,Dp2cIo-Div,-1 

4149 NEXT I 

4159 MOVE 8,98 

41560 |! 
417Q@ ! Outputs second plot
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41398 

4198 

42098 

42198 

4226 

4239 

4249 

4256 

4269 

4270 

4238 

4298 

4390 

4314 

4320 

$3398 

$349 

$3598 

4369 

43793 

4330 

$3998 

4438 

FOR [=1 TO 368 

PLOT 1, Ded¢1>40i14,,-1 

NEXT I 

FOR IT=1 TO 358 

PLOT 14360,Dp1¢I>-Div,-1 

NEXT I 

SETGU 

LORG 1 

MOVE 56,6.5 

LABEL “ROTOR ANGULAR POSITION ¢deg>d" 

DEG 

LBIR 39 

MOVE 3,16 

IMAGE 2SA,"-",0,3R 

IMAGE 23A, "+",D,8A 

Exp=D-1 

IF) Exp>=-1 THEN LABEL USING 4318035 

IF Exp<@ THEN LABEL USING 43205M 

LDIR @ 

MOVE 15,95 

LABEL Namels 

MOVE 8,8 

SUBEND 

MessaglSsABS¢Exp iim 
23 1 

34 

Sag 
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De. Introduction 

The aim of this appendix is to guide the user through a typical 

simulation run giving details of the required operations and the 

expected outputs. Within these sections, only very basic knowledge of 

computer keyboard skills is assumed. The user will be guided through 

the three stages of; parameter file preparation, process simulation and 

finally on to graphical output generation. 

The following processes assume the default mass-storage device is the 

HP9885M flexible disk drive set to select code 8 and that the relevant 

programs VFLGEN, VMODEL and VPLOT are stored on disk. It is essential 

that the “PRT ALL” key is latched up, for proper operation of the 

display facility. 

In the documentation quantities bounded by “< >” are acceptable inputs 

which serve as example values. 

D.2 Datafile Preparation 

Program : VFLGEN 

User Instructions: 

1) Insert flexible disk into disk drive. 

2) Load the program: 

a. Type: LOAD “VFLGEN:F8~° 

b. Press: EXECUTE 

3) Start the program: 

a. Press: RUN 

4) When “INPUT DATA FILENAME (%DAT%%):° appears on CRT display: 

Enter: A filename <ADATO1> 
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MP GEOMETRY 

(mm ) 
(mm ) 
(mm ) 
(mm ) 
(mm ) 
(mm ) 

STATOR DIAMETER 
ROTOR DIAMETER 
ASSEMBLY LENGTH 
ABUTMENT WIDTH 
ABUT. CLEARENCE 
VANE WIDTH 
VANE CLEARENCE (mm) 
PORT DIAMETER (mm) 
PORT ANGLE( deg) 
CAM ABUT. RAD. (mm) 
CAM ACT. RAD. (mm) 
CAM OP. RAD. (mm) 
CAM ACT. ANGLE(deg) 
ENDPLATE O/Diam. (mm) 
ENDPLATE I/Diam. (mm) 
ENDPLATE Clear. (mm) 
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 

RATING ENVELOPE 

SHAFT SPEED (RPM): 
INLET PRESSURE (bar): 
OUTLET PRESSURE (bar): 
CASE PRESSURE (bar): 
FLUID DENSITY (Kg/m3): 
FLUID VISCOSITY(NS/m2) : 
BULK MODULUS 
INPUT LINE DIAM. 
OUTPUT LINE DIAM. 
DISCHARGE COEFF. 

(MN/m2) : 
(mm) : 
(mm) : 

CAVITATION PRESS. (bar): 

INLET GROOVE PARAMETERS 

1)Hemisp 

2)Square 

3)Triang 

INLET GR 

OUTLET 

1)Hemisp 

2)Square 

3)Triang 

OUTLET G 

here:Groove depth (mm): 
Cutter diam. (mm): 
Start angle (deg): 
:Groove depth (mm): 
Groove width (mm): 
Start angle (deg): 

ular:Groove depth (mm): 
Cutter angle(deg) 
Start angle (deg) 

OOVE TYPE (0-3) 

GROOVE PARAMETERS 

here:Groove depth (mm): 
Cutter diam. 
Start angle (deg) 
:Groove depth (mm) 

(mm) : 

Groove width (mm): 
Start angle (deg): 

ular:Groove depth (mm): 
Cutter angle(deg): 
Start angle (deg): 

ROOVE TYPE (0-3) 

121.4000 
115.0000 
50.0000 
10.0000 

~0290 
7.0000 

- 0400 
25.4000 
27.7900 
93.7100 
22.3500 
49.6600 
38.2500 

127.5000 
121.4000 

0.0000 
4.0000 

2100.0000 
6.2000 

138.0000 
1.5000 

861.0000 
.0250 

1766.0000 
31.7500 
31.7500 

. 7000 

.6800 

1.0000 
4.0000 

10.0000 
- 6000 

4.0000 
2.0000 
3.6000 

60.0000 
10.0000 
0.0000 

60.0000 
30.0000 
0.0000 

FIG.D.2.1 PARAMETER DATAFILE CONTENTS 
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5) 

6) 

Press: CONT 

If no such file exists on disk, the program enters into the mode 

which requests the necessary input values for file generation, If 

a file already exists, editing can be performed, for which section 

(5.5) highlights the process. It will be assumed here, that the 

simulation proceeds from scratch. In this case the display will 

show the pump geometry page with the cursor at item l. 

a: Enter: The parameter value <121.4> 

b: Press: CONT 

Continue untill all three pages of data are filled. Suitable values 

are shown in figure (D.2.1), which is an actual print out from the 

program. 

On completion of input process. 

a: Press: Key 9 

Display shows “SAME FILENAME (DEFAULT:Y): ° 

a: Press: CONT 

Program prints list shown in figure (D.2.1) and outputs to disk. 

Terminate from program. ~ 

a: Press: Key 15 

First stage complete proceed to next “Process Simulation’ 

Editing: 

Selection of Key 7 defines the functions. 

Select function key as required and proceed, whilst following 

program prompts. 
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D.3 Process Simulation 

Program : VMODEL 

User Instructions: 

1) Insert flexible disk into disk drive. 

2) Load the program: 

a. Type: LOAD “VMODEL:F8~ 

b. Press: EXECUTE 

3) Start the program: 

a. Press: RUN 

4) When “IS AUTO SEQUENCE REQUIRED (Y/N):° appears on CRT display: 

a. Enter: N (for manual mode or Y for auto mode) 

b. Press: CONT 

5a)For manual mode: 

When “ENTER DATA FILENAME (VDAT%%):° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: Filename <ADATO1> 

b. Press: CONT 

If datafile entry is correct the program executes and performs 

simulation. At the end of the run the datafile <AGDTOI1> is 

output and the program stops. Proceed on to “Graphical Output” 

OR 

5b)For auto mode: 

When “INPUT FILENAME PREFIX:Default (V)DAT:° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: File prefix <A> 

b. Press: CONT 

6) When “OUTPUT FILENAME PREFIX:Default (V)GDT:° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: File prefix <B> 

b. Press: CONT 

7) When “INPUT LOWEST DATAFILE NO. (>=0):° appears on CRT: 
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a. Enter: Lowest number <l> 

b. Press: CONT 

8) When “INPUT HIGHEST DATAFILE NO. (<=99):° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: Highest number <5> 

b. Press: CONT 

9) When “IS PLOT REQUIRED :° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: N (for no plot or Y for plot) 

b. Press: CONT 

The suggested entry assumes the existence of five datafiles 

with filenames ADATO1 to ADATOS5 on disk. The successful run would 

result in the generation of five files BGDT01 to BGDTO5 and no 

graphical output, as yet. If “Y° was input for 9 above, the program 

VPLOT would have been loaded automatically with outputs to the drum 

plotter, otherwise proceed to “Graphical output’. 

Running Outputs: 

During execution the program prints out on the CRT the current 

results and progress indicators which inform on the progress of the 

simulation. 

D.4 Graphical Output 

Program : VPLOT 

User Instructions: 

1) Insert flexible disk into disk drive. 

2) Load the program: 

a. Type: LOAD “VPLOT:F8~ 

b. Press: EXECUTE 

3) Start the program: 
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a. Press: RUN 

4a)When “DO YOU REQUIRE VIDEO GRAPHICS (Y/N):° appears on CRT display 

a. Type: Y (for graphics or N for other medium) 

b. Press: CONT 

ft YY gore: 5 

4b)When “DO YOU REQUIRE BENSON (Y/N):° appears on CRT display 

a. Type: Y (for Benson or N for other medium) 

b. Press: CONT 

Tf “Y" goto 5 

4c)When “DO YOU REQUIRE 9872A (Y/N):° appears on CRT display 

a. Type: Y (for 9872A or N for other medium) 

b. Press: CONT 

tt. °y goto: 5 

5) When “IS AUTO SEQUENCE REQUIRED (Y/N):° appears on CRT display: 

a. Enter: N (for manual mode or Y for auto mode) 

b. Press: CONT 

5a)For manual mode: 

s 

When “ENTER DATA FILENAME (VDAT%%):° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: Filename <AGDTO1> 

b. Press: CONT 

If datafile entry is correct the program executes and performs 

plotting. End of simulation run. 

OR 

5b)For auto mode: 

When “INPUT DATAFILE PREFIX (Default “V’):° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: File prefix <B> 

b. Press: CONT 

6) When “INPUT LOWEST DATAFILE NO. (>=0):° appears on CRT: 
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a. Enter: Lowest number <l> 

b. Press: CONT 

7) When “INPUT HIGHEST DATAFILE NO. (<=99):° appears on CRT: 

a. Enter: Highest number <5> 

b. Press: CONT 

The suggested entry assumes the existence of five datafiles of 

filenames BGDTO1 to BGDT05 on disk. The successful run would 

result in the generation of five sets of graphical output. The 

figure (D.4.1) and (D.4.2) shows one such set of graphical output. 
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